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The Waring Star.
A

Grain of Mustard

others

made

theirw

together.

When

all

had

sang first, “God.save the Queen,”

then

the universal doxology, “Praise

=

tures,

Seed.

whom

all blessings flow.”

It was

a solemn moment.’ In a cathedral of God’s
own construction, filled with his own creathat

singi

his

inevitfl#e

waves!

praise, accompanied

organ,

Maifly

the music

by

of the

eyes unaccustoried to weep

were bedewed with tears. The solemn awe
inspired by this natural wonder is beyond
the power of description. One needs to see

it in stature grew.

“ Only a grain of mustard seed!”

though

Truth, in its mighty sway,
Flower and fruitage will ripened own,
Though amid tares it was widely sown,
And latent though it lay.
:
“ Only a graie of mustard seed !”
Hope, but & whispered word,
Is strong to check sin’s sad career,
And wipe away the sorrowing tear,
When dropped in deeps unstirred.

possessing

its own,

is more

no natural

beauties of

than beautiful, owing te

its hallowed associations. Ineed scarcely
‘| say, 10 those who are familiar with Scottish history,that I refer to Iona, ‘the blessed
island.” It owes all its celebrity to Columba,

who,

about

century,

came

the

mifdle

of the

from

Ireland

with

Mrs. Elmq Folwell,

Special Correspondence.
it was my pur-

a brief account of a pleas-

Christianity ~as established by St. Columba,
was not altogether supplanted In the island

until the first part of the thirteenth century,
and even then popery was slow to enslave
the minds of these northerntribes. During
this period of its religious light, Iona
was made the burial place, according to

ant teur through the western Highlands of tradition, of 48 Scottish Kings, besifles sevScotland. It may not be too late to do so eral who ruled in Normandy and Ireland.
now, although nine days of pleasant sail ‘Their tombs are now pointed out to the visacros®* the Atlantic bring the Scandinavian itor,together with those of several highland
and her hundred passengers within
a few chieftains ; but according to the Duke of
hours’ sail of Quebec. Everything has been Argyle, there is but tittle confidence to be
most propitieus during the entire voyage, placed in any of these traditions, except

I am

very thankful that, during the

that which marks the resting-place of Angus

past few days, I have been able to preach
to the large number of steerage passengers

McDonald, Sir Walter Scott's ‘‘Lerd of the
Isles.” There is nething now to mark the

who

site of St. Columba's college, and even the

are

going

out

to America

to start

Nunnery and Cathedral, built by thé Romanists, have been turned into a heap of ruins
to be fully awake and in earnest, to reach’ by the iconoclastictendencies of the reformation period.
In one sense, these acts of
the wast influx of populatien constantly
violence
are
to
be
lamented, but when we
crowding to our shores.
But to the Scottish tour. ‘I had seen much remember how much the medimvel archiof Sootland during the winter, but having tecture of England ‘has served to revive
an opportunity of viewing the Highlands the ritualism and papery of that age, one
in the summer, upder the guidance of that can not regret thatthere is nothing so condeservedly popular tourist, Mr. Cook of spicuous in these old ruins as the hatred of
Leicester, the temptation was irresistible. a people who were liberated from ‘the bondAt an early hour immense numbers gather- age of a false system.¢f which these builded from all parts of the midland counties ings were the symbols.
This day of sight-seeing closed the week.
of England to Derby, and thence to the
north, making a short stay at Carlisle,where The Lord's day came with all that quiet
some of our number branched of to Glas- golemnity with which it is observedin Scotgow, while the majority took the Waver- land. All of the company attended worley route to Edinburgh. With a few otbers, ship, some going tothe Gaelic, and others
I stopped at Melrose and was surprised to to the English service ; those however, who
find the place swarming full of Americans. attended the former, confessed to have reOne by one we walked out that evening ceived bug ttle edification. Ji the evening,
and had the indescribable pleasure of view- the whole gompany of us,who lsdged at the
ing the ruins of Melrose Abbey by tke pale Alexandra| Hotel, gathered together as one
family, reMey
the Seriptures, sang ahymn
moonlight,
togethef at our Father's feet,
bowed
and
“Where buttress and buttress alternately
rendering solemn thanks and supplicatian.
Seem framed of ebon-and ivery,
On Monday morning,we started north,
Where silver edges the imagery,
And the scrolls that teach them to live and die,” through those beautiful Lochs, making eur
About
| After spending the long twilight and a way toward the Caledonian Canal.
a very few profitable
spent
we
up,
way
half
part of the still longer moonlight, in viewthrough Glening “St. David's sacred pile,” I did feel the and delightful bours,driving
coe,
“the
vale
of
weeping.”
It
has a dreary,
force of the closing couplet of Walter
life afresh in- the; hope of bettering their
circumstances. American Christians need

Scott’ description of this interesting Abbey,
“And

home returning, soothly swear

a good night's rest we

appearance, made doubly so by the:

| mournfal

Donalds,

history of the murder of the, Me-/

during

Prince of Orange.

‘Was never scene 80 sad and fair.”

After

dismal

went to

Abbotsford, much of which is left just as it
was at Sir Walter's death, and then to Dryburgh, where he was buried in a quiet spot

the strife

of William,

En

At Fort William I left the company, wishing to remain a day at the home of my an-

cestors, and if possible to obtain a clear
sky to climb to -the top of Ben Nevis, our
amidst the ruins ofthe old Abbey.” Abbots highest point in, wisi 0 was, favored
ford is beautifully situated, its structure is with_a delightful day,
atid although it took.
unique, Sir Walter's private-study is a per- f nearly four hcurs of contjnuous-climbing
fect gem, and the many artigles to be sedn; to reach the summit, the magnificent view
which

#&re

‘connected

with

the

life of the

noble baron,will fully repay any trouble or
-»LXpense on the part of the visitor,
* Our way was made to Glasgow through

of the distant

mountains,

clad

in

brown

heath and shaggy wood, interspersed with
the blooming heather, the picturesque lochs
laving the fect of these sentinels of liberty,

—

had

been

at

this

The settlements are only a few

meeting.

years old,

and the horrid jolting

we

got in going

over some of the roads

was

anything

yet, when in quest of a few days’ quiet, rest

and peace.
Here 1 met with several of our company,

who enlivened the rest of the jounrey, and
with whom I visited many of the places of
interest

in

Perth,

where

we remained for

several hours.
Passing by Abernethy, and
getting a glimpse of that round tower, several hundred feet high, which has beer, and
is still the puzzle of historians and antiquarians, we came on to Edinburgh by the
way of Fyfe, arriving in good time to join.
the whole party back to England. It was
& source of many .a grateful feeling and

Mr. Cook comes to America; as he purposes
to do very soon, 1 doubt nut he will have as
great -success here as he has had for many
years in the old world.
J
Yours &c.,

R. C.

Green

Bay,

Wis. &c.

After our nice trip over the Lakes, as reported in a late Star, we made a stop of
tern people I have ever

Like

all wes-

seen, the

inhabit-

ants of Green Bay think-their town one of
the best, if not the best, ever got up. To
me this peculiarity of the

good one. ¥t shows

west

is a

very

all

are.

well

that

Nev-

large and cordial, so we had a good time
and enjoyed the meeting exceedingly.
They had erected a good and spacious
school-house, in which the Q. M. was held,
and all seemed to enjoy the season, and we

hope it was made a means of good to many
souls. If this part of the Q.M. is new,
there is a future before it which should inspire the heart with hope and energy.
Rev .A. J. Davis, of Lansing, has made
this section a special

field for Q. M.

work,

pleased with, and even proudof, their own
homes; and it also indicates that the whole
of this western country is so good, that all

At a ‘Camp

Meeting.

Returning from a very

pleasant session

of the National Educational Association,

at

Cleveland, O., we stopped over Sabbath
at the Methodist camp meeting, at Moundsville, W. Va., the seat of the/State Peniten-

tiary, and the location of the celebrated
Indian mound, that gives a name to the
place. Of the Penitentiary and the mound,
perhaps more may besaid
time.

at

some

other

The camp meeting is located in a beauti-

ful but limited grove, scarcely ‘more

than

sufficing to shade the throngs of people
attendance, and surrounded

by

in

cultivated

fields. There are said to be “one hundred
and seven tents ereeted on the ground, one
of which is quite a good looking and substantial house; others are built, shantyfashion,
of boards, and others are tents in
reality, —most of these last, if not all of
them, having seen service on the ‘ tented

here to the mouth ofthe
into Lake Michigan,

terminus.

Lines

here to Buffalo,

bay

which

towards

of

opens

its morthern

steamers run

touching

from

at intermediate

ports, and also to ‘Sheboygan, Manitowac,
Milwaukee and Chicago. Alarge business is carried on

in

lumber,

and

several

iron furnaces are in operation on the river
above.
There are many fine business blocks in
the city, and

several

are

now

going

up,

which would do honor even to the ¢* Hub. ”
The first class residences are invariably
surrounded by gardens and trees, making
them very pleasant icdeed. There are
two first class hotels and a baker's dozen of
seven-by-nine

*¢ Houses,”

‘‘ Hotels,”

and

a

very

large

eight hundred to one thousand eccupied the
tents for the might. It is certain that the
capacity of the Several tents was pretty
well tested. On Sunday, the audience was
much larger than could be reached by one
voice, and was addressed from three different stands—twoof them on the outskirts of

the “grounds. Hundreds, besides, occupied themselves in walking about, without
giving attention to - any

of

the

speakers.

dism’s right arm,—as

‘Greeley.

says,

they

have ** sung religion through the land.”
But they did not doit by singing such mild-

mannered musicon a camp, ground.

The

brother, however, who preached to us on
Saturday evening, though named Feather,
had a voice of no feathery lightness, but
which roared outin rolling peals over

camb

ground,

after

the

the

old-time

ion.
As five o'clock, A. M., the
has it come to this, a bell on

fash-

bell,—and
the camp

ground, instead of the old tin trumpets ?—
the bell called usto resurrectings and ablutions.

At half past-six, after

swept

and ‘‘ the

floor washed up” every

night.
:
From here, we took our way south on the

Chicago and North-western R. R. through
Oshkosh,

where

Baptists.

The Waupun Q. M. is to be lield

we first strike

in two weeks, near this city,
thing of note occurs

your

roposes to be there aud

the

F. W.

and

if any-

humble

servant

see.» From Osh-

kosh we dame to the city of Fond du Lac,
where we remained a few hours waiting
We could not
for thetrain to Sheboygan.
of the
quality
extra
the
help noticing
horses on the street while here. Ihave
seldom seen so many superior horses in.so
The deduction made from
short a time,
this was, that there were good farmers
the people were pretty
heveabout, and

good, too,or that it had become fashiomus
ble for men to keep good horses.
. We did not have the

Bro. Rufus Clarke, but
brother whom we mety

pleasure

of seeing

a Congregational
said Bro. Clarke

fact, were a struggle between
time and the. new,—between

meeting of half a century

the oldeh- itself if need be, and to: fellow up the. anthe camp: ticipated victory
by rapid blows. The

ago,

that was

losses thus far have

been

heavy on both

both a necessity
and a special agency of sides, and the next battle, which is likely to
spiritual strugglings, and the camp meeting .occur any day, can only increase the fearof the period, that'is rather a luxury and ful list, “The latest dispatches may: be
thd
a means of promoting spiritual recreatipn. found on the eighth page.
Sometimes the one element wasin the ascendant and sometimes the other. EveryMission Field.
7°
body, however, seemed to enjoy it. - ‘Some,

we opine, got nearer to the Master,—more

.
!
JAPAN,
fully into the possession of the blessedness
of an all-pervading, absorbing, self-forget-: - The changes -going on in Japanare full of
ting divine life. May we not hope that no promise of a glorious future for her pedple. The
last ten years have wrought great progress.
It
one was the worse for the gathering? is true that,previous to that period,*Commodore

There was

no

drinking,

no

his-arms;

some

whose fires of devotion were fanned

were

enfolded in

anew,

spent

Sabbaths thai

that weans from this fleeting earth but ab:
sorbing earthliness,—less that lifted the;
soul above, to the imperishable:and diving/
;
YA. DY

Events
OF

NEUTRALITY.

temporized prayer meetings, accompanied
by a very moderate measure of the aforesaid not over

demonstrative

proclamation rehearsés the substance of the

neutrality laws, and ofthe treaties bearing

singing,

we

ed methodistic in the older-time, so

gently

did they roar. Sometimes, however, some
voice swelled out from the stand services,
that brought back the memories, if not the
echoes, of the camp meeting prayers of the

days gone by. More frequently
wie catch those ‘“ good old tones”
altar. There was, however, very
the old-fashioned sing-song.
We

still did
from the
little of
don't re-

It

is forbidden

any

person

within the territory or jurisdiction of the
United States to render any aid or service
to either of the belligerent powers, but de-

clares that the law does not extend to a citizen or subject of the two nations at war,
who, being transiently within the United
States, desires to enter the servic of his
country on board any vessel that may arrive in an American port.
In conclusion the
usual warning is given. that no person

within the jurisdiction of the United States
can claim redress from the Government for
any unfortunate results of violating the
neutrality laws.
THE

CENSUS.

The returns have come in quite rapidly
during the last two weeks, and from them
Superintendent Walker places the total
population

of the

countryat

40,300,000.

.He expects to have full returns from Maine,
Delaware, Connecticut, Rhode Island, the
northern district of New York, Maryland
and Ohio, by the first of September,and from

the most of the states and territories by the
fifteenth. The population of the larger
cities is falling considerably below the estimates, and those who have prophesied
such astonishing returns from New
Chicago and Boston are doomed to

York,
disap-

A STRIKERS’ RIOT.
The tyranny

of Trade

Associations

has

just been newly illustrated by the villainous conduct of strikers in Fall River, Mass.
Several
members of the striking party

having resumed labor to save their#&imilies
from starvation, they were
subject to
continued abuses from the more persistent
idlers, which resulted in a mob on Wednesday night ofso serious a nature that a large
extra police force and three companies of
state militia had to be called

out to restore

order. Thefew who had resumed work
were setupon as they were leaving the
mills, and were pelted with the various implements ofa ruffain’s warfare,
and only

the interference of armed authority

saved

strain

The preaching, at eight o'clock, was a
calm and somewhat argumentative appeal,
mingled with something of pathos, that

militia alone keeps the rioters at bay, but it
is presumed that with this and the ameliorating effectsof time, their disturbed passions may be finally quiéted and harmony

indeed, to have caught the

both instructed and moved.

At ten o'clock,

there was preaching by one of the * fathers,” whose voice was too feeble. to be
heard by many of the congregation, and
who did not warm up so as to command his
audience, until his closing sentences. His
sermon, more than. anything else, wa
characteristic of lang syne. * Its themé was

science.

the

When the first students came

-

over,

five years-ago, they were obliged to steal away
cretly by night, but now they depart freely
by\the appointment and under the patronage of
thelgovernment, the expenses of some of them
They are said to
ing defrayéd
by
the state.

befitekghd bright, acquiring the language

in a

ondrously short time.
In character, they are
nly, generous, extremely polite, temperate,

chivalrous and brave.

These students, on’ their

return to’Japan, obtain the very best positions
under the government.
The Independent says:
“Since nearly all the students discard their
heathenism, since
many now
are ready and

Christianity, since numbers

pel light ‘about to be revealed’ to the Sea Empire?’
>
:
ASSAM.
Rev. Mr. Ward, recently” from Assam, atthe
late annual meeting of the Baptist

noble testimony to the Christian

widow of thellate
Mr. Scott.

lamented

Union, bore &

heroism

After the death of her

wrote to Mr. Ward urging him

of the

missionary, Rev.
husband,

to come

she

to her

assistance, but his duties were such as to confine him for months to his own field.
On hearing this, she roused Lerself, took up her departed husband’s work, #cluding the charge of a
young men’s training school for preachers and
teachers ®or the Makirs, and several
village
schools, looking after their pecuniary support,
drawing money from .th# government, keeping
accounts, making out-reports, and also looking
after the native vreachers, conducting the Bible
class and Sabbath school, ete., ete, everything
moviog on as before her husband’s death.
Says
Mr. Ward: “On my arrival there, I found nothing to change, nothing to talk over, nothing to
attend to except preaching, administering baptism and the Lord’s Supper, and aiding in matters of digcipline and service.
I resolved not to
meddle with or mar so unique a thirg ‘as this
manifestation of womanly heroism displayed.
The charge of the Newgong station; for a period
of nearly ten months, was hers, and when I ex
pected,as a maiger of course, that she, with her
three young children, would return with us to
this country, to my surprise, she decided that, as
her health was good and she had a knowledge
of the language and experience fitting her for
continued usefulness, site would remain and labor on till such time as her children required to

°

be brought to this country.”
The mission among the Garos of Assam seems
to have had a providential origin.
The mission
house at Gowahati had become empty, and was
rented to an English military officer.
Omed, a
Sepoy, or native soldier, who
was
standing
guard at the door of the house, noticing some
leaves of tracts that had heen swept out upon
the ground, in order to pass away the time,
picked up and read some of them.
His attention
was arrested, he sought out some of the native
Christians and soon became a true convert.
In

discharge as soldiers,
and returned
to their
countrymen to teach them the new religion.
At
the end of two years they sent for a missionary
to come and baptize
Believers,
Says Mr. Ward :

“Thas.we
see how easy if is for the Lord to uses

even apempty miss
ary nigh, as-amenny
among 'th¥¢ foun

use, with no mission-

v introducing the gospel
people,
And now the

work is moving forward gloriously, and has become the brightesg spot in the Assam mission.’
-

CALIFORNIA.

The Macedonian states that, during the mon®hi .
of June, hundreds of the Chinese on the Pacific’
coast came to the Baptist Sabbath schools for instruction, On a Sabbath day, when notice had
been given them that a returned missionary from
China would preach to them in their own language, 700 came together and listened attentfvely. On the folowing Sabbath 1000 were present
to hear him, and among them were: many of the
first Chinamen of San Francisco.
With upturn
ed faces, they listened quietly to the man of God

as those

who

Christthat he

were

interested

to know

of the

preached,

:
MEXICO.
It is reported that there are forty

Protestant

be again restored.

congregations in the city and valley
and 120 in the entire country.
Rev.

THE WAR IN FRANCE.
The reports from the seat of war, which
now is wholly in France, are numerous and

rup, of Mexicd, who came last Mirch to New
York,by ifivitation of the Baptists,for ordination,

conflicting.

fore last is has

Since the battles of wetk be
been

almost

get reliable information.

impossible

Bazaine

and

i
bis

the

army have been lost tothe public for “over

sin we possessed. Scarcely a modern idea
ora modern method of expression esoaped fromthe septuagenarian lips.
In the afternoon, the nineteenth century

a weok, and whether he is realizing the
benefits, of deeply-latd strategy or is help-

depravity—of the good we lacked, and

multi-

pointment. Its supposed that a full rea little time a second Garo, a relative of his,
port of the present condition of the country joined him,and they sent to a missionary to come
will be made by the tenth of October.
| ‘and baptize them.
These men soon got their

their lives and afforded them a safe. passage to their homes. The prese
of the

member,
at all.

learnigghand

western

waiting to embrace

PROCLAMATION

them.

for

of

are

more are coming, who does not catch a glimpse
of the ‘glory’of Christian civilization and gos-

Europe appeared on the 22d.
proclamation was deemed necessary,
to the large number of Frenchmen and Germans among us, who were disposed in
many cases to go beyond the limits of the
law in their patriotic demonstrations. The

upon

is manifested

Great eagerness

wick, N. J.

gave us less impulse heavenward,—less
food to strengthen the man that is fashioned’
after the image of God's holiness,—less

A

inventions

plying.

Young men are leaving the country to study in~
our own and English schools and colleges. The
N. Y. Independent states that there are nearly
fifty Japanese students in the United States,
scattered around at Munson,
Mass., Middletown, Conn., Holland, Mich., and New Bruns-’

and, may we not hope, burned to the consuming of sin not before melted away ?

We certainly have

chines and other modern
acquisition

oms heaved with emotion before the Cross;
some who came to the Shepherd, and, we

trust,

-

the middle and upper classes dress in our style.
Schools, newspapers, telegraphs,
sewing ma-

visible carousing or wantonness,—no holloing or intemperate discussions. There
were some whoseeyes gathered ‘moisture
at the love of the Master ; some whose bos-

lessly shutup in Metz,
known.

N

a

Jy

| ‘whole Prussian army is between

uttered

correctness, conveying

Christian toil and triumph,
Ws seems to be the Prussi¥h plan to bring on
All the arrangements and exercises, in a general battle, near the walls of the city

sundry ex-

¢¢ Halls,” where the Germans and Belgi- broke our fast, and prepared for preaching,
ans mostly congregate.
One of the be 88 | which came atthe call of the bell at eight
pieces of Nicholson pavement I have ever o'clock. Likethe singing, the majority of
rode over is on Washington Street. I the prayers would hardly have been deems
should judge, from its cleanliness, that it is

with delicacy and

field,” —sad remindersof strife and of battle, but now happily converted to the serv-

The proximity of the grounds to the city of
.Wheeling, being only twelve miles distant
and by rail, facilitated the gathering of this
this, however, Green Bay is a pleasant immense crowd.
and healthy place. I believeit is one of
The scarcity of woods around the camp
the old French settlements in the North- was complemented by the scarcity of the
west. The land is somewhat rolling, yet singing. Not that there were not verses
toa New Englander it would appear level. enough sung. Of this, there was no esThere are good farms lying south of the pecial lack. But the tunes were largely
City on the Fox River, though the quality such as we select for family and private
the land is not quite equal to that far- devotion,—sweet, often touching, but not
ther south.
The chief strength of the place sufficiently resonant and thrilling to swell
isdniits water facilities: The Fox River into waves of song, or vast and powerful
enters the bay here, and ‘furnishes water enough to move and sway the ebbing and
communications with the interior of the flowing tide of humanity.
Seng is Metho-

Itis about one hundred miles from

him and
McMahov, and that a junction of the two
even some of the advanced ideas of the- ‘armies can not be effected. The Crown
time, but delivered with feeling and pow ~Princeis pressing steadily on after McMa- =
er, though stirring indeed some of the pre- hon's' army, who has left Rheims with his
cious recollectibns of -past experiences. o whole force.and is pushing for" Paris. It
was in the ascendant, in a sermon

80, at least.

are satisfied with that portion of it which
Xhey severally call their home. Aside'from

State.

34, 1870.

and was present at this session aiding
largely by labor and counsel. May the That some were the worse at the day’s Perry, with his bundle of huge keys, had unblessing of the Lord rest upon these pio- close, is probable, if not certain. But it locked and opened these secluded ocean-bound
neer brethren and sisters in the Shiawassee may be that it was from the outpouring of ports,” but, according to an article inthe Gospel
Q. M. and give them large success. We a viciouslife within, finding occasion, possi- Field, from Mr. Verbeck, the country was not
fully open for trade and foreign residence till
shall ever remember gratefully the favors. bly,in some of these scenes, rather than from ten years ago. The ports now
fgem with shops
the instigation of the occasion. Let us hope retailing foreign goods, and a”large portion of
received.
S.R. XY.

| audience, of perhaps some
thousands, in
attendance y and it was estimated that from

——

several days: in this city.

pleasant to a two hundred pounder.

but

ertheless we lived through it and got there.’
The houses were small but hearts were

ice of the Prince of Peace.
Saturday night there was

where
the | ad the mantle of glory thrown over the wis # wise and seeesstul Taborer, and our
- orown jewels of Scotland are still kept, and whole by the light of a setting-sun, were church wag growing very fast,
Holyrood Palace where the private rooms more than a return for the severe toil in’
After tarrying a few daysin Fond du Lac
Edinburgh; visiting
the Castle

east, if they

where I remained over

to Inverness,

few

whence savage clans and roving barbarians
received the benefits of knowledge and the
blessings of religion. This pure form of

Co., we took the route, via Milwaukee
and Grand Haven, to the Shiawassee Q. M.
in Michigan. It would have been something new to many of our brethren in the

night. This is a most beautifully located
city, and was formerly the Capital of the
Highlands. I ‘was surprised atthe evident
signs of commercial enterprise and general
progress of the people éverywhere visible.
|. Indeed the purest English which it was
my privilege to hear in Britain is spoken
by the inhabitants of Inverness. In many
places in England it is a most difficuit thing
to understand the comiwon people, but in
this city, although nine-tenths of the people speak the Gaelic freely, their English is
almost faultless.
Hastening on by the ‘Highland railway,
I passed by the Culloden, where Prince

Canal

sixth
a

kindred spirits, and formed a college, which
was the luminaryof the Caledonian regions,

4 Only a grain of mustard seed,”
Sunk in the slumbering soul,
Wakens high deeds of immortal worth,
Missions of leve that gladden earth,
As long as‘ages roll.

and

ona bright summer’s day.
day, much fatigued from
my previous day’s toil, I followed the route
marked out by Mr. Cook up the Caledonian

| The following

pleasant remark that, during the whole ten
and admire and feel, in ordex to realize its |
days’ journey, there was no accidentor ungrandeur.
J
)
pleasantnéss to any of our company. When
Stull further on is an isiand which, al-

Far in_some dell, there hidden lay,

leaving England

enter

God from

Kissed by the sun and dew,
Borne on the wind its rugged way,

Before

to

and

C—O

- pose to give you

while

old, we

“ Only a grain of mustard seed,”

Where

the bay as& supply boat to

found their way in, the bold pushing forward to the very terminus of the naive,
while the more timid remained at the thresh-

commis.
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lay in

of Sir John Franklin, and

The best of all the views to be

had in Scotland is from the top of Ben Nevis

the surrounding castles, and the beau
Charlie, the last of the Stuarts, was deglens which are so numerous in this loc:
feated, although bravely supported by his
ity. All were deHghted with the trea
which Mr. Cook's “guidance had given us “faithful but misguided highland clans. The
during the day, but we were full of expec- next place of interest was the famous pass
tations respecting the mcrrow, and our of Killiecrankie, which can be seen to very
highest anticipations were realized.
The good advantage from the railway carriage.
Soon after this grand scenery, we came upday was unusually bright, ard such of the
on Blair-Athole, on the estate of the Duke
ocean as we came in contact with was
of Athole, at whose residence Queen Victoquite undisturbed. About noon we arrived.
ria .and Prince Albert have lived for weeks
at Fingal’s cavé, and the whole company,
together. The Queen often resorts to a
amounting to over one hundred, were enhumble cottage in this quiet village even

person who takes a paper regularly from the

ue to send it until payment is made, and

search

coasters,

tion, aad to forward what is due for the ensuing year,
with or without further reminder from this office,

1. Any

in

ascending.

No-85

V's

is not

It is probable however,

definitely
that

the

says: “The Mexicans

tion.

are

pleading

They begin to’ love the

Bible.

civil and religious,is guaranteed by

of Mexico,
Mr. West.

for

instruc-

Liberty,
law.

The

papal-idols are falling by thousands.
A million
Mexican doors stand wide open to the missionary, and churches on the primitive ‘plan exist in
e states of New Leon, Tamarrlipas, Zacatecas,
Durango and some of the southern states, ..

Now that our brethren in the United States have
sought us we are sure that blessed times are in
store for Mexico.”
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STAR:

Cis

placed

Uncle

Luke’s

Ea

Before many

taste

at their

soft,

1 called

one Wrictry to business, and shunning

Inga little

intelligent, black

Ah, those dainties
Eliza

it.

society.

eyes,

them!

Teceived

with which

I pampered

I mourned later that I did not heed

a
Ee

|

n

I

doomed fo pass
would

go

on

the

from

through

as quietly

as

trué prayer.

When

I

was

about

is no.sorrow nor pain—where

wiped from everg
a body

fifteen

any I have shed since.

Al might, if they made wise use of
their discipline and trial, I believe,” said

“Now, I dare say, if you have thought

at

is

true;

but

my

little pasture hills, and felt

all

the

the

ness of that early bereavemens
me, while my heart cried:

two

bitter-

come

over

¢ "T'was ever thus, {rom childhood’s hour,
P’ve seen my fondest hopes decay.

Now that you have listened thus far,
the old man said, after a pause, I want
to ask if my good friend Eliza has ever had

weak

point is not one commento my sex. I
think I may say that men’s affections are
not generally their strongest feelings.
There are pride, ambition, enterprise,

The pangs had not

my head on that flat rock between

sin’ of an old man like Uncle Luke should
be ¢ making to himself idols.” ”
:
¢ I remember that yon were not always
an old map,” said the lady, taking up and
laying down her work as she spoke.
*¢ Ah, yes, that

doubital on this

the transientness that usually marks childish
griefs; and, when other woes have pressed
me, even up to manhood’s ‘day, I have lain

all on the subjectsince our last conversation, you have wondered that the ‘besetting

any such poor, little, dumb idols

as

Uncle

Luke has cherished ?”

rich-

« Indeed, yes,” was the quick response.
es, love of military exploit, thirst for ad- —+« And all through your narration, I've
venture, and other passions less commenbeen wiping away tears for the little sick
dable, that rule and sway men’s? hearts.
rabbit that drooped and died, and was
They all have more or less affection and buried by my own wee, childish hands so
gentle feeling, yet this is usually subordi- many years ago, in a sandy spot at the
Date to sterner and, as they perhaps

insist,

nobler attributes.

called

Yet 1 was. never

foot of a hill.

Your tale has brought fresh-

ly before me all the particulars of that
grief, and as you have just resessed manliness and was respected in my E marked, I don’t know as I have known
profession.
But, though I kept the fact {| much deeper ones since.” Bat go on with
|
an

effeminate,

womarish

youth.

I

pos-

| childish
C

well concealed, I possessed an over-sensi- | your narrations, Uncle Luke.
I want to
tive
heart.
1 did pot know this, then,
hear a. complete account af all your
nearly as well as I do now, . when age
idols.
.
and
observation
have shown mb many |

' human

hearts, their motives,

their

of action, their joys and sorrows.

That would hardly be profitable,”

was

* I’ve been minute thus

tar,

springs
the answer.
Among z |

them all, I have found none so tender, none

| to show you the bent of my mind; you can
|| judg
dge of the capacity of the old man’s heart

80 sweetly tuned to joy, none so 1udely | | to experience both pleasure and anguish
jarred by grief; as the poor old. one that | through the exercise of its affections, by
still beats here,—ch, coolly and evenly |
This is
|| what I have already related.
enough now, yét stirred to a momentarily { point I wish to set forth; as you will

quicker throbas

the smooth

memory’s

waters that

breath

were

once

boilingEi

the

see
when I come to the application.
My next pet was a sweet little sister. I
had g good “deal of apprehension at first

sweeps

|
|
|
i

*¢ Thatis true, my friend,” was the old
man’s calm answer; ** aud what a dower

I gained some assurance
|
dared to delight myself more and more
i and
of patience such a heart brings us st last, in he I conipe ny. Alas, in this case I have
!
/
does n’t it 2”
had to learn that there are things worse
The lady bowed in silence.
sever us from our idols.
than death to
“ Dearly-gained patience,would you sBay, | She had a pliable nature,and when she grew
|
Mrs. Eliza?’ ' he added direetly ; ¢ ab,well, { up, married & man who has proved a base
nothing that has real values \tghily gained
enemy to me, and has influenced her by his
in.this world ; and that is a blessed law.
wishes.
I dare not think of what suffered
We can not prize highly what has been
when my sister loaded me with reproaches,
gained without trouble or cost. But I do not | charged me with endeavoripg to defraud
3
Y
v
|
was

still

spared d.

i

A

pi

A

i
i
|

So ——

all tears are

give?

Oh, I'love toimag-

and

glorious

youth, joining my voice

in

immortal

with

She is up and coming,

acting

bathed

point. , Certainly,

in!" My

it

also freely give

evidences of acceptance

voices of

‘At

Balasore

I found Bro.

and Sister

4

expect to tell you all the griefs that my sen- | her of her just share in our father’s proper-

sitive heart has ever expérienced;

the

‘tale

would weary even your well-acquired patience. It would fill a volume.”
“* Why don't you write your history,
Uncle Luke ?'” asked the lady; « I am sure
it would be interesting.”
.
¢: Ah, no, not that,” he said; * though 1
have sometimes thought that
together quite an instructive
cerning people whom I have
incidents for whose truth T ean

I could get
volume conknown and
vouch ; may

be I shall ask your assistancé in. the task
some day. PEutI was about to tell you of
my two, earliest idols. 1 could not have |
been more than four or five years old when I
my father, oné day, came home from a |
journey, bringing a large covered basket
into the sitting room, and locking curiously

toward me as he placed it on the floor and
lifted ¢he board which hid its contents. I
approached. ‘There were two little snowwhite puppies nestled close together, fast
sigreamed with ‘delight. No one
asleep. I
who has not a wild, passionate love of animale, can have any conception’ of my joy
at the sight of these two little, soft, white

"ereatnres.
* Are they for me? on, are they for me,
Papa? 1 cried, hovering around tig=basket,
in wild excitement.
.
» My

noise

awoke

the

littfe creatures,

ty. anddeft me

in

anger.

I was

sustained

by a consciousness of my own guiltlessness,
and

the knowledge

that

all the

community

believed in my innocence, yet it cut

deeply

to think that a base, unprincipled man had
power 0

me.

entirely

alienate

ave not seen

RI

or

my

sister

heard

from

from

her

tenyears.

Attwenty,

Ifell

in love with a pretty

face with soft, blue eyes;
but, when I discovered that a narrow, vain, selfish heart

accompanied those fair features,
the disenchantment tolerably

I

was

twenty-two,

I endured

well.

my father

When

died.

He:

There had ever been too
was not an idol:
much awe mixed with my Pegard for him,
to admit of a certain freedom necessary fo
the full expansion and enjoyment of my
But all my heart went oul.to
affections.
I was both her-companmy mother now,

She had outlasted all
ion and protector.
other idols; I fels that it was safer to repose
in her than in any une else. “She depended
on me, and I was happy in the trust.
I

many a

me

with

cold, disapproval,

I was told that she made the remark,
witnessing my

distress

over

the

while

cofflin,—

If |, ¢. he can afford to ery, for he has got ull her
"property. ;
’

, it had been a pleasure to see ‘them "asleep,

+ It

is the

by a gospel

spirit

that

centu-

that teaches,

giveth

life,” mere

brate force ceases to convey an idea of
power ag aruler, but simply indicates the

labors which the individual is best fitted to
perform. The advocates of the theory
that won npn should be restrained by laws
from doing anything beyond her ** proper
sphere,” seem troubled with the fear that,
if allowed liberty, she will do unwomanly
things, like making stump speeches, going
to Congress, to war, &c. ; but in

the words

of another,—** If women are not fitted for
public duties, there is no more danger of
their assuming them, than there is of men
voting themselves into nursery maids.”
There may be individual women who,
goaded almost to madness by the arro-gance
of some sell-constituted ** ruler,”

never vex

You

Oh, help me, Lord!
My throbbing heart
Can find no other rest ;—
No other joy when friends depart,
No other hope mid sorrow’s smart,
Save in thy smile so blest.
Money Creek, Minn.

outside intervention, will only seek to cultivate to the largest extent the possibility
of womanheod, and will consider herself
individually responsible to God for the correct performance of her part in the drama
of life, equally with man.
Yet to gain
ability to fulfill her trust, she requires unqualified liberty, and rebels as instinctively against usurped authority as did our
fathers when they claimed the God-given,
inalienable rights embodied in the Declaration of Independence,
5.8.C

or disappoint

you

there.
rather

than

They will be beautiful, happy,

sinto

their

true

fallest

In

1

such dreams as visited her that night—of
land

children, like heavenly

of

light,

and the Bible.

a

small

pamphlet,—

Ballot,”—J. D. Fulton,

at

“Woman

ment of the discussion, says: ‘‘ The question can only be understood, measured, and

gauged by that

Being

who

sees the end

from the beginning; hence
it becomes
to inquire what sphere God assigned

a

woman.” To this
wise Maker and
mind can object;
isolated passages
laration

with

therefrom,

to lose her

cherubs, climbing

that woman

individuality,

is required

and

merge

closing its blue orbs in siumber upon
breast. She knew that one; it was

with the whole tenor of the ward

her
her

In the account
b. (Gen.

Thus she slept on and

1: 26—34)

possible

no

ership on either

Morning found her still surrounded by
earthy care and pressed with the lonely
trouble that her own heart knew best, bat
she felt blessed and cheered by the words
of Uncle Luke, and her dream of the bright
children of heaven.

for Health.

side.

It

of

man

chance

a

true

for

right

. woman,

freedom,

to

be

unbiased

a
by

Statement and Appeal.
—> —

The readers of the Star have observed the
obituary notice of the late Rev.Samuel Wire.
We wish to say that an effort has been instituted

to procure for him a suitable tomb-

stone.

It is well Known that Father Wire's labors
in the gospel were blessed to the conversion
of
of

many
whom

sould; that many are now living
he was the spiritual father,
It is

is | known,

or

rul-

al

too,that he had mary warm personfriends among our ministry, and in the

is written:

* So | churches where he labored.
To all such
| we
would say: Father Wire's grave is tinand female;” no distinction, both in his der the shadow of a modest church spire,
image, neither are they separated in the | within speaking distance of his last earthly
dominion given nor in the blessings prom- {| home, in Commerce, Oakland Co., Mich. ;
ised.
This J. D. Fulton
admits, i. e. but there is nothing which marks his rest-

God created man in his own

image;

male

¢* equality in Eden;”

but argues that wom- | ing place, save
s:
the broken, raised sed.
transgression,
the { This ought not to be,
Father Wire's dévocurse pronounced so changed her position tion to the cause of Christ in our denominaan being

Ey

Trip

of God.

creation

given for arrogation of superiority

drear=ed on, yet more and more, of heavenly things.

A

of the

her-

at variance

claim ‘woman's

but

us
to

appeal to God as the allLawgiver, no Christian
but his interpretation of
of Scripture, and his dec-

selfin another, seems utterly

!

vs.

the commence-

about her knees, and one,a lovely babe, just

own lost darling.

man;”

—

development,

in the eternal land?

beautiful munsion in a

Woman

and sweet

first

in

the

relative to man, that she ** was compelled,
henceforth, to sink her own individuality,

:
CHANDIPORE, June 20, 1870.
and merge it in her husband?’ Let us
For the first time in my life I find myselt | compare
Scripture
with, SScripture, and

away from my post on *‘sick leave.”
Not |;judge by the spirit and not
by
that I am really ill, but the hot season hav- | "The words in. the curse; —* thy
ing been very hot and long eontinued, I, be to thy hus! wi, and he shall
with the advice of my medical adviser,
thee,” are very much modified,
have run away to the sea-shore, hoping
Gen, 4: 7, where God uses the

toin ; his life of self-denial, self-sacrifice and
marked Christian nsefolness; his Christian
virtues and his moral heroism as a pioneer

minister,

call for a suitable tombstone to

letter,
desire shall
rule over
by reading

mark his grave,
In view of this fact a committee was ap-

hom I thought God had given to be the
physical strength Ysan the hot season has
Esau, the first born) by saying: ¢ Be Lord
ot ard support of my old age; but I ‘left me, and so my *‘sick leave” is not so | over thy brethren, and let thy mother's
know. that-it was right that she Should be
much a matter of immediate nece sanity ids | sons bow down to thee.” No one with an

others who may read this appeal,to forward

melt when I would bave

freely

given the

last dollar I had on earth to save a loved
one’s life; but the life had to be yielded up,
and the gold was still left me; because onJy through the rending away of my hearts's

by

the

didof

sea air, sea bathing,

&e.,

to

clinging fibers, could T' be taught God’s { forget the roasting®f the last three months.
right to rule and reign in that heart. I Besides, I aim anxious to take on an addia second
heave lost

a

wife,

noble

woman,

tional amount of work

taken,or she would not have died.
I am
alone and compassed by infirmities, but

God

is able

to

provide.

My

path

may

stretch but
a little way into the future.
It
is not likely that I have a long road to travel before I come to Jordan's bank, but I

strive to be content, to be ready and willing
to die.”
“But you

Eliza,

have no idols now,”

with

a

thoughtful,

said

Mrs.

sympathetic

look.
?
«1 hope I have not,” he answered ; ‘* yet
I have to exercise care lest I become too

of policy. * Strength
work,

and

this

taining it.
Chandipore

is

which requires more

is

needed

the cheapest

is on

the

way

sea-shore,

high

sand-bank,

with a fine sandy

eight

« rule over,” in these instances,
would
compel the younger members of the family

beach

I have

been

here a week,

and the rains

inordinately attached to the poor, decaying ‘having set in in earnest, I am ofl to-day to
thrones which lost idols once occupied. show that my ‘‘sick leave” was taken in
time. I will say that I have spent ‘an hour
There is the old
house of my
fathers,
under

for more
arched

lain

which ¢ Snow, and * Gem’ have

than
trees

half a century,—the
beneath

which

my

great

children

played, the silent rooms where so many

so-

cial reunions bave been

my

old

enjoyed.

Ah,

heart clings to thbse inanimate objects,

or more of a morning in the surf, delightfully cool; then when the sun was sufficient-

ly

low,

hours
or on
mens,

have

strolled

for

two

or three

through the neighboring jungles,
the.beach collecting botonical specithells, &e.
To avoid, the temp-

tation to'book dissipation, I havebrought
closer than I like to acknowledge,sometimes ;
nothing but my Bengali Testament
and
will
homestead
and I almost fear that the old
burn down, and I may be compelled
end my days under a strange - roof.”

to

Botany,

with these,

preserving

specimens,

not mine; if he sees fit to deprive me of it,
I shall know it is for me to bow my head in
submission and feel that he has a good and
wise purpose in laying bis hand.upon me.’
«I wishI could feel as you do, Uncle
Luke,” said the lady, turning away to hide

of looking over our fielda little. AtJellasore, Sister Crawford, apparently quite
recovered

from

her

dangerous

illness

of

\

possibly

urge that

to ¢* live in the elder,” or

the

jus-

tice,

just below. The tide comes up to within
ten rods ofthess houses , ang recedes a mile!
or more.

can

beneficent

of ob-

miles from Balasore and eighty-five from
Midunapore. It is a littl sanitarium for the
neighborhood; has two good houses on
a

the

pointed & the July session of the in,
Q. M.; of which the subscriber
is chaff¥nan, same
form
to solicit contributions for this object!’
We
of words to Cain: **If thou doest well,” &e. ; take this method to especially request each
‘unto thee shall be his d&sire, and thou
of those who are his children in the gospel,
shalt rale over hin, » So in Gen. 27: 29,
together
with his personal
friends, and
Isauc blesses Jacob, (whom he supposes

for fature | exalted conception of God’s

last cold season, is busy with her large
family of 140 girls, both in school and out.
The school flourishes and is eminently a
This
was
bitterey
to
hear
{han
death
;
but
how much greater was my delight tossee
success. I was glad to see a large party
=
tears.
falling
my
sister
was
v
ery
young
and
wholly
under
some
thém toddling around on the large mat, or
* Are you willing to drink my cup, then?” of girls engaged in digging the tank deeper
tumbling ‘over each. other in frolicsome the control of her wicked, unprincipled
and larger, carrying the earth in baskets
sport. [had had nothing but an old, grey husband. My mother's dedth was a very he asked.
on their heads, grading up around their
lips,”
my
to
held
passed
is
it
years
not,
or
several
and
“Willing
bereavement,
“cat for 4 playmate until now, and that gore
houses, while others were busy in the
answered.
she
reconciled
being
of
my
thought
of
a
had
I
before
thinking
for
sleep
night T could not
kitchen and at the wash-tub, our good
he
mine,”
to
keld
wae
it
not,
or
Willing
“
was
there
puppies, The next’ day there was a nice to it. 1 bore it because I must;
Sister cheering all and lending a helping
taste,l
the
to
bitter
though
“and,
;
resumed
no
help
for
it.
I
grew
very
taeiturn
and
(woodfor them, in the
‘kennel
hand when necessary. All hail the day
solitary
in
my
habits,
devoting
myself
and
moss,
soft
of
nest
a
made
I
have
found
a
latent/balm
in
the
draught.
) room.
and father turned them out on "the rug.

ry, enlightened

feel such an fatense yearning

&e., with, by the way, a good quantity of
finished wy studies and was well started in
the law at twenty-five.
Then came another
“Oh, I can’t think but that God will sleep, my time hus not hung heavily on my
hands.
rude shock ; my mother was, taken from me jo spare your home,” the lady said.
On my way’ here, I had an opportunity
suddenly.
My sister was at the funeral,
|
his,
is
«it
“ God guve it,” was the answer;
butdooked on

woman ; but to us of the nineteenth

that they

listener was weeping, yet she was comforted.
She could not trust her voice to speak,
so the old man passed out in silence.
But

mo-

viduality in its broadest sense?
* Call no
man master on earth, for one.is your Master, even Christ.” * Ye are bought with a
price; be not ye servants of men.” ‘Ye
have been called unto liberty; let no man
therefore judge you.”
J.D. Fulton observes: “In
Nature
there i3 a marked difference between the
sexes; the man has the more powerful
muscular system.” In the dark ages the
right to control was accorded to superior
animal force; hence the degradation of

Where love is transient as the vine

see not why, and as I find peace and consolation in such meditations, I think that
God sends them to me as cheering rays in
my ‘ cloudy and dark day.’ ”
Uncle Luke took up his hat to leave; his

that it was a ‘ need be; yes, and at length,
thanking God
for constantly and kindly
drawing my wandering heart back to him.

such passages as the following fmply indi-

Which blooms while morning sunbeams E€hine,
Yet, ere the noontide, dies.

eternal beatitude

whenever the ‘idol’ has grown to fill too
lax ze a place in any heart it has been tak.
en; but I've borne the loss better, fecling

nearer

you
will

affections find

clean breast of it. Indeed, my weakness
has troubled me all along the way, and,

came

and

earth, why should not such

the

responaibility,

the mere automaton, moved only by the will
of another.
Especially does the gospel dispensation
mean liberty and not service, except as
a freewill offering ** as unto the Lord and
not to man,” and the sons and ‘daughters
are included together. See Acts 2:17;
1Cor. 6: 18; Gal. 3:28. And
do not

Ob, help me trust thy love divine,
Nor cling to earth’s frail ties,

well over with unmixed joy and love. If
you have loved home and children best on

«I believe I have,” he replied.
«So then, from the age of thirty-five to
the present time, you have had no earthly
idoyst Pp?
t Ah,” interrupted the old man,—*“1 see
that you are determined 1 shall make a

seen

ah,

less creatures, always causing your soul

listener seemed waiting for hinfto continue.
« Now you may talk,” he said, “and excase me, for I feel that I have engrossed
more time than I intended already.”

1 have

And,

evil-minded

passed beyond your sight, how know
what joys await you above?
Caildren

never see them turning to evil

look throughout his conversation.
He now
wiped some tears from his eyes “while the

doatson riches.

things?

her

since the little baby slipped from them

good.

lay it down at Jesus’s feet. All earth is
gone, but all Heaven is mine in my Saviour’s love.’ ”
Uncle Luke hal worn a pleasant; serene

finished,”

all

will never see them sicken or die; you will

was needed to make me bring my heart ‘and

« But surely you have not
lady said.

us

my friend, whose arms have felt so empty

with God were so very clear that.I've never
doubted them, though, of course, I have
passed through seasons of trial and gloom
since my conversion. These must be ‘encountered while the Christian is in a state
of grace, but I have never doubted the ex.
ercise. of the Holy Spirits regenerating
power upon my soul. It was divine light
which showed me my sins, and divine
grace that enabled me to say, ‘Not a stroke
too heavy,—not a woe too deep, since all

of

fulfilling the designs “of ker Maker, than

expect that those who suffer most here will

was

independently

her individual

Here, too, 1 met Bro. Paillips, look-

ing after the interest of his charge. He
spends one day of each wetk and one Sabbath of each month with the church here.
The two native preachers seem to be doing
well,

loved ones, in ascribing blessing and honor, dominion and power, to him that sitteth
on the throne and to the Lamb forever.
I

Such is my sin, and such must be its chasMurs. Eliza brushed away a tear as she | | that she would be snatched away the mo- iisement. I have néver lost money, for gold
To-be poor would not afsaid : ‘What a dower of pain is such a | ment
she
became indispensable to my | is not my Goody
heart.”
| happiness ; but as years passed on, and she | flict me as it does the miserly soul that
surges.”

a

fresh

rights.

and “took
her to him fora
with her hoe and spade and rake, of lighter husband,
make it. may be, but she is coming. And wife,” —thus fully showing that her 'sense ;
let her come as fast as she may. Why of liberty in'no way unfitted . her, for that
should not woman have ‘the muscular de- endearing domestio,-; relation. David, * a
velopment and frame development that man after God’s own); heart,” in the largevigorous exercise in the open air alone can ness of his soul, saw /that woman, feeling

Smith busy as bees, he with his large boy’s
not a very marked one, and I.soon became enjoy most there; and that those who sur- school, work shop, bazar work and church,
(an smple field surely) ; she with her class
but may God assist me with his strength.” speaks first! for the one that does shall involved in darkness through neglect. of render up in meekness the joys they most
of young women, boys learning tailoring
long
tor-here
will
find
that
the
much
desirGod’s
commands.
Iv
was
nothing
like
the
|
have
the
largest
piece.’
The old man entered with more than
I paused a moment, Hat no lithe, little clear brightness of my later ‘awakening, [ed blessings have slipped away from their and ‘washing, aad, last but nbt least, her
ordinary gentleness .and urbanity. There
very interesting Zonana work.
This has
+
was a peculiar warmth in the grasp of his white bodies came springing over the ken- and incline to thiitk that I was never truly” mortal clasp, to await them in afand where
| opened up wonderfully at Balasore. Sister
they
may
be
enjoyed.
eternally.
nel’s
edge;
so
I
went
along,
‘and
I
rememconverted
till
at
about
the
age
of
thirty-five;
hand, and a tender softness in <his full
_At best we enjoy our earthly ffiends but -Suiith has access to as many Zenanas as
haze! eye as he looked for a moment at ber, .as well as if it were yesterday, the: and then, the great woes of my life were
Several native
awful apprehension that was shaping ‘it- past. My heart beat steadier. Ihad fully a few short years.
Imperfections and in- she’ can possibly visit.
"her downcast face.
women
are
now
being
employed
by her in
‘self
in
my
breast
while
I
so
slowly
apexperienced
the
transitory
and
unsatisfacfirmities often mar unexpected enjoyments.
¢ I am to speak of dear things to-day,”
instructing
these
secluded
ladies.
The
the spot. Again
I said,— tory nature of earthly things, and could be It must be so here below, but it will not
he said, ¢- and you may be a silent listener proached
Hindoos
have
come
to
accept
female
ed¢ Snow,— Gem,’ as I looked" down
into passive in the hands of God, feeling blessed
be so above. Ah, such a happy family as I
if you choose, my friend. - Yes, I must tell
ucation as an imperative necessity, one of
the
soft
bed
of
moss.
They
were
.there.
expect
to
have
in
Heaven
;
so
pure,
so
sinand
happy
in
his
care
and
love.”
:
of things too dear, that have passed away
Uncle’ Luke paused againi. Mrs. Eliza less, so linked together in holy love, and all the things that must be. This is an imand left me standing alone, that is, seem- safe, side by side; but, oh, what told me,
little
child
as
I
was,
before
I
lay
my
hand
gave him a questioning glance, as. if vo say: so fervently adoring the Lamb that was slain portant point gained, an imperishable ebento him
ingly alone.
But ‘Jesus is near
ezer on'the highway of progress.
on
them,
the
dreadful
truth?
I
did
not
¢“ Surely,you have not finished your tale. "| and hath redeemed us unto himself by his
who hath no helper.” Bless His precious
O. R. BACHELER.
blood!
I
spend
many
hours
in
these
and
scream
aloud,
but
dropped
down
over
the
1 need not say‘ much more,"
he added, Ww
name, the poor, old, shambling, brokendown man is blessed with a happy con- edge of the kennel, and there my mother of the idols I've had and lost. Enough has like meditations, nor do they seem to me
Help Me Trust.
sciousness of his Saviour's nearness, so he found me, hours later. I shrieked wildly been said to show the bent of my inclina- irreverent or profitless. God knows from
BY MARILLA.
always hés company and always feels safe, when she attempted to draw me away from tions. Ilaid my wife and children in one what sources eur truest happiness can flow,
——
.
broad grave. This was so marked a dis and I believe he intends so to lead us on Oh, help me trust, though sorrow’s wave
sweetly
safe,
protected
by
omnipo- the spot.
My mother seemed surprised and dis- - pensation of Providence that it set me earth through trial and discipline, through |
tence.”
3
Hath o’er me wildly driven,
tressed to see my grief, and said to thinking deeply. The Holy Spirit showed ¢ furnaces seven times heated’ it may be,
Aud doomed my hopes to midnight’s grave,
‘‘ Did you always feel so, Uncle Luke!”
me:
Where ne’er the branch of peace may wave,
me my own wicked, rebellious, idol-wor- that when we come up before him our longasked his listener, quickly.
¢ Dear child, you must not give way to’ shiping heart.” I was helpless and prostrate ing eyes shall behold all we loved most,
Till storms its bloom have riven.
“THe old man shooRhis head slowly and
such extravagant grief. It will cause you
and
lost
earliest
on
earth,
and
all
that
can
Yea,
help my soul, in hours of gloom,
before the Almighty. Then the everlasting
answered :
much unhappiness all through life.’
satisfy
the
heart
arrayed
in
perfect
beuwuty
To trust the hand divine,
arms
lifted
me
up
and
gently
bore
me.
Oa
“Tam sorry to say that it took years to
Well, I have never known
a greater
And murmur not, €’en though the tomb
my depth of darkness a light beamed, far and fitness before our glorified vision.
bring
my proud, rebellious heart to its
Hath claimed the loved, and left the gloom
grief than that which this early loss occaGod
is
infinite
in
power,
and
infinite
in
besurpassing that of the natural sun. The
present simple faith and trust in God; but
Where stars were wont to shine.
sioned me, friend Eliza. fEaugh if you words, ‘ Be still, and know that 1 am God, nevolence. I know . that he can do all
to attain it is worth all, and far more than
will. I was but a child, yet my heart were spoken in tones of heavenly love to things; 1 know that he delights in the ex- Oh, help me trust, though brightest dreams
all, the pangs and bereavements which 1
Are doomed to quick decay;
| seemed to have attained a full capacity tor
my soul. The name of Jesus was so sweet ercise of love and mercy and ° since he Though every hour with sadness tcems,
have endured in this life.”
suffering. The
tears over ‘Snow’ and
shat I kept repeating it to myself.
Such an spared not his own son, but delivered him Aud every year more painful seems,—
‘“ But few ever attain it, I think,” said
¢ Gem,—my pet puppies, were as bitter as
Still help me trust to-day.
ocean of joy and peace as my soul was up for-us all, how shall he not, with him, i]
Mzs, Eliza, dejectedly.

Uncle Luke, with a face beaming with hope.

I

eye.

of woman's

ins myself there, With a heart free from sin;

years of age, there was a revival in the
school which I was attending, and my
mother thought that I experienced a
to: change iin heart; but I have always been

the door of the a
or calling :
*¢ For he comesto take up our conversa+
Come,
Snow,
come,
Gem, be swift
tion where we last left it,” she said to her- |
‘self; *¢ I'fear that the subject may be a meet me, for I- am bringing “some" choice
harrowing one to me, and without profit, bits of meat for your breakfasts. Which

|

with

world, that God had taken everything

me, and I was

The point which I wish to set most clearly
and strongly before your mind is this: that
while the heart, that is most keenly susceptible to earth’s joyses also most afflicted
“by its legion of woes ands sdfrows, it is well
for us to keep in view the 144d where there

general

dope

possible, and the sooner the end came, the
better... Ilooked into the Bible sometimes,
and prayed, —or said over a farm of words
in'which I am now certain there was no

my mother’s caution, not to feed my pets
too much, or with too rich food.
:
- There came a morning, when I opened

another visit from her aged, friend, Uncle
. Luke.
She witnessed his approach with
some trepidation.

I said that I had

life alone.

and

watching them as they climbed over each
other to reach some dainty from my hand!

L.M,

Mrs,

jn

while they learned - their namest’ What
anppy hours I spent by the kennet, looking:

Philosophy.

days,

my

¢ Snow! and the othér ¢ Gem.

0

EER
a

a

¢ pmmunications.
BY

>
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=

atcico ii
IDOLS.

ve.

AUGUST

ns

in any

clause,

way

in-

terfere with each one’s individual responsibility,
Can it imply more. than a respect
ful deference which yields 40 the eldest the

first place, as guide and

leader? and
why

considers

‘thie

fact

at the time of his ministry on earth, as evidence in favor of his theory of a'*‘ heaven:
imposed law of obedience ” on her part.

But neither did he condemn

the slavery

of

man, though the

full of. it.

Ile

world was

laid the ax at the root of

the

tree,

and

la-

bored to correct the heart, that out of it
might be the issues of life.
And the pagsages in ‘the apostolie
writings, brought to
sustain
woman's servile position, when
compared with other Scripture, appear simply as advisory cautionsto her, to maintain the graces of true womanhood, and se-

cure the approbation of God by giving man
priority of pice as a birthright.
But as, io regard to’ the honors of the
birthright, there is a condition
“If thou doest well”—z0 God

position

and

requirements

man and woman,

imposed,—
varigs the

of individual

according fo their merits.

‘here ure instances in Scripture, where the
wife, for her wéll-doing; takes precedence of the husband, and receives

ing.

See

the

account

of

a

Nabal

bless-

and

Abjgail,exl Sam, 25th chapter, where David, 80 fat from considering Abig gail's e aim’

to a separate individuality th’ ‘“ opposis
tion to the word of 'God,” blessed her for
-

the

Will you give something?
The cost of
structure will be according to. the

amount

that can

be raised.

We

wishto

*

erect a suitable tombstone.
Please send
contributions to
GEORGE CLARK.
Milford, Oakland Co., Mich.
:

Rev. Abel Wheeler.

that

Christ made no allusion to the subject,
though woman was the abject slave of man

-

to the subscriber for this
A faithful record will be

kept, and all amounts received will be duly
acknewledged.
:

if it
does

means no more in the one ¢ ase,

it in the other?
J.D. Fulton

a contribution
worthy object.

A

-
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The

subject of this, notice

Newport,

N. H. "He

was

born in

died in Haverhill, N

H., M: arch 4: 3th} 1870, on’ his 77th birt day. =
He made a public consecration of himself
to God when about 26 years of age, About

12

years after this he moved to Haverhill,

N.

II.,

bers

He

and

was

one of the original mem-

of the F. Baptist. church in, that place.

received

license

to preach

from

the

church; and was soon after ordained by a
council from the Lisbon Q. M.
Hae labored

in this and adjoining towns for a few years,
to good acceptance, when,

from the loss of

health he lefi preaching altogether,
Father Wheeler's views of Seripture truth

were sound and discriminating, and well
calculated to build up the church in the
truth.
His piety was uniform and consist.
ent, his conversation sincere and free from
levity, his spirit eminently Christian, and

his attachment to principle firm and unchanging.
He was much respected in the
town

for his honesty as a man

and bis con-

sistency as a Christian, °
.
Although having many doubts of his fitness for heaven, his last hours were a triump of Clivistian faith; and he has doubtless gone to enjoy the reward of a life wellg.
«The right
spent in the service of God.

eous ehall be in gy erlasting remembrance.
Le Dds
.
Le
‘

re

S

Ll

THE MORNING STAR:
Workman,

-

¢* talks” thus x

the highest commendation
men
aim.
The Sabbath

the prayer-meet-

geems

to be

at which some
school has too

‘¢ splendid talkers,” and too few
ing is a teft. Your way of treating this | many
$e spiendidavorjers »
.
ok
your
love
you
meeting shows how much
How mauy of us have ever becoms fa. Lord,”
miliar with the expression, ‘* He is a splen“I'm not so siire of that; there are other did worker?” Deeds rather than words
ive
imperat
as
quite
to
d
attende
be
to
duties
should be the aim of every one, and we
,
as the prayer-meeting.”
should always let the words follow the
the
now
just
but
that,
«] won't gainsay
deeds.
The Scriptures do tell usof a man
to
wish
I
thing
prayer-meeting is the one
who. ¢ shall be blessed in his doing”
speak of; and to make good my assertion : (James 1; 25,) but they nowhere tell of
It is a test, a sure test. In the first place, one who “thall be blessed in bis talkconsider the objects of the meeting; for

there are

*

Lord.

First.

several.
set

We have
a good

He met with

the example.

many

who

are -like a

windmill on exhibition.
The least breath
of air is sufficient te start them ; but unfor-

His disciples. He prayed, and taught them
to pray; taught them to pray in His name;

tunately, the moment the wood-saw or
should be no more than two or three at the force-pump is attached and work is remeeting.
Second.
To .praise the Lord. quired, they stop, and nothing short of a
‘0 that men would praise the Lord for His storm can then keep them moving,
Is there to bea Convention or an Instioodness and for His wonderful work to
e children of men,’ exclaimed the sweet tute? Our wordy brother is on hand, and
beautifully.
Strangers
say,
psalmist of Israel. *‘Whoso offereth praise,’ blossoms
says the inspired word, ‘glorifieth God. | ¢¢ Blessed is the school or the church to
which that brother belongs!” With the
If David had reason to praise, how much
close of the Convention the show ends,
more we!
If he was forced to exclaim
and the Sunday school and the church look
‘Many, O Lord my God, are thy wonderfal
works which Thou hast done, and Thy and call in vain on this wordy-man to be:
thoughts to us-ward ; if I would declare and come a workman.
Many persons say, ¢¢ I can’t talk.” W
.. speak, they are more than can be numberare often tempted to reply, ¢ Be thankful
ed!” how much more have we, upon whom
he has poured the full tide of gospel mer- for that; you have so much the less tempcies” Third. -To keep his word. ‘If a tation to neglect work.” There is not one
‘person who can not work, .and if each
man love me he will koep my word.” ”
‘You surely don’c mean to say that only would address himself at once to what is
‘those keep the word of Jesus who are al- possible, great results would be seen.
Learn ‘first ¢ how to do it,” and if you
ways IBing 10 prayer-meetings P”
“I mean that those who go to prayer- never learn ‘“ how to tell -it,” do not be
meeting, saying inwardly, ‘the law of Thy troubled, forit will tell itself.
In every department of Christian service
mouth is better unto me than thousands of
gold and silver; ‘O that my ways were we want ¢ less talk and more work,” and
directed to keep Thy statutes,’ will get what it would be well if no one would be allowed
they long for. When the disciples come to te devote himselfto the first, at least until
he had earned a right to by his success in
this feast, the Master always comes too;
and He brings a blessing.
He never fails. the second.
Is it not written, ‘Oh how great is Thy goodpromised to be with them, though there

and

3

He

ing."

To meet the

ness

which Thou hast laid up for them that

So Many

all the light goes out, the horrible darkness

Calls for Money.

which

We do net want to go

foasts,

through

has gained the mastery-destroys

to Paradise;

both soul and body forever.

and, with

Charles

Lamb,

particulars address

we

Walerbury Center, Vt.,

SE

——

:
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Useless

Prayer from the Heart.

HE

hert

o’ 6

cryin’!

Aug. 23.

till him!

me

no able to win

O Lord! I canna say Thy will be

done.
But dinna lay ’t'to my charge; for
gin ye was a mither yersel’ ye wadna pit

Those

good

WEST LEBANON

me,

be

prudent

pa

Thou hast wrought for

way -of receiving.

Why should the Lord

give youanything to shire with others, so
long as you have no intention of becoming
one of His trustees or stewards? O thou
of little faith! The fact is you do not love
your Lord enough, and so do not prize His
gifis enough 10 lay yourself out
to get them.

- “Five

said

lay at the

saved you then?”

The stranger drew

in a

the

stranger,

brink of the grave,

more

yet nearer, and

impressive

said,

tone, ‘‘ Do you

re-

member, fifteen years since, that time you
felt yourself so lost, so hopeless, when you
thought you would give the-world for an

ing now.
It.is His meeting, and a test, and
a tryst. ‘Come,’ He says, ‘and I will meet

hour's

you there.’
«It is easy to say that the Lord is there;
but after all you can’t deny that many of
our prayer-meetings are very dull meetings, and anything but meetings in which

assurance

given you?

that

your

sins

were for-

Who listened to you then?”

~ «It wasmy
merchant with

God and Saviour,” said the
a sudden burst of remorseful

feeling; ** Oh yes, it was he.”
«« And has he ever eomplained of being
called on too often?” inquired the stranger
in a voice of reproachful sweetness. ‘‘ Say,”

one could really see Jesus present.”
“True enough; to those who are not in

3 op
i

you

and thought that if you had died then you
would leave a family
unprovided
for,
do you remember how you prayed? Who

ed a meeting at which Jesus would be
found. If you think so, come to His meet-

complete sympathy
with Him, they must
needs seem so.
It is only as we are like
Him, that we see Him as He really is.”

added

to

willing

“are you

he,

begin to-

night and ask no more of him, if he from

this night will ask no more of you P"

«¢ Oh, fever, never,’’ said

«As far as I can judge; in some of these
meetings, no one sees Him,”

throwing

So Tong as you

himself

at his

spoke the words, the figure

do not thoroughly
love and greatly prize
the prayer-meeting, it is a sealed book to
- ypu; your eyes, like those of the disciples,
on the way to Emmaus, are holden; you
do

years ago,”

“when

Doubtless you think had you lived in the
old Jerusalem, you would never have miss-

. “But you can't fige.

on

no reply.

O Lord! for I hardly ken what

the

feet;

as he

seemed to van-

whole

ish, and as he awoke, his

merchant,

but

soul stir-

red within him. .
«0 God and Saviour! what have I been
doing?” he exclaimed.
** Take all,—take
everything. What is all that I have to
what thou hast done for me

mot, you can not, recognize your Lord.

My dear brother, you must be persuaded to
consecrate yourself to the Master.in a punctual and persistent attendance on thé pray-

er-meeting, laying yourself on that altar,
a living sacrifice, ready to do and to be all

The

.

you can in that relation to your own branch
of the church of Christ, before you can form

A

of

would

thanks

their

Lord

for all His

enefits; who delight to count up their
mercies; and who find the place of pray-

er eminently favorable to this arithmetic.
Come

a

as

the

yielded

er

days went on,

of such a confinement; as

prayer-meeting If the worth of gold is the

time

What

for

solemn

thought

while

antiyuary

true

every

, eventhe love that casteth out fear,
:

“

.

’

prisoner -gees the light

\

¥

Ir

nt

5

H

growing dimmer,

»-

Eve

drove

from Paradise;

Adam

book

that

ey

and

room

ed,

new,

in

MAINE

Miss

CENTRAL

Meet Again.”

¢« We Shall
I—

—

NELLIE

For particulars
L. GERRISH.

H.

Miss

A,

V.

.

mo

RICKER,

CONERVATORY

154 Tremont

A"ONLY

St.,

This

2ma33

Principal.

Send for circular to
0
JULIUS
63!

Pupils

TE

FALL

TERM

enter

MApIsoN K, MABRY,
assisted by J. Marshall

Principal,

C

to

Miss M, A.

Kennedy’s volume,—¢Close Commun-

;

sunlight of their

NEW

HAMPTON

FALL

HE

we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill Baptist. Quarterly, from

the

coming

winter,

Especial

attention

paid

those

students preparing for College.
M. E, SWEAT, M. D., Sec, of Trus.

TO PASTORS

OF
AND

The postage—which
the same terms.
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those .

CHURCHES

who order the books.

TO

Superintendents

of

S. S.

AGENTS

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books
published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estabishment. These Books are now ready for sale
nd delivery.
:

Prize

REV. A. B. MESERVEY,

FEMALE

Master and Pupil

eeoresesl,00

once

ena

Aunt Mattie,ceeeceaas
vesseliB
Light from the Cross..eceeecescsssavecsssl.b0

Day

Series.

A Rainy Day at 8chool,sececscscsacsscss

CATARRH

TB

.s 15

Birth Day Present,eec..

BY

ae y=
New Yearseeessseecse
Fireside Angel.ceeescecacecesccansencase ,70

Rainy Day at Home ceeessecesseescecnss
JMrs.

Child’s

“One of our well known citizens,a sufferer for years,

,78

has been cured by using this Remedy
.”—| Cambridge
Press.
Gents,—I have used many Remedies, but obtained
no help until I tried

Series.

Sec.

Series.

|

[75

5

Anecdotes of AnimalS.eeecesescssveceee.1.50

1,60
Bloomfieldessssesssescssasccssssacsssees

age
teees 1,00
«sees ceseset2
Glercoe Parson

Early Choice eeesscessencasaasenseessassTd

of

A.

MASS.

|

L

the

advantages

lim-

Address,

Remittances

an

anticipate

overflowing

A. M., President,

Sec., New London, N. IL.
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One package has entirely
Catarrh, for nine years,
DANIEL STONE,
“cured me.
Proprietor of Union House, Cambridgeport, Mass

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of post.
age, on receipt of the price.
Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries,or to replenish old ones, can send us
their orders which will be immediately filled with

SEMINARY.
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all who

you will

100
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With the addition to their excellent corps of teachers; their new buildings, which have just been -dedi( cated, and are furnished with every convenience of
a first-class residence; their extremely low rates of
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N. 8.
LILLIE,
for 16 years by the American Express Co.
BOSTON, May
12, 1869,
Gentlemen,
>I" hope every sufferer will try your
emedy, as it costs but a trifle, and will prove a
blessing, as it did in my case, having been rubject to
that dread disease, the Catarrh, for upwards of seven
{
A..F. NETTLETON,
years.
It effectually
cured me.
fuperintendent City Prison, Court Square.
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“It has proved itself a cure.”—[ Boston Traveller.
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«Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices,
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and comforts of a school and home.)
ited to 40, Next year begins September 15.
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Instruction thorough,
Ten miles west of Boston,
Advantages for Music, Painting,
careful, complete.
Particular attenFrench and German, unsurpassed.
Teachers
tion paid to common and solid branches.

chosen with great care.

FOR

Series,

A. M. Principal,

AT AUBURNDALE,
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Andy Luttrellyiececcccssecessssanseasesel,50
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Sec’y. Trust.

with eight assistants.
E. C. LEwI1S,
Apply to Principal or to_
New Hampton, N. H., Jaly 20.

LASELL

Or, if it is preferred,

the second to the fifteenth inclusive, on

Parsonsfleld, June 27, ’70.
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Saloonsyor places ot idle resort; Full corps of
own path; hiding from their eyes the traces No
teachers; Thorough instruction, &o.
Pupils received at any time, “Send for Circular,
of loved ones, whose living smiles were the
former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.
‘Death is t e

death until the shadow

wi

A Teacher's Class will be formed for the purpose
of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach
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the care of
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Rooms for those desiring to board themselves.
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er of © Spencerian
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Common
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operation,

WRITINGS OF CHARLES DICKENS,” by Mrs. P. A,
Hannaford. A bandsonie $1.50, 12 mo., destined to
meet with an immense sale. Now is your time to
make money.
3w33
B. B. RUSSELL. Boston, Mass.

their names on or after Aug. 20. Study of Harmony
and Musical Theory iree to pupils; also, Organ practice.

accumulated advant
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12th.

institution offers the

useful and ornamental education, under the direction
of a corps of more than 20 professors and teachers,
For circulars, apply So %
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JOHN H, SHAPLEIGH,
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mending it as superior to any
other kind used. References;
Ranlett Car Co., Laconia, N.H,
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Belmont N. H., Fast Tilton, Excélsior Mills, N. H.,
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N. F. WEYMOUTH,
Pittsfield, July 27, 1870.
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miliarity is gone. It is not your room any
It is the reflection of the housemore,
!
maid’s ideas of order.
Let the parlors and sitting-rooms be laid
out like geometric gardens, trimmed, trained and painfully regular. - But let the study
grow like a tangled thicket in some sunny
nook—its glories, its fallen trunks, its wild
order of association left unrefined and un8 poiled .— Beecher
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sorted, folded even, put up like
nicely
vouchers

of Penmanship
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branches
and
each, $0.75.

40 Cornhil}

Water

Term, 12 weeks ; vacation through holidays.

if the sin, though diluted and much ameliorated, still worked in the female heart, they
are perpetually driving out their Adams
from the paradise of automatic order, of
glorious liberty of position in all things,
of reverenced dust and elaborate misplacement. Oneggoes away from home with
forebodingg., He returns with dread. Tt is
even $0, worse than he feared. Where is

si

oy

“YTuition,—common
extra branches,

Boarding

3
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Lebanon

Good boarding Places can be obtained.
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:
:
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of Melief from the great law
with the. question.
But #f durable riches, . And} when, at last, all the windows had is.no appeal
doows vs to dust. We flourish and
which
gathdarkness
horrible
a
and
ed,
‘disappear
eteroal life mind glory everlasting, ara 10 be
the relentless fade as the leives of the forest, and’ the
considered, ‘come to the prayer-meéting. | ered about the pooi prisoner,
wither I for a day
jron walls would ciose around him like a flowers that bloom and
The best informed concerning suck: nk
him
life than the
upon
crush
ion
hold
have no frailer that ever shook
coffin, and the next contract
are sure to¢be there.
Come, my brother,
the earth
mightiest monarch
Wa
i
come with us, and we'll do our best to do to death.
tions of meh ap-|
Genera
with
his
footsteps.
thank
.Letus
die,
to
way
fearful
a
was
1t
you good. We will earnestly
ask of Him
and vanish,as the grass, and the countwhois most willing to give ‘and glagly God those barbarous days arcover. But. peat
udes thut throng the world tomultit
less
think.
me
made
it
what
of
you
‘share with you all we receive."—Cong. & let me toll
disappear as ‘the footto-morrow
will
day,
power
the
into
When otice one gets fairly
Reg:
shore.
the
on
steps
I
w»
of some bad habit it is like being locked
Men seldom think of the great event of
in this great iron room. At first, you are
The fall assurance of faith, always at- not. awareof the terrible danger; but slowtended with the full assurance of hope, ly-and
surely the habit contracts about you,
never. fails to be productive of perfect love, greeping closer every day ; and, just as the

$7.00;

and the very

way,

empty

of

Tuesday,

tention given to
|

WILTON, Towa,
SUMMER TERM commences Sept. 7.

THs

study, like all other

38 &

Griant Turbine

JMiscellaneous.
WILTON
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COOK'SH

Higher English, $5,00
Languages, $6,00,
Common English, $4,50.
Primary, $4,00.
Penmanship, (12 lessons) $1,50.
Ins. Music, $10,060

a larger

M.D.

D. LOTHROP & CO..
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Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.

and “savingw of our money

4
TuoMAS TUTTLE,
E. S. TASKER, Sec.
Northwood, N. H., August 8, 1870,

carpet swept. There you are, with at least
a month's work before you, before you can
get back to that literary wildness in which

and. the unfor-

he would. be convinced that the dreadful
walls were actually drawing closer to him.
Oh, the horror

and

desolate

TERM
on

Pearson,A. B., Principal;

did more

Principal, with suitable assistants.
For further particulars see catalogue.
Apply to the President,

set around the room in

chairs

the

places,

which

each day the light grew less, and the space
:
and compute it in. around the victim smaller !

“Now, dear brother, how much owest

thou the Lord?

but,

him;

engravings

put away in their places, papers and letters are sorted, pictures set in unwonted d Yikes FALL

the

he would count over and over again the
number of windows, thinking his eyes

deceived

of the

liberty

leaves turned down?

tunate prisoners’ would see, eachunorning,
At first, if he did not
one window less,
know the secret of this terrible contrivance,

Nay, the blessing of the

to

draw nearer together,

of

,

This

‘was so constructed, that each day the walls

prayer-meeting is not for those who ask
such questions. It is for those who love
the place of prayer; who love torender
rateful

windows,

putting

kinds of liberty, is persecuted in this wicked world. The house-maid itches io get
Returning
in with broom and dust-rag.
from some short absence, you are shocked
to see what has‘ been done during your
absence. The table is arranged, the books

Prison,

seven

the

seum.

——

containing

iron,

floor,

Musici),

copirose, did teacher of Instrumental. Music; Mrs.
E.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T, A, Stacy, teach-

is for a good, fixed purpose, but
it up for its own sake,is more than
is sin; and even when we save for
purpose, it is all the Lord's. Itis

there is thrown over one's study the air and
manner of the attic, and even ofthe mu-

Doubtless some of you have heard of the
inventor who made an ingenious prison

any just judgment of the worth of the prayer-meeting to, yourself and to others. Do
you think ofir Lord “ever queried, Shall
+I go to the prayer-meeting this evening? Is it likely it will be interesting? Do
you think the apostle Paul ever debated

this question?

Terrible

the

around the mop-boards, standing four deep,
the mingling of letters, papers and manuscript, in graceful negligence, on shelf,
mantel piece and table? In this manner

®

which

FALL

commence

I’m sayin.’ Hé was\ my ain babe, my ain
| Andrew, and ye gae\him to me yersel.’
—O
W—
them that trust in Thee before the sons of |
men,” and has He not said, ‘According to
““This is your subscription to the Tract And noo hs for ths fing\hr 0 scorn to pint
your faith. be it unto you? So then it is Society ; have you anything to add toit? at; an ootcast an’a wan'erer frae his ain not ours; we can not spend all upon ourwithin sicht o’’t selves, and yet have God's favor, without
sure that the man who so loves his Lord as You know how much it has been doing, country, an’ daurna come
for: them ’at take the law 0’ im.
An’it’s a which we are poor indeed.
to value his blessing, can not stay away
and how much more it now desires to do,
from the prayer-meeting.”
if Caristians would only furnish means. drink an’ ill company! He wad hae dune
The Holy Spirit.
“Now, my dear sir, fu are surely exag- Do you not. feel called upon to add some- weel eneuch gin they wad only hae latten
him be. What for maun men be aye drinkgerating; for, as" 1
have already said, thing to it”
at something or ither? I never
there are other duties quite as imperaLet. me urge yon all to remember that
Mr. A. was very uneasy about this ap- drinkin’
want it. Eh! gin I war as young as whan with pride and envy, with self righteousness
tive, and no man can be in two places at peal, but there was something in the still,
he
was
born,
I
wad
be
up
an’
awa’
this
very
once”
;
and arrogance, with deceit and obstinacy, |
mild manuver of the stranger that restrained
nicht to luik for hin. But it’s no use me the spirit will hold no communion.
“Tell me this: is it, or not, your duty to him; but he answered
Show
that,
though he
tryin’
it.
O
God!
ance
mair
I
psay
Thee
be filled with the knowledge of His will in regretted it exceedingly, his circumstances
me a man in whose heart these feelings live,
all wisdom and spiritual understanding ? were such that he could not this year con- to turn him frae the error o'’s ways afore in whose words and acts they are manifest,
he goes hence an’ isna” more. And oh, and you behold a man in whose heart, no
Are you, or not, bound to walk worthy veniently add to any of his charities.
Robert gang efter him, as he’s matter what are his professions, the Holy
of the Lord unto all pleasing? To be faith- _ The stranger received back the paper dinna lat
ful in every good work?”
without any reply, but immediately pre- like eneuch to do. Gie me grace to hand Ghost;is not. Frauk and open must be the
“0, of course, I'mi bound to do these
sented in its place the subscription to the him ticht, that he may be wise to praise o hand, gentle and loving the heart, upright
things; but you have n't made it appear Bible Society, and in a few clear and fore- Thy glory foreveran’ ever. Amen.
and honorable the conduct of one in whom
that 1 can’t do these without going to the ible words reminded him of its well known
the Spiriv dwells. Live, therefore, friends,
_prayer-meeting."
i
in these high moods. Enthrone the moral |
elaims, and again requested him to add
A
Minister's
Study.
“I have n’c made it appear, either, that something to his donation.
above the physical until your bodies, conMr. A. became
tlh
ty nn
Jesus could
not
have
instructed
and
trolled by a perfect government, with every
impatient.
_ strengthened the deubting Thomas in a
A good study does not need a glorious power and faculty standing erect, pure,
++ Have I not said,” he replied, ** that I
private interview; but the record shows can do nothing more for any gcharity than outlook from the window, for that draws like columns of whitest marble, shall be, in
us that He did do it in a prayer-meeting,
I did last year?
There
seems to be no one away from his papers, and coaxeg his very truth, the temples of the Holy Ghost.
and Thomas might have had the lesson end to the calls these days. At first there eyes at the expense of his conscience of Come then and tabernacle in us Thou Blesssooner but for his absence.
Let me name,
were only three or four objects presented, industry. It is better for being a rambling ed Spirit! Be thou our sun by day, our
then, as the fourth object, that we go to and the sums required moderate; now the gort of a room, full of openings and nar- moon by night, until we stand, with awepray; and we are commanded not to forget objects of charity increase every day, and rows, of juttings and recesses, so that stricken and adoring faces, in that whité atthe assembling of ourselves together for call upon us for money; and all, after we books, piled up in all sorts of ways, shall mosphere where sun and moon are needed
this purpose.
We are to pray for instruc- have given once, want us to double and not have a martinet and military look, but no more, being lost forever in the glory of
tion. And both the teaching of the Bible treble and quadruple our subscriptions.
be seen in all grotesque manners. The the Throne.—Rev. Mr. Murray.
and the common experience of all faithful
There is no end to the thing. We may as chairs and tables, too, should scorn the|
Christians conspire to show that it is our
foppery of the parlor, and be odd in shape,
wellstop in one place as another.”
Academies, &c.
Lord's pleasure to bless the assemblies of
strong in structure, and able to endure loads
The stranger took back the paper, rosg,
His people gathered for prayer, praise, and and fixing his eye on his companion, said, amd loads of books,
:
HILLSDALE COLLEGE.
instruction.
It is when we bring our comin & voice that thrilled to his soul:
And now asto order. I desire to throw
mon store, all that the Lord has given us of
“One year ago to-night you thought your a stone right in the face of the pedantic
The Fall Term of Hillsdale College will open on
:
religious knowledge, we receive the high- daughter lay dying,—you could not rest notions of housekeepers on this subject. Tuesday, September 6th, 1870.
Catalogues will be sent on application to the Secest advantage. Said Jesus : “It is more bless- for agony,—upon whom did you call that Why is it any nearer order to have books retary.
L. P. REYNOLDS, Sec.
ed to give than to receive. Freely ye have night?”
JAMES CALDER, Pres.
on shelves, than to have them lying in
3w33
received ; freely give.”
graceful heaps?
It is order, with simply
I'he merchant started and looked up;
"Ne
“Qubut I could n’t give anything of inter- there seemed a change to have pussed a different principle ‘of association. Bat
est, or of advantage to the meeting.”
it over the whole form of his visitor, whose
why is not heterogeneity a true principle
NORTHWOOD SEMINARY.
“How do you know that? You could dye was fixed on him with a calm, intense, of order as much as simplicity, rectangularThe Fall Term will commence Tuesday, Aug. 30,
give what you received. The trouble with penetrating expression, that subdued him ity ? What unreasonable and absurd prejucontinue i3 weeks.
:
you is that you do not put yourself in the —he drew back, covered his face and made
dice is it, to object to the piling of books audALBERT
R. SAVAGE, of Dartmouth College,
fear Thee;

:

follows:

English,

eleven weeks under the following instructors: G. H.

than all the nobleman’s jewels.

when it
to hoard
folly—it
a good

Its courses ot study are as

most Complete Assortment and Lowest
\
Prices.
.

the above

So it is with idle treasure everywhere.
It is doing nobody any good. It is right

to

will open

TUITION.

stones

and

of this institutien

mation, send for Catalogue." ’
{
J. S. GARDNER, Prin.
Whitestown, N. Y., July 22, ’70.

;

dull, homely

in the world,

income,

bim there. O Lord! I’m verra ill-fashioned*
I beg yer pardon. I'm near oot my min.’
Forgi'e

two

TERM

The

Painting.
In Male Department—Classical, English
and Scientific, Commercial.
Superior facilities are
furnished to Young Men Fitting
for College,
Its
Commercial Department is one of the Most Success. ,
ful in the state. Terms moderate.
For full imfor-

—

And

FALL

SEMINARY.

Female Department—Collegiate,

A rich nobleman was once showing a
friend a great collection of precious stones,
Dr. Macdonald has just sent a bookto whose value was almost beyond counting.
press, from which we take the Scotch Thére were diamonds, and. pearls, and
mother’s outery to God for her son:
rubies, and gems from almost every counOch hone! och hone! I've a sair, sair try on the globe, which had been gathered
hert. I've a sair bert i’ my breist,O Lord! by their possessor with the greatest labor
‘‘And yet,” he remarked,
thoo knewest. My ain Andrew! To think and expense.
;
'o my bairnie that I cairriet, and leuch i’ my “they yield me no income.”
His friend replied thathe had two stones
face—to think o’’im bein’ a reprobate!
O
Lord! cudna he be eleckit yet? Istherenae which cost him about ten florins each, yet
turnin’ o’ thy decrees ? Na, na; that wadna they yielded him an income of two hundred
do at a’. Rut while there's life there's florins a year.
In much surprise the nobléman desised
hoep. But wha kens wheéther he be alive
or, no? Naeboby can tell. Gladly wadI to see the wonderful stones; when the man
luik upon ’s deid face gin I cud believe that led ‘him down to his mill, and pointed to
They
his sowl wasna. amang
the lost.
But the two toiling gray mill-stones.
eh! the torments o’ that place ! and the reik were laboriously crushing the grain into
that gangs up forever an’ ever, smothering snowy flour, for the use of hundreds who
the stars! And my Andrew doon i’ the depended on this work for their daily bread.
—

:

And Religious Publications,

.
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Treasure.
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C. A. MOOERS,

do not.want to lie down in the muddy grave
Icis thus with the drunkard, the gambler, ever with kings and princes for our bedthe swearer.
fellows.
But is it not also true of each of us who
In the beautiful drama of Ion, the instinct
muy be cherishing some secret fault, not so of immortality so eloquently uttered by the
heivous, perhaps, as those which 1 have death-devoted Greek, finds a deep response
mentioned, but, still something which we in every thoughtful soul. When about to
know to be a sin ?
4
yield his young existence as a sacrifice to
We may think it is not growing stronger ; fate, his beloved €lemantha asks if they
but, if we are not overcoming it, 1t is surely shall not meet again, to which he replies:
overcoming u
“Task that dreadful question of the hills
We have each some besetting sin; let us that look eternal—of the clear streams that
strive constantly to free ourselves from its flow forever—of the stars, among whose
power; but notin our own strength; that fields of azure my raised spirit has walked.
would be as hopeless as for the prisoner to Upon thy living face I feel that there is
try to burst the iron walls.
hem
something in the love that mantles through
No; through Christ we shall be ‘‘deliver- its beauty that can not wholly perish. We
ed from the bondage of corruption ifito shall meet again, Clemantha.”— Prentice.
the glorious liberty of the children of God.”

—Christian Banner.
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dark valley, although its passage may lead
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The War in Europe.

Ghe Worning Star,

Satan began it; the Lord will
Crowned
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power;

God works

GEORGE H. BALL,

¢ EDITORS.

All communications

should

designed

‘on business,

remittances

where cannon

for publication

be addressed to the Editors,
of money,

higher

Christian

enginery of carnage, the

shock of armies, are terrific, but amidst the
roar and turmoil, «a still small voice”is
present, more potent than all. It penetrates

le
a

The

fora

and

all letters

&c.,

should be

balls and

glittering

underlie the war; and will

rope is to take

an

survive

entirely

gy

attitude,

Pe

Bat

He should have stood
“Unclean, Unclean.”

misery was upon

him,

and

as large as formerly;

it was

three

years

around it, it is now scarce three minutes, so
that American ideas are more immediate-.

a Saviour-

was near. Why should he be held by the
letterof the law? He was eager for relief,
and Jesus was eager to'bestow-it. So the
law yielded to mercy. It had to yield.
Necessity and mercy came face to face ; the
higher law, ‘1 will have mercy and not

ly and deeply felt in Europe, and European
ideas affectus more than formerly.

But

how

is

Christian
civilization to
First, this war ends the foolish

the gainer?
dogma of the *“ bulance of power.”

‘Balance of pow-

to have no more of that.

sacrifice,” took the field.

We are

er” means immense
standing armies,
crushing taxation, despotism, constant wars
life, in that touch. The poor leper feared’
A unitrebuke. But that touch said, ‘You are and hindrance to human progress.
ed
Germany
decides
who
is
to
be
dictator
right in coming. Welcome.
I join you in
That settled, the nations can
setting aside the law for mercy’s sake.” in Europe.
disarm
and
trust
to justice, since it will be
Such breaking through the letter of the law
useless
to
appeal
to arms.
<
to relieve distress, Jesus always approved.
And
a
united
Germany
means
a
free
peoIt was never designed that the form should
ple.
The
chief
hindrance
to
German
liberrestrict the spirit, that the letter should defeat the mission of love. . The Lord did not ty has been their divisions into petty despotisms. The people have been separated in" discard rites; he honored them, but would
not allow them to hinder the works of mer- to factions and could not act together;
their despots were at their doors, and so
cy. Rites are ordained for helps, not to
numerous and vigilant, that the voice of the
hinder the spirit. And when the two conpeople was stifled in the dictations of dukes
flict, the rite, the letter of the law, must

Rg

3 p—p—
ey

pr

pS

———

Ey

rE

;

.

“Touched

him.”

- There

was

assurance,

princes. One ceitral government
always yield, and love have free course to and
save to the uttermost. But that does not de- brings them together and makes them one
stroy the law. The letter has its uses, and people, homogeneous in interest, nationaliin its sphere must be respected. Though ty and aims. This accomplished, their
Jesus justified the leper, and joined him in voice, through their Parliament, will be inviolating law for mercy’s sake, he had no vincible ; their monarchy will become like
sooner pronounced the words, “I will, be thy of England, nominal; the people will
thou clean,” then he added, ‘Go, show thy- be free. Their ‘education, their popular
self to the priest, and offer for thy cleans- ideas, their religion, and their intimate relaing, according 8s Moses commanded.” He tions with America, inevitably lead to this
refused to be oppressed and hindered in his result. The petty despots,. who have held
spiritual life, by thelaw, yet he would give them in sections, divided ‘and oppressed,
it due honor, and enforce its observance in hated liberty, but the people are in advance
its proper sphere. As Jesus did, so all of any other nationality, except our own, in
should do. Rites and forms should be so their conceptions of the rights of man; and
used as to help, and not to hinder the mis- they are not likely to retrograde, since their
petty dukedoms have been swallowed up in
sion of love..
But whence such faith in this leper’s one central government. The war with
case? ‘He could have known but little of Austria did much to effect this; the war
Christ; yet he rushes to him with eager as- with France will complete it. For the sake
surance.
‘‘Lord, if thou wilt thou canst of liberty, we hope that the work will be
When the whole Germake ae clean.” “His whole soul was in
those words.
He had fallen on his face in man people freely intermingle, act togeththe intensity of his desire. He grasped the. er,feel the dignity of their position, apprecihope set before him,he plead for life,h’s faith ate their rights and duties, they will not
laid hold on Christ. The multitude were skeptical, full of questionings and doubt, but he
believed with all his heart. What made
the difference ? He felt his need of just

such

a Saviour,

and

they did

not..

feel the need of help,

the Helper.

they will not

Aund‘that is the root of skepti-

no fonger

a “root

out

of dry

them, but just the Saviour they
py the man who reaches faith,
born inthe agony of a great

what renders

to the

this all

nations

the more

cer-

gpelling book do more for her than weapground” to
Papacy, and the consequent
need. - Hap- -ons of war.
ignorance and demoralization in France,are
though it be
the real source of all her disasters.
fear or ter-

This great war marks the second stage of

~ y19le BOITOW.

the reformation.

This leper was a favorable case to believe.
He was suffering ; a loathsome disease was
upon him; he was driven from the society
of men, and felt that he

was

lost.

- But ru-

mors come to him of Jesus of Nazereth.
He eagerly inquires for more facts, and
gets them. Marvelous cures are reported

to him,

He has no disposition to carp and

criticise. He wants to believe; his soul
* longs for a Saviour just like this Jesus, of
whom he hears. Itseems to him reasonable, probable,

necessary,

that just such

a

Saviour should come to earth where he is so

much needed.

The more

he

thinks

of

it,

the stronger his faith becomes, that reports
are true, and that a divine Redeemer has
really come to save. Is it strange that
he should

hasten

to bim,

the

moment

hears of his approach ? He could
hand of God in his coming ; others
" different, but he saw life in the
his approach. Every one believes
idence when the heart comes into
frame.
It is natural and easy to

he

see the
were innews of
in Prova proper
come to

apd

wiNye

are

Thus speaks the Christian Advocate, one
of the ablest Methodist papers ia the
land.
us
From our stand-point,
the ‘Decline of
Infant Baptism,” is evidence of progress
from the night of superstition and Papal
tradition, and towards the purity of primitive Christianity. Hence,we are very glad
to chronicle evidences of such decline.
A
comparison of the present with the
will justify what we have before said.

Protestantism

is hence-

forth to rule Europe. Papal usurpations,
Concordats and Bulls are no more to be
dreaded. The Papal nations can rot withstand

the

moral

influence

of

Protestant

Prussia and England. The intelligence,
power, enterprise and prestige of the world
will be on the side of Bible readers. Can

there be any doubt about the ultimate results of this state of things, upon Italy,
Spain, France, and Austria?

The bands

of

superstition and religious despotism will be
dissolved. If Papacy stands, it will be in
spite of advancing light, sharp discussion,
severe criticism, general education. And
this state of things must greatly improve

the

religious condition of Prussia itself;

the more liberty she has, tne more

demanded ; and
and

state

will

the

separation

come

in

due

will

be

of church
time.

That

will:be a grand deliverance to religion. A
pure, vigorous Christianity is next to impossible under state patronage and control.
When religion in Germany is entirely free
and voluntary,

when it is thrown

upon

its

The Dogma

mem-

which cherish the highest regard for old
creeds and usages, and are generally described as conservative, and formal, and

tant;

rather ritualistic, this rite is the more
generally observed, while among those
who are more free and independent, ard
are ready to question the claims of every

anathema.
dra,

of ;the old and

those who do hunger and thirst after right-

eousness.” Jesus delights to fill them.
* Bat those who say, “I am not hungry, nor
sick, I need no Saviour,” grieve him to the

heart, for he can not give life to those who

what ideas shall rule, is vital.

in

the

primaey

over

only

whole

the chief

. .

that is, when

in the exercise

of

God forbid, to contradict this
tion; let him be anathema.

our

his of-

defini.

of the

per cent.

current

evident from the fact that,

among

And
them

is omen.

the
is

in, 1860, when

This

is - pre-eminently

the social

premium

of

essential.

The

$500.

for

with

a

or

twelve new and choice volumes will be
issued during the autumn and winter, the
interest and excellence of which merit
cial commendation.

spe-

Rehearsals

are needed.

A tune

can not be sung till it has been learned, or
till there is the ability to read it from the
scale at sight. Noiseis not necessarily
music; it may be something very far from
it.

Blatant discords do not help devotion;

they often kill it. Telling persons to bawl
out something, when they have no idea of
melody or pitch, is sheer nonsense and unpardonable irreverence. We hope to see
congregational ‘singing prevail speedily,
but it should be singing, and not muttering
or bellowing.
i

——PBEARDED

IN ‘mis DEN.

Dr. Newman,

a Methodist clergyman of Washington, has
grappled with the doctrine and practice of
polygamy at the very capital of Mormonism.
Brigham Young had, sent out a virtual

challenge to the “gentile” world to debate
that subject,and Dr. N. picked up the glove,
went to Salt Lake City and announced
himself ready for the contest. Whereupon

Brigham
mean

tells -him

what

Dr.

that he did not quite

Newman

supposed,

and.

tries evasion. But it does not answer. Dr.
Newman goes to the Methodist place of
worship, and, in a sermon of some hours
in length, shows up the Mormon institution

It is very unusuCHANGES.
al that so many changes in the pastorate of
our churches take place during the summer
as are occurring at this season.
The important fields that have been occupied for

in a strong light, making the people clamor for areply.
Finally, Orson Pratt is put
forward to debate the question, and the
moral duel comes off. The Old Testa-

some time past are likely to be speedily
filled, but this will create still other wvacan-

Mormon debater found that there were
blows to take as well as blows
to give.

cies and lead to additional changes.
We
trust these changes may work for good,
and help to bring in a greater stability and

discussion,

permanence.

Doubtless a pastor may

out-

ment was the standard of appeal, and the
Possibly

nobody
but

was

convinced

by

the

the fact that such a debate

could be held -at Salt Lake, is very full of
meaning and promise. Mormonism is no

stay his usefulness by clinging to a given longer able to isclate itself, and is almost
sphere; it is very obvious that he may also r sure to-be swept away by the new currents
»
sacrifice it by a premature breaking away of life that pour through Utah.

on insufficient grounds.

Churches may be-

come too acquiescent and heedlessly allow
matters to drift; so also they may he too
uneasy over inevitable discomforts and demand changes that work little else than
mischief.
Sin and friction may be looked
for in every sphere where a pulpit is set
up; and no minister embodies all desirable perfections. ‘The fact that a parish

taxes effort and patience and faith is a reason why these qualities should be kept

in

exercise there; and the Tict that a pastor is
sometimes imperfect in judgment and injudicious in procedure is a reason why a
church should aid him in seeing the truth
and wisely discharging his duty. This is

the world for hard and perplexing

work;

——FaTALITY OF MODERN War.
been supposed that, in consequence

It has
of the

use of improved and more destructive

fire-

arms, modern battles are more destructive
to human life than the earlier ones.
But
this is not really the case, as the fol-

lowing statements will show:
Sadowa—400,000

men

engaged;

33,000

killed and wounded,—about 8 per cent.
Marengo—>58,000 combatants ; number of
killed and wounded, 13,000; that is, nearly
25 per cent.
Austerlitz—Loss, 23,000 out of 170,000;
over 13 per cent.

Jena—24,000 out of 280,000 ccmbatants ;
nearly 9 per cent.
Borodino—80,000
killed and wounded
out of 250,000 engaged; about 32 per
cent.
3
;
Leipzig—50,000 out of 450,000; between
11 and 12 per cent.

Some

of our

cent., while the Austrians lost but 11 per

efficient pastors

even,

are

the

fifteenth

century,

instead

of

a later

one.
.
But we must take it as the last and highest word which Romanism has to speak,
worthless and pitiable juggling as it is. It
is a suicidal act, while at the same time it

mankind. It has flung a challenge to the
freed intellect of Christendom, and it will

or about

-

ens constantly.

sagacious as many of them are known to
be. It seems too ridiculous to be seriously meant, and yet the men are quite beyond
indulging in mere bombast and satire. In
style and substance, this decree suggests

172,560 members in 1869, and 4,787

306.209 members,

8

the Austrians 10 ‘per cent. of their forces.
At Solferino, where the French alone used

purposes

direction

—

——CONGREGATIONAL SiNcING. From almost every quarter the evidence comes up
that our religious assemblies are anxious
for congregational singing. It is a good

——HOPEFUL AND IN EARNEST. We understand that the prospect of a large class in

influential and

of the com-

one and seven-tenths

letters,

pious, estimable, scholarly,

mon

baptized,

a critic

the world for fuller wisdom and only restful effort is yet to he found.

of the conscience, nine-tenths

and only 5,364 infants

man of practical details, more of

It is not easy at once to accept all this as
something that has really been done by a set
of men living in the nineteenth century,—

defies - one half of the history, three-fourths

infants

the

thana builder ; but a tremendous fight will
be maintained under his resolute and magnetic leadership.

the | ——PASTORAL

traditional.
They
represent the most
intelligent, earnest and independent wing
of the Presbyterian family. They reported

The destiny of the future is involved in the “In 1869, they reported
tremendous struggle on the banks of the
Moselle and the plains of Chalons. The
question of dynasty is nothing, but that of

of true

sistance promised to him in the blessed Peter, that infallibility with which the divine
Redeemer willed his church to be endowed,
in defining a doctrine of faith or morals;
and therefore such definitions of the Roman pontiff are irreformable of themselves,
and not by force of the consent of the
church thereto.
And if any one shall presume, which

the Methodifts, we should place
in- the category

that.

church, he possesses, through the divine as-

three

of liberty from the yoke

‘ copy,”

not superior to the first, which met

fice of pastor and teacher ofall Christians,
and in virtue of his supreme apostolic authority, he defines that a doctrine of faith
or morals is to be held by the universal

and seven-tenths
per cent. This is not
more than one-half the per cent, which
Episcopalians baptize, and considerably
below the Presbyterians.
Does not this
denotea decline? It is very remarkable
that this rite should be discarded, just in
proportion to the spirit of progress which
prevails among a Christian people.

After

and

for

very wide and hearty appreciation. Ten

When the Roman pontiff speaks ex cathe-

been
born

the N. S. Presbyterians,

im-

part and not thé entire plenitude of this supreme power; or, that this his poweris
not
ordinary and immediate, both as regards
all and each of the churches, and all and
each of the pastors and faithful; let him be

of the

about

successors

world ; or, that he possesses

The next denomination in order of conservatism, we should mention the Methodists. They are progressive, even radical
in some respects, but adhere to old rites
and usages with great firmness in others.
They are very unlike, and very much like,
the Episcopalians from whom they came.
In 1869 they reported 1,255,115 members,
baptisms, or

used pen to answer calls

award of the second

of the church spread throughout the

rite.

and 47,509 infant

his

'dis-

the best manuscript for a juvenile book, offered by Messrs. D. Lothrop & Co., in
connection with the FB. Printing Establishment, has been made by dividing the
amount between two authors,an additional
sum being paid them so as to make their
compensation liberal. The two books,—
entitled respectively ‘ Short-comings and
Long-goings,” and “Lute Falconer,”—are

not

But that is just what is not

partof public worship. ' The Psalmist’s exThese seasons of rest are useful and econhortation,—*‘Let all the people praise thee,”
omical. The steady strain of our intense —should be heeded. Mere artistic skill,
life wears terribly. Both the quantity and exhibited by a quartette in the performan
ce
the quality of work fall off when there is no of music that legitimately belongsto the
proper respite. Monotony wears’; variety Opera, however attractive to cultivated
refreshes. Even religion becomes poor in ears, is not adapted to public worship.
quality through bad digestion and lack of We want something more simple, solid and
sleep. lealthy animal spirits improve the kindling, whose power the nrasses of the
sermon, and a prayer finds its way to people may feel, and in which they may
heaven sooner and surer when it goes up in join, instead of being mere irresponsible
the sunshine. The added vigor of religious spectators.
But congregational singing
effort now should prove the value of the va- will not'go on of itself. Effort, painstaking,
cation.
resolution and patient persistence are -all:

power
of jurisdiction over the
entire
church, not only in things which pertain to
faith and morals, but also in those which
pertain to the discipline and government

conservatism,

decline

of

strung and drawn again.

whole church; or, that the Roman pontiff
isgot the successor of blessed Peter in this
primacy; let him be anathema. . .
If any one shall say that the Roman pontiff holds only the charge of inspection or
direction, and not the full and supreme

258,903 members, and the baptism of 11,333
infants, which
is about four and three-

among them, and denotes a

products

Summer’s vacation, and the unbent bow

divine right, that blessed Peter has ‘perpet-

ual

appreciable

This could not have
the whole number

the

the nervous: desire to see themselves in
print. Autumn work now,succeeds to the

institution of Christ ous-Lord himself, or by

though they are certainly a very good people, but by no means progressive. To
whatever errors their fathers held, they
tenaciously adhere. In 1869, they reported

tenths per cent.
anything near

for

toil is especially pressing, takes up his

for his verdict, and who can ndt put’ down

uni-

and

the moral rather than

legal direction.

Hence the reaction and the new movement,

into his counting room

——Prize S. S. Books. SERIES No. 2.

or, that he received directly

ance effort take

done. The action of the Mass. Legislature
last winter has terribly increased intemperance and made liquor-sellers defiant.

and grapples afresh with the mass’ of communications whose authors wait eagerly

and real jurisdiction; let him be anathema. . .
If any one shall say, that it is not by the

extent.
The next after these, we may place the
old school Presbyterians. They are more
tenacious of old symbols and usages than
the other evangelical bodies, and have an
for

ex-

on the

looks over the pile of unanswered

—

the primacy of honor, and

jected to the rite of baptism. There has
been very little decline of the rite among
them. They stand in the same position
that our ancestors did, not having ad-

reputation

nearly

looks

when the demand

mediately from our Lord Jesus Christ only

than any other Protestant denominations,
and their infants are very certain to be sub-

undoubted

The multi-

- The decree of the Council,
declaring
the Pope infallible, has been printed in the
Catholic World, in the precise form in which
it was approved at Rome.
The accurate
and elegant Latin indicates that there were
good scholars in that body, as well as bad
theologians. The language seems to be
explicit enough, though it appears to have
been somewhat variously interpreted by sald to be of eminent merit, and so unthe ultramontanist on the one hand and the like in special characteristics that a choice
Hence
liberal on the other. We give such ex: between them was very difficult.
‘the
decision
referred
to,
which
thoroughly
tracts from the somewhat lengthy document as are needful to an apprehension of satisfies all concerned. The two volumes
its real points and character.
The trans- are already in press, and will be issued during the month of September, along with
Jation is apparently an accurate one:
others, the manuseripts of which were" sent
If any one shall say, that blessed Peter in competition
for the premium.
The
the Apostle was not appointed by Christ
the opinion that the
our Lord, the prince of all the apostles, and Committee express
the visible head of the whole church mili- second prize series will be fally equal if

That fact indicates that a large proportion,
perhaps more than half of the children of
the descendants of those stern Pedobaptists
of former years, escape this rite. To our
mind this is proof of a most encouraging
decline of the rite.
Itis instructive also to observe
g
what classes of our people this declyffe isthe
greatest. Among those evangelical sects

any

belief

Stated.

A

some of them more than one-half) are
found not to have been baptized in infancy.

to

current

that not half of their infants are baptized;
and the most reformatory and independent
of them don’t baptize a tenth of them.
This not only looks like a decline, but
proves that the reformation is rapidly progressing to the point when therite will be
wholly discarded.

past

bers which are received into evangelical
Pedobaptist churches, nearly one-half, (in

vanced in any respect,

—

VacATION.

sense, and

all

the

vital

be answered, now by the indignant
that sends it toppling to-its fall, and

of

blow
then

by the contempt that gives it over to burial
and forgetfulness. The infallible pontiff
will have less deference when he speaks
than the weakest and most unassuming of
his predecessors. An age of science and
freedom usually has a background of superstition and

tyranny, (to remind

us

.

which will be copied elsewhere if like reaagain, the lawyer is busy with his briefs and_| ons exist. Mr. Phillips has not publicly
authorities, thefteacher is becoming install-. accepted
the nomination for governor,
ed at the old desk, the clergyman steps 118 waits, perhaps, to see if the republiback into his own pulpit, and the editor, if cans will heed the warning and repent.
It
he has been fortemate enough to” get away is true that he is more of a theorist than a

it; the most of them show,by their statistics,

same faith. Do their descendants keep up
the practice of their fathers, in baptizing
children? Every body ought to know that
not one half of the infants born of American
Of the

merchant

versal. In aregular gradation from the Papal church to the most Protestant of the
Protestants, the rite falls into more and
more disfavor. None of the evangelical
churches unanimously accept and observe

baptized, or.about two and seven-tenths
- Christ when,
we feel our need of him.
The
own resources, and left to fight its own bat- ‘per cent
; showing a very large decline of
leper represents the whole human race. tles,it will become more spiritual and vital,
the
rite
among
them. Thus the farther a
Whoever comes to feel the misery which he and make headway against both Papacy and
from the Papists, in
removed
are
people
whom
Saviour
the
receive
gladly
will
felt,
infidelity. A state religion is always heart- their modes of thought, their freedom of
he recieved, if his presence is proclaim- less, servile and powerless, and tempts
spirit and reformatory tendencies, they rec*
Ys
ed.
thoughtful men to scorn it all as a show -ognize the unscripturalness and feel tke
Welcome.
And they will find the same
and delusion. Hence, with strong desire impropriety of infant baptism.
|
It matters listle how they come, whether in and hope, we anticipate: that the coming
Among
all
the
Pedobaptist
bodies,
we
get order, or $k manifest disorder, go that civil liberty for the German nation will
think that the Congregationalists are the
they come as the leper came, with an earn- bring complete separation of church and
and the
from Rome,
est, trusting heart. Jesus will respond to state. When England and Prussia stand with farthest removed
have cast off
They
Jerusalem.
to
nearest
their prayer: “I will; be thou saved.” America on that basis, Christifnity will be
more of the usages and traditions which
Merey enters wherever there is a recep- clothed with irresistible energy and ag- grew
up in the church before the Reformative heart. The Redeemer rejoices to find gressive
power. That day will surely tion, than others, and are peculiarly indesouls who feel their need of him, for such come. Europe travails to-day for its birth.
pendent in their inquiries for truth and duty.
‘Blessed are

‘receive his gracious gift.

The education, the

migrated to our shores, were mostly of the

baptized.

¥ROM

beach or among the mountains, are finding
their way back to the spheres of toil. The

have sprung more than two
Baptists in America. Nearly
these Baptists has come from
parentage, at no very remote

long since with infant baptism

Not many generations since, our ancestry were all Pedobaptists. It was a rare
thing then for an infant to escape christening. Our country was first settled by Pedobaptists. The millions who have since

parents, are now

——

——HoME

believers has

and practice, the strong prejudices of the
people were all in favor of ififant baptism,
yet this great army of dissenters has been
gathered, and are wielding a tremendous
influence to bring the rite into total disuse.
The entire increase of Baptist views inovolves the sane decrease of infait baptism.
The Christian Advocate can. perhaps figure
out something of & *¢ decline’ from these
data.
The case stands thus: We began not

such

should place the Lutherans and Episcopalians. They are nearer to the Papists

rest

back of the needle gun, religion and the

He is

tered such complaints,
¢¢ statistics” to be found?

Current Topics.

that while

tudes who have been seeking rest from

period.

cant for contempt. If the already existing
parties would pay a proper respect to the
public welfare, and to the sentiment of the
best part of the community, there would be
a strong reason for letting special temper-

Council

a mouse for

hausting toil or relief from the heat,

is

government and civil
around them.

cism. Unbelievers have no sense of sin
and of their lost condition. If their eyes enthusiasm. The Bible is not forbidden;
could be opened, if they could be brought liberty of conscience is allowed; religious
to realize the full measure of their peril, ‘proscriptions are yielding to better ideas,
they would believe in Christ on half the tes- and ultimate freedom in religion is at
timony which is now before them. It is hand. A bad religion always makes a bad
A pure Christianity necessinot lack of evidence that leaves so many government.
tates
liberty.
The superiority of her religin unbelief, but lack of a sense of need.
ion
has
insured
superiority in education, in
“How can ye believe who seek honor one
intelligence, force of character, and placed
of another?” when the leprosy of sin‘is disGermany where she now stands, at the
covered, its fatal character felt, impending
‘head
of European powers. Character lies
misery realized, desire for relief developed,
it is very easy to believe in Christ.

This

creed and custom, and test them by the
Scriptures, the rite is the least observed.
At the head of the conservative class; we

tain is the fact that Prussia is Protestant.
Her Christianity is not of the highest type,
but vastly superior to Papacy. It does not
foster ignorance and oppose popular education, as Papacy does, but promotes it with

accept

it.

What

Another fact of great importance bears
upon this question. From descendants of

significant.
‘Now in all fairness we ask the . Morning Star
for its authority for making the above state.
ments.
What Pedobaptist Churches have ut-

only be free themselves, but by - silent,
peaceful influence, will give constitutional

And

No

amount of testimony will make self-satisfied, complacent men believe. Until they

merely hold to

the great

proportionately increased.

dren, there
millions of
eyery one of
Pedobaptist

will Baptist Church:
|
"Pedobaptist Churches geénevally complain of
the rapid decline: of infant baptism.
Statistics
show that a.Jarge minority in all of them have
lost confidence in the rite, and that, in some of

a minority

too,

‘which

such a mountain!

Pedobaptists, i.’e., from among their chil-

in ‘the

with

travailed
for months,

ifffant baptism has fallen offto this degree

Morning Star, the principal organ of the Free-

them,

of note,

among them, the baptism of

—

We clip the-following from an editorial

document

place to the baptism
, of believers.

And it is worthy

of Infant Baptism.”

Eu-

The decrease is very suggestive, and

gives

i

‘Decline

| start on a new race of progress, rise to a
Christ and the Leper.
higher ¢ivilization, and do & better work for
ve
humanity, from this time onward.
Awmeri“And he put forth his hand and touched ca will be safer and better for it, and the
him.”
An unlawful act.
The leper too world will be the gainer.. The world is not

had broken the law.
afar off and cried,

it will be for us.

steel

it.

new

shows again that justso fast as the power
of tradition is broken, the baptism of babes

ty.

can never go, and produces results which
physical force can never accomplish. Ideas

addressed to the Publisher.

did.

she becomes,
the safer

the world over, is largely involved in the
issues of this war. France represents the
selfish, despotic ideas of Rome; Prussia
the progressive, reformatory ideas which
tend to pure Christianity and genuine liber-

of

31, 1870.

and the more free and just and Christian
Indeed, the course of Christiag® civilization,

use it.

heads fight, for the balance

civilization.
. GEORGE T. DAY,

4

AUGUST

of the

NA

THE MORNING STAR:

-

0}

the Theological School at Lewiston brightactive

and

seriously

con-

sidering the question of entering the School
this fall for the two years’ course. The fact
is suggestive.
They know by experience
how large and steady and varied are the
drafts made upon the pastor, and they feel
the need of adding both to their

resources

and to the skill which uses them effectively. Their testimony ought to be heeded by
young men whose work of preparation is
before
them,
and their. resolution
and

painstaking to make themselves more efficient should stimulate the courage of
those young men who are compelled to
struggle for a thorough education
with
less serious difficulties. We have never
known a wise and ablé minister who,

after

fifteen years’ experience, regarded his prep-’
aration for his work as too careful or thorough. We have heard many such men deplore the presumption. with which they
rushed

off,

half-trained and

pitiable weaknesses and sharp antagonisms
that abide in human nature.
This Council
has supplied more somber tints than the
preachersgn the Mormon tabernacle. Pio
Nono has distanced Brigham Young.
It is striking to observe how this decision,heralded by such a flourish of trumpets,
such a flaunting of banners, and sucha
sonorous proclamation to Christendom, falls
dead at the very doors of the Vatican. Few
seem to remember the decrke; almost no-

into a sphere which

egram

sneers at it.

taxes

self-sufficient,

the

strongest

minds and has room for the use of the most

At Magenta the French

lost 9

per cent.,

rifled cannon, their loss amounted

to 13 per

cent.

~——VERBAL COURTESY.—NOTHING MORE.
The following is the text of the correspondence which: passed between the the Pope
and the Prussian King, on the Subject of
a mediation for the restoration” of peace,
to which we referred last week. The lan-

guage is dignified
and

royal,

enough to be pontifical

but there is nothing but words.

The fight gues on as before. Pius IX. is
not the power in the politics of Europe that
some of his predecessors have been, He is

only in ecclesiastical figure-head.

Asa

kintl;hearted old man, he gels a courteous
reply ; as Pope, he wields a powerless scepter. He might as well attempt to whistle
down the north wind as to arrest the march
of the Prussian armies with a piece of parch;
ment. Ile does not venture to command
or remonstrate; he only pleads. And he
gets no sort of promise, but only an epistolary bow. And even this bow seems to be

not so much on the pontiff’s account as for

ample mental resource, We trust the the sake of an impression on the minds of
'The pontiff aleo adschool is to be imposing in numbers and political observers.
-drgssed
a
note
on
the
same subject to Louis
eminent in true power,

Napoleon;

——TAKING Erpecr, The action of the
temperance men of Massachusetts, in nominating an independent state ticket,

is pro-

ducing an impression. The movement is
more ov less huiled with satisfaction both
in and out of the state. And even when
it is criticised and condemned, it is done in

but what

reply it called out,

we are not yet told. Here are the épistles :
Your Masesty : In the present grave circumstances, it may appear an unusual thing
to receive a letter from me; but as the vi-"
car on earth of God's peace, I can not do
less than offer my mediation. It is my

war-like

desire to witness the cessation of
members, they body cares for it. Catholics develop no
No-nation in Europe is so susceptible to they had only 257,634
:and to stop the evils—their
preparations,
new
confidence;
Protestants
feel
no
mew
as Prussia, and she will reported 6,156 infant baptisms. Had there
influence
My mediation
American
consequences.
their
inevitable
burden,
their
pain,
their disease, their
all the more in her “new been no decline of the rite among them, terror ; the unbelieving world hardly deigns terms that show how deep a hold it is tak- is thatof a Sovereign whose small domin:
telguilt, even to the grave and beyond it, in- feel that influence
three-line
a notice. A
ing of men’s thought and feeling. Nobody ion excites no jealousy, and who inspires
!
position of freedom, And Germany wields. | they. would have reported 7,348 -intants | the transaction

refase to receive it. They will still carry

sing.
cloansi

§

a tremendous influence

over our

destinies

baptized in 1869, instead of 5,364, as they

from King William hides this whole

It is altogethér

too

signifi-

confidence by the moral and religious in-

v

~\

o

THE

MORNING STAR: AUGUST81, 1870.
FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

ey

hands,

erable

some few brethren-in the churches, to

you in

I am with

as

united

bonds of Christian charity and sincere friend-

sl

pa

statement

passed

The

following

provisions

of the law

Taxes.

——NaTioNar.
of

the

July 14, in regard to sources of

This school, located at Pittsfield,

revenue, is compiled from official sources,
and deserves to be kept for reference:
Special taxes, including those on bankers, will cease May'1, 1871, except those
connected with fermented liquors, spirits
and tobacco.

.

Taxes on gross receipts will cease

is spacious, substantial,

Octo-

of several

and

miles

in

extent,

is delightful,

1870.

R.,

these sources in the

San

the horrible massacre of the Freaich Roman
Catholics, which took place some time

a Tientsin, China.
at

since

almost

too

horrible

Ohio

this

unwise

held out to induce children to be brought
to the Catholic missionin the last stages of
illness for the purpose of baptism in articulo mortis. In this way many children were
‘taken to’ the

Missions

when

about

to die,

baptized, and soon after taken away dead.
. About the beginning of June, some sort
of an epidemic.

broke

out in the: ‘‘Sisters”

establishment, and many children died. A
report got about that the *‘ Sisters” were
killing the children for the purpose of getting their eyes and hearts to use in the manufacture of a medical specific, which commanded a fabulous price abroad. The rumor, too improbable and

absurb

for belief

by any civilized and Christian people, was
told by one to ‘another, and honestly believed by the mass of this ignorant and superstitious people. Angry
and excited
crowds assembled in the street from time to
time in the neighborhood of the Mission
buildings, and demanded the release of the
children.
Noting, so far as Ican learn,
was done by the
i Sisters, Priests, or the
French Consul, to allay the excitement or
disabuse the minds of the populace. The
Consul,

?

Tama Q. M.—Held its June

might have been reared into existence, and

many feeble ones saved from oblivion;
more might have been done for objects of
benevolence and for the conversion of the
world. This implies a fault: somewhere.
Is it attributable to the ministry? We think
not, wholly ; for there is nota class of men
in the denomination,east or west, who have

who, if reports be true, was one of

done more for the common interests of religion, than the first ministers of the Ohio
River Yearly Meeting. Laboring ander

the most impracticable of Frenchmen, positively refused to have an examination
made.

Every fact goes to show that the fury
unknown to many at the
of the people was directed against the disadvantages
present day, they did a great work for the
* Catholics, which in their estimation includ
ed all French subjects—as all the Catholic upbuilding of the cause in southern Ohio.
missions are under the special care and pro- Though their labors have ceased, and the
inister in Pekin, most of them are reaping their reward in
tection of the French
and the French consuls at the various openheaven, yet their influence still lives.
: ports. Considerable uneasiness is reported
and
A session of this Yearly Meeting has just
‘to be felt in Pekin by the ‘missionaries
other foreigners, lest this mob spirit should closed at Rutland. Nearly all of the promke Catholics have several large inent ministers were in attendance. Imspread.
establishments there, and the French are
was transacted; the intersaid not to feel easy about them. Some portant business
after;
Meeting looked
Yearly
the
of
ests
_years ago, singular stories were started
dewere
sermons
practical
about the ‘‘Sisters” institution there; but several able and
the French Minister then had good judg- livered. Some of the Q. Meetings reported
ment and gave such orders as caused an in- cheering revivals in their respective churchvestigation, and thereby quieted the popuThe causes of

es during the past ‘year.

lace.

Education, Temperance, Missions, Sabbath
schools, &c., were not forgotten. The

The Chinese Government are reported
anxious to make ample reparation, but their
weakness and ignorance of foreign customs
are a great bar to their doing the right
thing at the proper moment.

committees were prompt in reporting ; resolutions were discussed as their merits or

claims demanded ; and valuable suggestions
were made in reference to future

Finally, all agreed that, this

What

Does

it Mean!

com-

. | bined more of the elements essential
success than some former sessions.

to

Yearly

Of the literary institutions of the

say that Atwood
In the application for membership in the | Meeting, it is proper toanother
term, under
Baptist Mutual Benefit Association” Institute soon opens

“““ Free

this question isto be answered : ** Have you the instruction of Prof.
any
special diseases?”
A corresponden t | Mrs. Dodge and Mrs,

asks what that means,

Those who got up
the rules to govern thé Association, did not
intend the question to imply that any minister among us would be excluded from
membership.
A man who is likely to die
very soon, may or may not’ be received
There is no rule excluding any one.

The object in getting an answer to this
and .some other questions, is to have a
record of the general state of health o f
those who become members, and of. the

particular diseases, if any, with which they
are afllicted, as a basis

of

comparison,

by

Such facts

are

and by, as to the relative prospects of life
of persons

thus

afflicted.

interesting and often very useful.

The Association is meeting with favor
among our ministers, and the prospects
are good for a vigorous company.
Every
one can see that it is a very cheap method

~ of insurance, not: costing more than half as
much

asin

Ads perfectly

the cheapest

companies,

and

Dodge, assisted by

Spencer. Cheshire
to hold on.its=way.
Academy is endeavoring
institution, ' up
:
ot]

Randal Academy is anew ins
der the control of the colored

’
s,
churche
s

session with the

Requires

for its

completion. They need about one thou
sand dollars for this purpose. Shall they
not have the necessary aid? West Virgin| ia College,if timely aided, is destined to
perform its mission in a State just freed
from the shackles of slavery. Success to
all our institutions of learning ! May none
of them languish for want of support.
SeLan H. BARREIY:
|

immediate

attention,as neg

lect often results in an ineurable Lung
Disease.
J BROWN’S

CATARRH,

and

cheap’ imitations

offered, which are good for nothing.
BRONCHIAL
SOLD

Babb,

to you, and nothing elsc will.

They should bein every

Spit,

Blow,

and disgust everybody with the offensive

odor from

world moves, tells you that it cannot be cured.

The

proprietor

pay

Catarrh

Remedy

will

Freewill

on Wednesday,

A. M.; at which

time and

is deficient in the amount needed to pay the mis.
sionaries,—~about $800.
The African Methodist Episcopal Church reports 850,000 communicants, 25,000 probationers,
1,000 traveling, 5,000 local, preachers, and 7 bish-

Ill, has

Church, but no resident. priest.

a Catholic
child of a

The

a Protestant

Sept

21, at
.

minister, in

the absense of a priest, was requested to officiate
in the Catholic church, and consented.

its

Fourteen million copies of Spurgeon’s sermons
are reported to have been sold in England and
three hundred thousand in America;
and Spur:
geon is but thirty-six years old.

Dr. Guinness reportsgreat success in the distribution of the Scriptures in France. The officals interpose no objections; the parish priests
are unable, even if inclined, to prevent the
work; and the people receive the Bible with

one

ifications and Duties of Superintendents,” opened by
Hon. Geo. H. Pilsbury, Lewiston;
‘ Relations of
Pastors to Sunday Schools.” opened by Rev. C.F.
Allen, Bangor;
‘* How to conduct teachers’
meetings;”
‘ Best means of conducting
Bible classes,”
&c.
Eminent Sunday school workers from different
sections of the country are pledged to be present.
« All Railroad and Steamboat lines in the State will

carry and return deleggtes for one fare.
E. M. HAYNES, State Sec.
18th, 1870,

PENN. Y.M. Next session with the Bellevernon
ch., Sept. 9. Delegates arriving at Pittsburgh before b o’clock P. M. of Sept. 8, will find Bro, Joy at
Union Depot, who will gecure them half fare on the
steamer Belle, which leaves foot of Green
St. ath
MM

py——

Vd Oy

CHENANGO UNION Q. M. will hold its Sept. session
with the Sherburne church, commencing
Sept. 9th,
at 2 o'clock, P. M.
A general attendance is earnest:

has joiled the Protestants, and is reported to be

avery eloquent man. - He went six weeks ago
where there is a seminary of
,
a town
to Avila
Catholic priests; and bis preaching drew forth
such crowds that the theaters were shut up, except on Sunday, when some foolhardy player on
the stage undertook to abuse the Protestants,

whistled at and

hooted by

WATERVILLE

Q. M. will hold its next session with

Friday, Sept. 16.

commencing

at

10

o’clock,

S. BOwngN, Clerk.

FREEDOM Q. M. will hold its next session with
in what

is

known

as the

the

Garling

b.

A

This mill is WROUGHT
and is case-hardened so as
injury.
It works with less
less expense.
It has taken

Outward

“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869.

J.D. WEsT—Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses. at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour.
I then ground corn and oats’ mixed,

and it ground that somewhat

immediately.

responding

to those

Mill to my entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
revolutions, and ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels
of corn
«The

or 8 bushels
farmers aud

Vermont
Union (P.
Enosburg
R. Island
Boston Q.

Cattaraugus

Q. M.

Genesee

Genesee

Y.M.

i

Y. M,

Sfp——

“

Susquehanna
Walton Q.

Y. DM.

M.

A

D. J. WHITING,

JEFFERSON Q. M. will hold its

Clerk pro

next

Sunday

the Fowl r church, Sept. 16—18,
Services commence
at 10. A. M,, and the whole day will be devoted to
the Sabbath school int rest.
Sermon
Friday
evening.
There is a tax of 5 cents per resident member
(to defray Y. M. expenses), which the churches will
o that their delegates are prepared to pay.

Other

Montcalm

i

.

A.

school ‘books,

7

religious

Q, M.

Y.M

Q. M,

Livingston
i
Wisconsin Y. M,
River QM
—%
Cnicago
8,2
Minnesota Y., M.
oF
Winona & Houston Q. M,
Zumbro
“oo

Y.M,
Y.

OF MUSIC,

| education in every department,
POSSIBLE PRICES,

by

order

Or-

THE NEW

MASS.
by

any

thorough

at the

4

.

QUESTION BOOK,

“The Wonderful Works of “Jesus,”
MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now nearly complete and will be isIt is adapt-

“The story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered not long since
to pastorssuperintend-

ents and teachers as being in every
way worthy of their patronage. Orders
may be sent at any time and they
will be filled just as soon as the book is
out-of press. Price-15-cents

SABBATE SCHOOL LIBRARIES,
Wholesale

Prices,

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday

ENCLAND

unsurpassed

N

Treatise, just revised

recommended

Hancock & Quincy

for securing a

Sunday

by the Printing Establishment, and is

Washington Q. M.

advantages

busi.

ed to classes that have just completed

Ohjo & Penn

Offers

and

sued in about four weeks.

80. River, Iowa, Q. M.

school in America

new

Treatise.

»

The New

several

River Raisin
¢
‘Shiawassee
“
St, Joseph's Valley
No. Berrien Q. M.
IMinoise Y M.

HALL, BOSTON,

a

of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, or

bh

Towa Northern

MUSIC

in

Novelty Co., Saco, Me.

school maps, cards, and singing books ;
and Theological, and’ miscellaneous
books, can be had at wholesale rates,
by sending orders to Rev. G. H. Ball,
No. 30 Vesey street N. York.

Northern Ind. Y. M,
Putnam Q. M,
Michigan Y. M.

CONSERVATORY

agents

=

Books in New York.
All of our own books, and a ‘general assortment of carefully selected

Marion (Ohio) Y, M.

"THE NEW

paid

Address Saco

2 cents each for two or more copies.

to the

7

York.

ders are solicited.

Liberty Association
i
connected with

tem.

session with

WEEK

ness,

the F. B,

Chenango Union Q. M.
Penn -ylvania Y. M,
Lawrence Q. M.
Westmoreland

Y,M.

Agents,

40 Cortlandt St, New

At
Y. M.

I grind

ISAAC BARKLEY.”

ly 34

R, I.

Marion Q. M,

Holland Purchase

2

12t27

Richland & Licking

Y. NM.
Q.) Q. M,
ts
& Mase. Y. M,
M;

satisfaction.

per hour; in fact, it is just the thing for
feeders.
None should be without one.

Aa Send for Circular.
J ID WEST, General

other

Q. M,

ease 6 to

NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869.
SANDUSKY & Co.:—The
(Empire)
Mill I

C.

bought of you gives perfect

deme

Parsonsfield

It will grind with

JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.

H.

house settlement, commencing Friday, Sept 2d, and
hd

per hour.
Yours, &c., ¥ THOs. H. BATE.”
Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is

8 bushels of corn per hour.
It also makes excellent
Graham flour. I consider it a boen to farmers, and
it will be indispensable when once tested. There is
but one opinion—it is a success.

ap-

in the Register, and any

Y. AM,

1 am perfectly

Yours &ec.,
R. M. PALMER.”
“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869.
“J, D. WEST—Sir: I have used my No.3 Empire

information concerning them that they
may
important or interesting to us as a prople:
Ohio River Y.M.
Little Scioto Q. M.

Maine Western

faster.

satisfied with it.

Notice.

belonging

IRON—not CAST TRON—
to run for years without
power than any other,and
the First Premium at the

1 State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
Kentucky—the only ones at which if has been exhipited.

bodies, either in the States or British Provinces, that
are Free Baptists in sentiment, but not in form, are
earnestly requested to send us statistical reports cor-

continuing over the Sabbath.
We
hope
to see a
good delegatidn from all the churches of the Q. M.

|yee.
vr "
J. 8. STAPLES, Clerk.
the audience, who insisted on his reappearance
The result is anew | we
to retract all he had said.
‘Fox River Q. M. will hold its next session at
church in Avila.
B ackberry Station, commencing Friday. Sept 16, at
religious
our
that
2
o'clock, P. M.
.
« B, Bixsy, Clerk,
fadt
the
es
illustrat
Cheyenne
Revivals, &c.
progress does not lag behind our industrial and
Notice.
With a population of
commercial enterprise.
Eparcoms, Me: The Freewill Baptist about 4.000, this enterprising little city, the
_All persons wishing-entertalnment- at the Lisbon,
Q.M, will please app.y to Mr. Benjamin
church in Edggegmb, Me. is not enjoying capital of Wyoming Territory, contains five "NH,
Thompson, of Stark, N. H., who
will provide for
a Pres- them. Per order of the church Clérk.
Methodist, ,
a ian
pal
Episc
,~in
a revival at th
whurches
|
there
but
time,
present
+
JOEL
SPOONER,
Q., M. Clerk.
Roman Catho
e of interest man- byterlait, a Congregational,

safe, as every member wil 1] seems 10 be a god degre

of New York,

August 6, 1870

PILES!

BY

And Sold by Agents everywhere.

E. S. DART, Clerk.

the church in Clinton,

Naples church,

Q. Ms.

sending their reports

Union

has come out, bringing 14 parishes with him,
question has helped on this
The infallibility
movement,” A priest in Madrid of Jewish blood

He was immediately

following

V

avidity.

We see it stated in the Christiansthat 60 of the

EMPIRE

of

Y. Ms. named, have not sent us their reports for the
next Register,
If we have to get out the Register by
the 10th of Oct., the clerks will see the necessity of

Wayne

ly solicited

Foss

Q. M. REPORTS.

of Sunday School Teaching to the: Dangers of Practical Life,” opened by J. 8S. Barrell, Lewiston;
‘“ Qualifications and Duties of Sunday School Teach:
ers,” opened hy Rev. C.F. Penney, Augusta; ‘‘Qual-

a

Sarah E.

Second

delegate.

General Agent.

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company

Mr.

'| fice the amount of their indebtedness
without further notice from us.

The

;

CORN & FEED MILL

Quarterly, will please remit to the of-

The Order of Exercises will embrace
an Address of
Welcome by Rev Smith Baker, of Orono, and discussions of the following topics:
** The Relations

Aug.

THE

~ The Quarterly.

Evangelical School in the

Every school is entitled to

A. RICHMOND,

MANUFACTURED

All persons, indebted for

State is entitledto representation as follows :— Pastor,
Superintendent, and
one Delegate for every
fifty

Lewiston,

PILES!

Special

Convention,
will hold

v

If not accepted, the money will be promptly returned.
Those who have sent applications to me
without the money, and have received no reply, have
been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad
mission money.

11 o’clock,

Dover, Avg. 29.1870.

scholars.

S708

TIONS.

place the business of the

Sunday School

Ti

3,

Providence,

, '1.D. STEWART, Secretary.

Maine

SOMES

N. C. Lothrop,

Arrangement.

PILES!

Printing

be

may

pamphlets

GEN. S. P. HEINTZELMAN, U. 8. A., President.
ISAAC ROSENFELD, Jr., Vice-President.
L. TIERNAN BAIEN, Secretary.

Any who have failed to receive a copy of our ByLaws, will be supplied on application.
D. R. WHITTEMORE, Gen. Agent.

Baptist

Establishment will be transacted.

:

atuiroad-

Brethren making application for admission to the
F. B. Mutual Benefit Association, are requested to
send their admission money WITH THEIR APPLICA-

Establishment are hereby notified that the Annual
Meeting of said Corporation will be held at their office in Dover,

had

touely at the office of the Association, No. 96
way, New York, or of its Agents.

For particulars,

. Notices.

Establishment.

The Corporators of the

$250,000.

Also, by the same, July 2, Mr. Harrison

;

Notices and Appointments,

from

" AUTHORIZED CAPITAL,

plications are money thrown away.
The
only permanent cure is DR. HARRISON’S
PERISTALTIC
LOZENGESThey strike at the cause.
They are
pleasant, nor, like all pills, do they require increase
of dose.
They are exactly suited to obviate
cos
tiveness—the cause of ill health.
Forsale at No. 1
Tremont Temple, Boston, by E. A. HARRISON
&
'Co., Proprietors, and by all Druggists.
Mailed for
60 cents.
2m3t.

Blow,

your Catarrh, just because some old fogy doctor who
has not discovered and will not beiieve that the

Printing

150

4nd Miss Mary E. Place, both of S.

PILES!

6w35

not vary

any of our oldest compa
3 nies: but in greater simylicity, economy and
accomunodauon of payments, it differs materially.

all that you represent it.

lady’s pos-

session.

of Dr. Sage’s

ciation does

Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 A. M., 2.40 and
5.45 P.m., and on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
8.12 P. M.
For Great Falls, 10.10A. M., 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P. M.
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 P, M.
For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40 P.M
For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8. 10.55 A. M., 5.05
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 7.40.
Leave Boston for Dover at 7.30 A. M., 12 M,, 3, 5 P. M.,
and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 P. M.

but
and

THOUSAND

(larger sums in
an
a
small

RO RATA payment is required only when a death
ocears in the class and divisim in which a poliey is
registered.
©
In some essential points,
such as medical examination, pro rata payments; and
absolute policies, this Asso-

16,00
0

C. 0. LIBBY,

Summer

TWO

DOLLARS,
Proportion)

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD,

The Balm is the bloom

lady of thirty appear
are entirely harmleas

Spit,

tor

3RA

6m44

improved

64,76

Special

TROCHES.

est attractlons a woman can possess.
The Kathairen and Magnolia Balm are just what will give them

Hawk,

5,60
;
B0
5,00
10,00
0,00
1,00
0
0
1,00
5,00
25

Benjamin M. Foss of 8S. and Miss

head of hair and a refined complexion are the great=

Hawk,

Oakland, Mich Q M per A M Simonton,
W Robbinson, Northville, Mich, per A M Simonton,
Ch and Soc, Sabbattus, Me, per W C Stinson,
New Market ch. per Revd A Lowell,
N B Jackson & wife, Arcade, N Y,
First effort,
M M Taft, Sodorus, 111,
H M Taft,
*
e
J Bryant, Strafford, Vt.
’
Dea B F Draper, Moes River, P Q,
J A Weller, Athens, Pa,
Sandwich @ M, per A Sargent,

Rochester.

are

lia Balm changed that sallow complexion into the
marhle beauty you now see
This is emphaticall y
the language of all who use these articles.
A fine

very pleasant.

$4,00

Insurance

an

and original system,
The
payment
of
EN
DOLARS will secure a
policy

FOREIGN MISSION.

In Strafford, May 16th, by Rey,

What Did Xt ?—Lyon’s Kathairon made my
hair soft, luxuriant and thick, and Hagan’s Magno-

of youth.
It makes a
twenty.
Both articles

<

Treasurer.
.

C F Lothrop, Chesterville, Me,
F B Miss Soc, Lawrence, Mass, per Mrs
Bina D. Hatch,
J C Gardner, Oakfield, N Y,

LIFE

Policy under
:

Married

Be sure to

EVERYWHERE.

Issues

:

2,00

|,

OBTAIN the true

BROWN’S

No. 98 BROADWAY, N. Y.,

2,42

SILAS CURTIS,

tf16

LIFE

10,00

Dover, N. H.

CONSUMPTIVE

and THROAT DISEASES, they have a soothing effec
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and strengthen thexeice.
.
many worthless

D. 8. Heffron, Utica, N. Y.; Keystone

C. O. Libby, Dover, N. H.

L
3,00
1,00

.

will most invariably give instant relie
For BRONCHITIS, ASTHMA,

Bank,

MUTUAL ASSOCIATION,
GUARANTY

46,00

Morrell, Philips, Me,

BRONCHIAL TROCHES

continue three days. Each

GENERAL.
The Corresponding dSecretary of the Ohio
Baptist Convention announces that the Treasury

of

2.41
8,60
23,85
2,50

Mrs Clara P Harriman, Somerville, Mass,

Annual Meeting in the city of Bath, commencing at
3 o'clock, P. M., on Tuesday,
September
13th, and

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

:
Oregon,

Pa.:

BIBLE & TRACT CAUSE.

:

The State 8S. S. Convention

ops.
The village

Albany, N.Y.;

M A P, Sac City, Towa,

mange, puddings, custards,

2d National

National Bank, Erie, Pa.; James Calder, Harrisburg,

Mission,

Val

Concord, N. H.
J

A COUGH, COLD, OR SORE THROAT

eZ

ARO00STOOK Q. M.—Held its June session with
Ten churches were
the 1st Mapleton church.
reported by letter. The 1st Ft. Fairfield and 1st
C. Purington, PasRev.
Presque Isle churches,
tor, did not represent themselves; and as they
had previously notified the Q. M. of their determination to withdraw from it even against its
independent
remain
protest, that they might
churches, outside of any denominational association, it was therefore voted, unanimously, to
withdraw fellowship from them.
In this the divine approval became apparent,
and the religious services that followed were
than is usual
more spiritual and interesting
Next session
on such occasions, among us.
with the church at Alva, the third Wednesday
and Thursday in September.
RUFUS G. KALLOCH, Clerk.

composing the Shiloh Quarterly Meeting. | clergy of Madrid have left Rome and formeda
a priest in Estramuda
Their Agent, J. T. Stewart, an intelligent| new free church, and that
man of color, is now soliciting funds

the blanc

PERMISSION.

12,42

its use lesdishes pre-

BLOCK,

Chicago;

EDUCATION SOCIETY.
AH

re-

Chicago; Nash, Spaulding & Co., Boston; Harding,
Grey & Dewey, Boston; 1st National Bank
of Geneseo, I1l.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New-York oliys
.
S. Wolcott, President Hanover Insurance Co.,
5 oF
1st National Bank, Richmond, Ind.; Perry & Co.,

fandwich Q M, N H per A Sargent,

The preaching was £900,
Otter Creek church.
$500 reward for a case of Catarrh which he cannot
he
and our business session harmonious.
cure.
Sold by druggists, or send sixty cents to R.
and
Sabbath schools was
cause of Missions
V. Pierce, M. D., 133 Senaca street, Buffalo, N.Y,
A new church of 21 members,
ably advocated.
for it. A pamphlet free. Beware of counterfeits and
organized by Rev. C. B. Messer, was received,
worthless
imitations,
Remember
that the genuine
preach
to
licensed
was
Cogswell
H.
and Bro.
has Dr. Pierce’s private Government Stamp upon
the gospel. Chose Revs. J. Sweat,C. B. Messer,
F. P. Newell, and Brethren H. Cogswell, R. S. each package. , This Stamp issued by the United
M. | States Government,
expressly for stamping
Dr.
Price, E. Hatfiela, M. M. Avery and Wm.
Next ses- Pierce’s medicines, has his portrait, name and adBerry, Delegates to the Iowa Y., M.
sion with the Bovina church.
dress engraved upon it, and need not be mistaken.
E. T. Turts, Clerk.

interests. | Catholic having died,

session

for while
exquisite

BY

Y. Scammon,

88,76

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

St. Croix Q. M.—Held its June session at
The churches
New Richmond, June 17—19.
were all represented ; the business of conference
was harmoniously - transacted;
the preaching
was spiritual and edifying, and much of the
Master’s presence was enjoyed throughout the
meetings. Saturday afternoon the Spirit seem\ed to pervade ther entire congregation, and we
‘all felt that it was good to be there.
D. WILLSON, Clerk.

states. Thus we are led to exclaim, What
has not God wrought !
But another view of this matter leads to
the conclusion that much more might have
been done. The field of gospel labor
might have been extended; more churches

Yond,

Col by Anna T Baker, Strafford Center, N H
per D Place
A Friend So. Parsonsfield, Me per ¥ W Towne
Ruth Perkins, Meredith Center, N H per M
.
Butler

&c., are the most Bliejons we have ever tasted.

Troches,

Su1Lon Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Rev. Thos.
Then | Providence church, July 16-17.
efficient churches ; now it has many.
E. Peden was received as Corresponding Messenits influence was small and circumscribed ; ger from Athens Q. M. Rev. J. Shenitt from the
Two churches,
same Q. M. was also with us.
now it is felt ra wide. Then its mem- 2d
Albany and Gallipolis, made application and
bers were poor, any its ministers still poor- were received as members of the Q. M. : A pRev. I. Z. Haning, B. V. Tew. ksbury
er, preaching for little or no remuneration ; pointed
and T. J. Ferguson committee to examine Bro.
wealthy,
are
members
its
of
now many
R. I. Jackson, of the 2d Albany church, and if
and its ministers better sustained. Then they think advisable, license him to preach the
gospel. Chose Rev. J. W. Stewart delegate to
its limits were confined to two or three ‘Y. M., and Rev. C. Anderson, alternate. Next
small counties; now it extends into two session with 2d Huntington church.
S. E. HAWKS, Clerk.

were

REFER

FREEDMENS MISSION .

:

purehasing

Chicago, Illinois.

-

First F W B ch, Olneyville, RB I, per L S Harris

agant cost, from any other soutce.
Scientific Committees, hotel keepers, professional cooks, ladies who
heir own kitchens, physicians, nurses:

Quarterly Meetings.

—

5

Sandwich Q M, N H, per A Sargent,
Kast Orange ch, Vt, per 8 W Cowell,
Col Penobscot Y M, per AL Gerrish,
Mrs Sheghera, Appleton, Me, per E Knowlton

pared from it can not be obtained eve at an extrav-

Rev. S. N. Tufts will close his labors as pastor
of the church in Farmington, N. H., the first
Sabbath in September..

Meeting.

ROOM 8, MAJOR

Oren H True, N Scituate, R I.
Wm 8 Pottle, 8 Montville, Me.
Rev W L Noyes, 8t Johnsburg, Vt,
R Moore. St Johnsburg, Vt.
Geo Donnocker, Ingersoll, Ontario.

Home

ie, in

Corner LaSalle and Madison Streets,

Rev S I Bowman, Downington, O.
H Wells, Rutland, O,
J E Tebbets, West Waterville, Me.
G W Kuapp, Contocovkville, N. H.
J M Mathews, Burlington, Vt.

generally regard it in the double light of a staple nee-

callto the pastorate of the Casco St. church, inPortland, Me., and will enter upon his “labors
Rev. D. M. Graham
during the month of Sept.
has been supplying that pulpit for some weeks,
much to the satisfaction of the people.

This Yearly Meeting, formed in August,
1833, of two small Quarterly Meetings,
now numbers four. At its organization it
numbered a little more than two hundred
members; but now,
by. the blessing of
God, it numbers nearly three thousand.
Then it had no institutions of learning;
now it has four. Then it had few or no
Sabbath schools; now it has one in nearly
every church. Then it had no large and

for" publication.

action, inducements

Yearly
—

The Bulletin says:
;
It seems that the Sisters of Charity have
been in the habit of paying a premium of a
certain sum per head for all the children
brought to their institutions. This caused,
as the Chinese assert, kidnapping to obtain
the bounty. Ihave no doubt this is true
to a greater or less extent—at any rate the
(‘ninese honestly believed it, and have complained of it for a long time. In addition
to

River

Wyman—G

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL,

Pa

W. F. EATON.

This condensed

W

EXPRESS.

essary and a delicious luxury;
sens the expense of living, the

.diction say that

We invest on joint account, that

property for others, we take half the pecuniary
sponsibility for half the profits.
:

Sears—

Toothaker—T

all sorts of people,” and the housekeepers of the land

Rev. E. N.

We Place Money uponloan on two and three fold
Real Estatesecurities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per annum, the interést payable semi-annually,

n

from which the SEA Moss FARINE is made. This
new article has everywhere won ‘‘golden opinions of

has accepted a

Rev. A’ A. Smith, of Topsham,

advantages of a high order.

statement suggests the pretext upon which
it was planned and executed. ‘The details
are

and faithful Christian service which

D Smith—M Thing—E

O Wilcox--S H Willard—H H Wallace—J
Wheeler—J Reeve.

the waters,He has planted the elements of wholesome
nourishment on the rocks, in the shape of Sea Moss,

maintained “in his
Harris has carried to and
He leaves it to the
brief pastorate in that field.
handsof some true-hearted successor and. the
blessing of God.

not afford to lose this school, or permit it to
dwindle into insignificance, as it possesses

ounts: of

Francisco Bulletin contains full

A, genial

to the public, and steps taken to remove
its embarrassments and to place it upon a
secure foundation. Freewill Baptists can

—

The

access.

GRANAM, PERRY & CO,

H Sawyer—G W Smith—D

Scoonover—A

and 12 or 15 per cent, int8rest per annum, if the purchaser then prefers that amount of money
to the
property he has purchased, we, of course,
ng
the
property upon Juying the money.
The time and rate
per cent. agreed upon at thé time of sale in each case,

Tibbets—I C Townsend—H W Thurber—A F Woodward—

“Bread Cast upon
the Waters.”
If the
Great Providence has not literally cast bread upon

'W. WHITFIELD,

from

Sw

Shaw—A Sargent—J

to give

Occasionully
a Congregational
minister
is
admitted into the pulpit of an Episcopal Church,
for it is stated that by special request Dr. Nehemish Adams, of Boston, recently preached at
Hong Kong, China, for Archdeacon Gray, of the
Church of England.

A privatenote from Apponaug, R. I., men
tions with special emphasis the earnest spirit

M.,held there, its wants were made known

ear 1870 were estimated at $83,016,fiscal
he reductions have been officially
000.
estimated at about $55,000,000.

MasSACRE.

of

shopkeepers
*

. A committee of English Quakers ‘have been
making a missionary tour of the Shetland Islands,
preaching to large congregations throughout the
group, the fishermen and their families manifesting especial interest in the services.

Rev. L. P. Bickford has received and accepted
a callto the pastorate of the F. B. church at
Northwood, N. H., und has already assumed
pastoral charge of the church.

community
-and a wide awake chuich
surround the school;
therefore parents
need not fear to send their sons and daughters to this fountain of knowledge.
At the last session of the Penobscot Y.

$100, for receipts, and for canned and pre-

CHINESE

easy

184

attached to every regiment.

Ministers and Churches.

the air clear, water good ; na-

is

in

The religious interest

:

at

property

that is,at the expiration

of one, two or three years, we pay back the principal

The Emperor of the French has decided that
there shal] be a chaplain of each form of worship

continues here. The converts are growing |
stronger. Some are feeling for signers, and
we hope to see other conversions to God.

i

Brown,

We guarantee to purchasers of our
12 to 15 per cent. per annum;

8 B Andrews—W Bacon—J F' Balcorn—J 8 Burgess—
A J Bird—B Carr—J V Cornish—E G Chaddock—E C
Cook—S D Church—J Cobh—S8 Currier—C Decker—S8 T
Devoe—W A Dinchart—Mrs M R Daniels—G Donnocker
—M Egbert—dJ Fullonton—J J Fleming—C C Fisk—L D
Felt—A P Gilman—W H Gibbs—J A.
Howe—I
Hyatt—8
C Howe—N BJackson—A
W Jones—C H Kimball-W
H Littlefield—R Moyer—J Marston—Mrs 8 8 Marshall—
C Morrow—D W McKoon—J M Mathews—E M Magoon
—8 R Niles—G W Ordway—S M Pettengill & Co—Mrs I
H Purvis—D Partridge—J H Phelps—W
_N Roberts—A
W Reed—A J Ridley—E A Stockham—A W Skinner—R F

with his whole family; and at’ Langenthal, an
assembly of 10,000 Roman Catholics have solemn
ly protested against the proceedings of the Ecumenical Council !
:

scenery

ture thus combining her forces to make it a
:
desirable locality.
Pittsfield is a thriving and energetic vil lage, situated upon the Maine Central R.

Tue

PrerpoNT, N. Y.

Miss

.

Letters Received.

Miss

Dr. Wagner, a man of distinction in Kaffel,
"Bwitzerland, has gone over to Protestantism

J. GRANVILLE.

wines, and those paid by stamps.
Taxes on income, including salaries, will
be 2 1-2 per cent on incomes over $2000, instepd of 5 per cent on incomes over $1000.
Faxes on legacies will cease October 1,

hence

|

churches in the denomination, and the Lord
‘still sustains it. To him be all the glory.

is

ministry,

to their homes or put them in

asylums, and induced
up Sunday trading.

company with two more, was baptized by
Since then she seems very
the writer.
bappy, and appears like a person rallying
This is one of the oldest
from sickness.

upon ‘its

The

fallen women

circle.

‘and,

Haven,

J L Sinclair, New Hampton, N H.

are doing what

in the

_The London City Mission has in its employ

to. baptize

received,

New

**

37 missionaries;
who made over 2,000,000 visits
last year, reclaimed 905 drunkards, restored 676

Zion,

ed her experience, was

at

women

Rev, H 'Brewer E Parsonsfield, Me.

in the

Bridgeport, and Miss Chapin, at Grinnell, Iowa,
are all reported as successful preachers.

She finally camé before the
church here, and very satisfactorily relat- |
of

adapted

and

Stow

Hanaford,

her, but he has beer called from the . walls

pre-

Me.,

well

summit stands the Institute.

Taxes on passports will cegse October 1,
1870.
;
ag
The use of stamps will cease October 1,
1870, for-promissory notes for less than

:
4
\

It was her choice for Dr.

to the convenience of students. The locality is very beautiful. A gentle swell ‘of
land is surrounded by an undulating plain

1, 1870.
Taxes on sales will cease October 1, 1870,
except those on sales of tobacco, spirits,

The receipts-from

pany but little away from the home

house of any kind

The Universalist denomination

of

Dr. Stow, and soon after came to Edgecomb, intending at some time to have Dr.
Stow baptize her, and
unite with bis
church, but circumstances seemed fo deShe has been an invatermine otherwise.
lid from her youngest years, consequently
she has been abls to mingle with com-

but one

they can to settle

She experienced religion

in the city of Boston, under the labors

increasing in usefulness and success. The
school building, which is nearly completed,

ber

served fish.

in the ordinance.

~

Maine Central Institute.

ago there was
place.

Randal, the founder of the denomination.
She has been waiting fourteen years for an
opportunity to follow her Lond and Master

sent their pastors with certificates of mem:
tai
| bership? ¢“ A word to the wise is sufficient.”

WirLiay,

: ' Kigned)
>

Post Office Addresses.

ifested: We baptized three, July 17 ; one of lic,—~all erected during the last three years, at
them is a great grand-daughter of Elder an aggregate cost of about $24,000. Three years

an .feel'bound, in honor and from interest, to
fluences he personifies, May God lendthose pay the assessments when they are made;
ear to my wishes and listen also to
I would Land if any should fail to pay there will be
h
1 form for your majesty, to whom
enough of his initiatién money in the
be united in the bonds of charity.
Given at the Vatican, July 22, 1570, 4
hands of the Association to pay one as8.
ob
sessment ; and then the delinquent will be
Most AUGUST PONTIFY ¢ I am not surprised cut off, and no longer reckoned.
words
touching
the
at
but profoundly moved
One excellent feature in this plan is that,
traced by your hand. They cause the voice
of God and of peace to e heard. How when a member reaches the age of seventy,
could my heart refuse to listen to so pow- he may ask for his thousand dollars, and
erful an appeal P God witnesses that neither haye the use of it while he lives. Men
the
- I nor my people desired or provoked
Obeying ‘the sacred duties which who live to that age, usually need the funds
war.
themselves quite as much as their heirs do.
God imposes on Sqrereigns and BR
) to de en dudig iTne De - It will be a great relief to those of us who
take up the sword
tak
ence and honor of our country,
are linger on thé field of battle till we are sevit down the moment those treasures me ‘enty, to have some such substantial relief
offer
could
sccure. If your Holiness
{from him who so unexpectedly declared when no longer able to earn our bread.
Every minister in the denomination
war assurances of sincerely pacific dispo. sitions and guarantees against a similar oug
become, or be made, a member
to ht
eace and tranquillity of
"attempt upon the
on. Would it not be a
Associati
this
of
y
will
not
be
me
who
in
Europe, it certa
venfor the churches, or
donation,
pleasant
your
will refuse to receive them from

music

schools at as low rates as they can be
bought elsewhere in New England.
In addition to the publications of others, we offer our own prize books which
are. not excelled by any other books
of their class.
In another column, sée
list, and retail prices.
From these pri-

ces we make

LOWEST

Free Classes in Harmony, Notation
and Oratorio Practice.

:

.

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT

musical

Sunday

12,000

schools.
LAMB

KNITTING

|

MACHINES

in

use, sold on their merits, with little ads
Jvertising.
“
"The only machine that knits circular, flat and
Lectures, Concerts, Use of Library withseamed
work,
narrowing
and widenmg-on each. Evyout Charge.
ery Family should have one.
.
~Classes-in ELOCUTION, in- ITALIAN, FRUNCH-{- 3
HOR SAMPLE STOCKING Aud: olronlar
ghowing
wherein
the Lamb
Machine is superior
and German. at reduced rates. Pupils fitted to teach.
Situations procured.

12.

Fall

term. begins September

Send for circular givicg 1ull informati mn, to

1mo3s3.

E. TOURGEE,
3

Director.

and chea

LAM
6m30

than anv other,

KNITTING

MACHINE

MFG

"

it, poinid,

CU.

813 Washington street, Boston yMass,
-

THE
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be difficult, if not

mamma ;”’ said

resembles lilac in size and shape,

Little Johnny—barefoot Johnny,
Clothes with patches deftly mended,
Hat near brimless—cheeks so ruddy,—
Cheeks five summers warm have rounded,
Chubby Johnny! well I love thee.

And I heard thee, Johnny, praying
Kneeling by thy trundle-bed—

“Now I lay me—Father bless me,
As I lay me down to sleep.”
¢ May Hie bless thee, little one,” I said.
¢¢ Bless my mother, bless my grandma,
Bless my hen and chickens small,—
Oh, forgive me that I killed them,—

Killed two little chickens small,—""
Again I'll never do at all.

“ Bless, Oh bless, my dear, dear Mrs.—,”
:

I am far above thee, Johnny—

As the world goes—yet this gauge
Does not measure in that kingdom
‘Where the trusting children reign,
Children’s angels see Him aye.

Little Johnny—barefoot Johnny,
Clothes with patches deftly mended,

Hat near brimless—cheeks so ruddy,—
Cheeks five summers warm have rounded,
‘Chubby Johnny! well I love thee.

Dinner

and

a Kiss.

¢ I have brought your dinner, father,”
The blacksmith’s daughter said,
As she took from her arm the kettle

So I will give you this ;”
Aud upon his toil-worn forehead

EY

She left the childish kiss.

e
»
ue
git

i

and

the

proofs

civilized life, will astonish

V.

G,

edness may be very great
| natural wealth.

in

water jars, on their backs,

poultry wander at

walk

will

into

by

** Oh, that will be delightful I” exclaimed Laura.
‘I would Tather go to Quito
than to London.”
“I do want

to know how that city looks among the
mountains, and how the mountains look
y
ply

on

the

of the
Guayas.

© The river flows sluggishly through a fertile valley, and as we proceed we may observe how beautifully our heavenly Father
supplies this tropical region with the fruits
of the earth. Assoon as we get out of the
city we see the banks lined with forests of
banana and plantain trees. This frujt is

the most common article of food here, and
is eaten raw,

roasted,

baked,

listlessly

boiled

and

fried. It grows on a stem fifteen or twenty feet high, formed of sheath-like leaf-

and

lean

houses.

that meets

you here.
¢¢ You must not expect to find

hotels

this route, where you can obtain

good beds

and well cooked

¢¢ I think we must content ourselves with
our brief and imperfect observation on the
city of Guayaquil,” said
Mrs. White,
<¢ and proceed on our journey.
We will

' small steamers that

of

flooded

the

Such is the aspect of rural life

the Children.

“ We will take passage on one

you

the midst

hrou gh the streets; black hogs

EVENING.

around the city.”

meals.

The

when night approaches,

a

and

on

traveler

is

bamboo

hut

to

the

have

Each tree produces fruit but once, and then

dies. A single bunch ‘often weighs sixty
or seventy pounds.”
¢ What a strange tree, mamma,” said
Henry.
-

man, of becoming like poor Mr. Lawson.'-The Lhild's Hour.

White Ants in Africa.

them of his dream again, and that it was ot
her being restored to them, just as she used
tobe. He begged hard ‘to see her, saying
that he would be very quiet, and they need
not - fear his being alarmed, for he had
sat alone by his younger brother all day
long when he was dead, and he felt glad to
be so near him. They let him have his
wish; and, indeed, he kept his word, and

‘* A little farther on, andthe breezes waft
of oranges

and lemons; and we can see the ripening
fruit, golden and fragrant, amid the shin-

ing leaves. Passing these, the steamer
bearsus along side of broad fields covered
with the prickly pine-apple; and beyond

Turning to the north the city

of Quito

lies

at our feet,—* the city above the clouds.’
The queen valley, with the city like a jewel on its bosom, the grand old mountains
encircling it like a mighty wall,—it is’ a
glorious

sight,

never

forgotten

by

those

who have looked on it.”

Death

of

Little Nell.

nt

She wasdead.

No sleep so beautiful and

calm, so fair to Jovk

upon.

She

seemed

ae

Se——

i —

’

‘The ¢ termites,’ a species of white

ant

queen's chamber is the great vaulted

in the center of the building.

looks like a hay-stack.

You

room

see,

it

Next are the royal

apartments sarrounding the queen's chamber and occupied by her soldiers and attendants; and opening from these are the
nurseries. When the queen wants more
room and moreservants,

with here and

berries

and green

there some

leaves,

wigter

gathered

in

a

spot she had been used to favor.
“When I die, put me near something

that has loved the light, and had the sky
above it always.”
Those were her words.
She

was

dead.

Dear,

gentle,

patient

Nell was dead.
Her little bird, a poor,
slight thing, the pressure of a finger would
have crushed, was stirring nimbly in its
cage, and the strong heart of its child mistress was mute and motionless forever!
Where were the traces of her early cares,
her sufferings, and fatigues? All gone.

there is not a chimney in the republic.”

in her tranquil beauty and profound repose.

0, mamma, how does
out?” exclaimed Laura,

smoke

.get

to

follow

‘its

It settles

down.

in a suffocating mass in the hut, or escapes
through the open door, and the many
cracks in the walls. Youthink this is not
a nice way of keeping house, but the natives who know of nothing better seem
quite contented and happy in the midst of
their smoke and dirt.
‘* But as we proceed the wonderful and
ever-varying beauty of nature makes us
forget all inconveniences. * Delight is a
weak

term,’

says a recent

traveler,

‘to

express the feeling of one who wanders
for the first time in a South American forest. This road to the Andes is a paradise
to a contemplative man,’
“As we approach the mountains, our
path lies for miles through an unbroken
wilderness, where the buds of spring, the
flowersof summer and the fruits of autumn are perpetually mingled; but when
we
begin
the
ascent, our road be-

among the hills

we

find

little

villages.

The huts are not built of bamboo
lowland, but of sun-dried

as on the,

blocks

of

mud

mightbe buried out of sight.

The

sub-

limity is overwhelming, the vastness oppressive, and the loneliness brings us nearer to God.”
Bat do you think, ” said Henry, ¢¢ that
no man
will ever
ChimborazoP”

reach

were

And still her former

the

summit

of

but peace

born, imaged,

self lay there unal-

tered in this change.

* The smoke is allowed
own sweet will’ my dear.

the

and perfect happiness

Yes!

the old fireside

had smiled upon the sweet face; it had
passed, like a dream, through the haunts of
misery and care;

at

the door

of the

poor

schoolmaster on the summer’ evening, before the furnace-fire upon the cold, wet night,
at the still bedside of the dying boy,there had
been that same mild and lovely look. So
shall we know the angels, in their majesty,
after death.
:
The old man held, .one languid arm in
his, and the small, light hand folded to

his

bieast for warmth.
It was the ‘hand she
had stretched out to him with her last
smile; the hand that had led him on through
all their

wanderings.

Ever and

anon,

he

pressed it to his lips, then hugged it to his
breast,murmuring that it was warmer now,
and, as he said it, he looked in agony to

those who stood around, asif imploring
them to help her.
She was dead, and past all help or need
of help. The ancient rooms she had seemed to fill with life even while her own was
waning fast; the garden she had tended,
the eyes she had gladdened, the noiseless
haunts of many a thoughtless hour, the
paths she had trodden, as it were, but yesterday, could - know her no more.

“It is not,” said the young schoolmaster
as he bent down

to

kiss her on the cheek,

and gave free vent to his tears, “it is not
in this world that Heaven's justice ends:
Think what it is, compared with the world
to which her young spirit has winged her
early flight, and say, if one deliberate wish,

all about her at the time, knowing that

end was drawing on. She
daybreak. They had read
her in the early portion of
as the hours crept on, she

the

died soon after
and talked to
the night; but
sank,to sleep.

They could tell

by what she faintly uttered

in her dreams,

that they were of her jour-

neyings with the old man; they were of no
painful scenes, but of those who had helped
them kindly; for she often said, ‘God
bless you !” with great fervor.
Waking, she never wandered in her mind
but once, and .that was

the nurseries

The

difficulties

which she said was in the air.
It may -have been. Opening

are

to be i

fleeting.

Under that

brought

her

to that peaceful spot, she passed again, and
the old church received her in its
uiet
shade. — Dickens.

It was

done,

Mrs. Ware, looking up from her work.
‘0,

mamma

!'—and

the little fellow

ran

to his mother, his face quivering with excitement—‘O, mamma! it was so dreadful!’
‘What, my son 2’

‘Why, to see Mr. Lawson going
as il he was erazy ; and poor little
frightened and erying so hard and
so pale. Oh dear!
They said
drunk. Isn't it awful, mamma?
‘Indeed

it is,

Charley;

awful

on just
Aggy so
looking
he was
enough!

But where did you see all this?’ asked Mrs.
Ware.
‘Over by Mrs. Lawson's,
Aggy and I
were coming home from school, and just as
we got near her house her father came staggering out into the road, His face wasred,
and he was talking to himself and throwing

his arms out as if he was trying to hit somebody. Aggy said, ‘Oh dear! and stopped
right stil. When Mr. Lawson saw her he
tried to catch hold of her, but she

wouldn't

let him. Aud then he called her a dreadful
bad name, and swore awfully. Oh dear!
it made me shake all over. Aud the boys
came along from school and laughed at him
and pushed

him

about,

and

Jim McCarty

mamma,

when

it makes

him

‘Well, dear, there

was

the oftener he
grows this love

she

turned

to

the

old

‘I'll tell you what,

mamma,’

was his

soberly-spoken reply, ‘you'll never catch me

being a drunkard

if that’s the way.

No-

body’ll ever see me take a drop of beer or
wine again. ‘Tisn’t good, anyhow, and
makes your face burn so, and you feel kind
of bad all over.”
‘Why, Charley! how do you know all
this? When did you have beer or wine?’

with a

had

never

murmure

devour

and

You

what-

would

not

«No,» » said Bart.
““ Upon the tops of the ant-hills, the
Africans raise their pumpkins, and maize,
and tobacco; for the earth

is

richer

than

elsewhere. And it is very pleasant to see
these great huts, like native villages, with a
pretty growth of vines and fruit.”
‘“ The queen isa funny-looking thing,”
said Bart.

the

greatest

freedom,

as

they

carry clay, wood, water and provisions
through the underground tunnels to and
trom the outer surface. Then, to save labor, they have arched bridges from point
to point, rather than go a long way
around.”
Bart looked astonished.
¢¢ I shouldn’s think they would know so
much ; where do they learn all this?” said
he.

‘“ They have a divine teacher,” replied
his sister.
‘“ You mean that God shows them?”
‘“

Yes. ”

* ¢“ Tell me more about ants.”
‘“ Some other time."— Christian

ner.

°

Ban-

Literary Review.
CONSTITUTIONAL VIEW OF THE LATE WAR
BETWEEN THE STATES; its causes, character
and results.
Presented in a series of collo-

quies

at Liberty

Hall.

By

Alexander

Stephens.
In two volumes.
Vol. II.
tional Publishing Co., Phila. , Boston,
&e.
tavo. pp. 827.

H.

NaOec-

Nobody but

perpetual bondman of the. whites.

an old man, well along toward political fossilization, who
can not remember that the special
political issues of forty years ago are practically

work of justifying and exalting,as the climax of
statesmanship, the dogma that bore a causeless

alarm

and

anxiety, ‘don’t

ever

again taste these dangerous things.’
‘You need n't be afraid,mamma, I didn’t
r just know how it was,” answered Charley ;

would

have

seriously.

undertaken

rebellion as its chief fruit, and was
flung from the continent as, too
thing to be longer tolerated,
And
Mr. Stephens has attempted.
He

the

indignantly
loathsome a
this is what
wil have it

that the secessionists were, throughout, the real
defenders of the constitution, while the federal government
and the union . army were coms
bined
to overthrow the
political structure
framed by our fathers, and put all really free in.

stitutions into the grave.
room for doubt that
what he promulges.

And

there

seems no

confederate

apparel in which

Jefferson

—

A

MANUAL OF COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC:
A Text-Book for schools and colleges.
By
John 8. Hart, LL.D., author of * Hart’s English
Grammar,”
ete. Phila.: Eldredge
&
Brother.
1871. 12mo. pp. 380.

Those who

know Dr. Hart through an ac-

quaintance with the works previously issued by
him, will not be likely to let this volume slip
through their hands without a careful examination. To those whodo not thus know him, we
venture to make the suggestion, that here is
something well worthy of their attention,
There
is indeed no lack of treatises and text-books devoted to composition and Rhetoric,
Bat our in-

spection of this new work has gratified

us not a

little. It seems te us better adapted to its purpose than any other work of similar aim which

we have seen.

In its plan and arrangement,—in

its wonderfully clear statement ¢f principles,—
in the accuracy and neatness of its definitions,—
in keeping clear of prolixity, details and arbitrary rules which chiefly fetter and confuse thd stqdent, while stating almost everything that can be
of real vnlue,—in
the amplitude,
yariety and
adaptation
of its illustrations
and examples for
practice. ~and in the broad field
of moderate size is made to cover,
commends itself both to teachers and students,
and deserves a place at the elbow of almost ev.

ery one who would be stimulated
with pen and tongue.
special emphasis.

We

THE PRINCES OF ART:

crite or

‘it

with a

Painters, Sculptors and

Books like this are always welcome.
They
operate like schools of art, to make the common
people more esthetic and appreciative, aad so

bring home to the masses,as a common heritage,
the luxuries that have belonged only to the gift
ed and cultivated few.
An Introduction of 20
pages furnishes » plain account of the rise and

progressof the

fine

arts, and

the

remainder of

the volume is made up of brief and admirably
wrtiten biographies of the leading architects
sculptors, painters and engravers who
have
figured in various periods of the world, together
with an account of the chief works that embody
and illustrate their genius,
One hardly knows
which to admire most, the skill which planned
such an epitome as this, or the exquisite taste
with which the theory is worked through toa

result. - Both are admirable, and
have

the

given us a volume whose

publisherd

mechanical

ures illustrate the excellence

which

feat-

the

book

expounds.

AND

FomrBEAR;

or,

The

Young

Skipper of Lake Ucayga.
By Oliver Optic,
author of “Young America Abread,” etc.
Iilustrated.
Boston:
Lee & Shepard.
1871.
16mo.
pp. 811. Sold by E. J. Lane.
HARD-SCRABBLE

Rev, Elijah

OF

Kellogg,

Elim Island,” ete.
pp. 820.

ELM

ISLAND.

author of “Lion

By

Ben of

“Same Publishers,
&c. 16 mo.

These two -volumes
respectively
close
the
“Lake Shore Series,” that have been among the
most popular of Oliver Optie’s popular books,

and the “Elm Island Stories,” in which

Mr. Kel-

logg has put himself into vital sympathy with
hundreds of wide-awake boys and girls throughout the country.
We have already commended
these books in high terms, for their vigor and
wholesomeness, and these last instal’ ments justify all that we have sald.
Most of the Magazines for Sept. are already at
band,
We announce them, with
other things,
this month, by their titles, for want of space to
give them a fuller notice. They seem generally to

have been made up with special reference to the
summer heat and out-of-town vacation.
THE CATHOLIC WORLD.
A Monthly Magazin6 of General Literature and
Science.
Sept.
1870. New York:
Catholic Publication House.
THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY, devoted te Litera-

Sept. 1870. Bos-

Fields, Osgood & Co.

PUTNAM’'S MONTHLY MAGAZINE,of Literature,
Science, Art, and National Interests.
New York:
G. P. Putnam & Son.

Sept.

1870.

THE GALAXY. An Illustrated Magazine. Sept.
1870.- New York:
Sheldon & Co.

QUARTERLY

REVIEW.

New York:
L. Scott & Co.
HARPER’S NEW MONTHLY

July.

1870,

MAGAZINZ.

Sept.

1870. New York: Harper
& Brothers.
THE SABBATH AT HOME. Sept. 1870.
ton:

Am.

Bos-

Tract Society.

PHRENOLOGICAL
MoNTHLY.
Sept.
Wells.

JOURNAL AND PACKARD’S
1870.
New
York:
8.
R.

ARTHUR'S
HOME
MAGAZINE.
Sept.
1870.
Phila.: T. S. Arthur & Sons.
THE LADY'S FRIEND.
A Monthly Magazine
of Literature and Fashion,
Sept. 1870, Phila.:
Deacon & Peterson.
THE RIVERSIDE MAGAZINE,
York:
Hurd & Houghton.

Sept. 1870. New

Our
Young
FOLKS,” Sept.
Fields, Osgood & Co.

1870.

Boston:

Tar CAILDREN’S HOUR.
A Magazine for the
Little Ones. Sept. 1870, Phila.: T. 8. Arthur &
Sons.
y
:
THE NURSERY.
A Monthly
Magazine for

Youngest

Readers.

Sept.

1870. Boston:

John

L. Shorey.

CIRCULAR OF INFORMATION of the Burdu of
Education, for Aug., 1870. Pamphlet. pp. 70.
Washington : Government Printing Office. 1870.
~A Document containing an immense amount
of well digested and carefully arranged informas
tion bearing upon public education in this country, such as many of the people can not readily
secure,~a valuable paper upon £chool-room Diseases, etc. ete, These statistical tables are growded with fects and eloquent with suggestions,

our author really believes
His earnestness and naivete

a demagogue.

One

must

respect

his

manifest sincerity, while smiling at his quixotic
undertaking and following him with merriment

\

to excellence

commend

-

BR.

Mason and Co have the MEMOIRS
‘but now I'know, and I would n't drink any forbid the suspicion of insincerity or . the acting andOakley,
, or Rv, FRANCIS MASON, D.D.,
TravELS
beer or wine again for all the world. They’ re of a part. Indeed, Mr. Stephens was never lia- in press, fwhich will be given to the public about
ble to the charge of being a charlatan, a hypo.

not so nice anyhow.’
‘Stick to that, my son,’ answered his
mother, kining him tenderly, ‘and you will

nr

[4

Engravers.
Trauoslated from the French.
By
Mrs. 8. R. Urbino.
- Boston: Lee & Shepard.
1870.
12mo. Pp. 340.
Sold by E.
J.
Lane.
.
:

LONDON

Mr. Stephens has had his say on the great
topic.
That is something for him.
He believes
in argument, in rhetoric, in speech making, in
formal essays, in public documents,
He hasa
high idea of the statesman’s functions, and attaches immense importance to what he deems a
consistent record.
And he was always something more than a mere politician.
He has
definite opinions, and he was always frank in
avowing and earnest in defending them.
Hold"
ing to the theory of state rights- as Calhoun expounded it, he urged it with réal. vigor and rare
persistence.
And he never failed of a respect
ful hearing, either before or during the war, at
And now he comes forhome or in Congress,
ward to defend the theory on which the South
went to war, and which was buried along with
the doctrine that God made the negro to “be the

-

Davis sought to steal off to safety, = The work is
excellently printed, and a number of good portraits, engraved on steel, add to its interest and
value.
pre

ture, Science, Art, and Politics.

dead,

concealed

vania, or the female

ton:
A

theo-

mementoes,—such as a fragment of the Merrimac that went down in Hampton Roads, the
proclamation of Lée when he invaded Pennsyl-

THE

ers have

Its

to find its proper place among other

I do not believe you would like to be in her
place, though. Always she has to stay in
the royal chamber. . There is no entrance
large enough for her to go out.. The work-

cared

now,

promptly dismissed or soon forgotten.
It con‘tains considerable information, some of it not
before accessible; it is interesting in spite of its
verbosity and somewhat oracular tone, and it
constitutes the ablest and most unexceptiona.
ble attempt’ to justify of
the rebellion
that
has appeared or is likely to” appear.
For these
reasons it may well begread and preserved ; 3
though to the mass of the Yeople it will seem

BEAR

well

harmless

ries have been’ exploded by the war, and its
interpretation of the facts so contradicts the
common sense of the nation,’ that it will be

for.

¢“ So she is;.but she is

‘Ob, I get some most every two or three
days, Tom Wilkins brings a bottle of beer

as they had never seen and could never for-

get, and clung with both her arms, ny:

to

clothes,

exclaimed Mrs. Ware.

times; and when I goto Mrs. Claver’s,she’s
sure to treat me to some of her cake and
beer, or currant wine.
She says it will
give me new blood.’
‘My dear boy!" said Mrs. Ware, with un-

man,

ravenous

tive.”

once a time when

uses them,
the stronger
of drink, until at last his

are

ever comes in their way.

‘Shall I tell you all about it, my son
“Yes, nitmma, do. I'should like to know.’
Mr. Lawson was a sober man, and kind and
good to his family; and if anybody had
told him he was in danger of becoming a
drunkard, he would have got very angry.
But he drank a glass of ale, or wine, or a
little whiskey, now and then. He said it
did him good. But that was a mistake.
Well, afier a while he began to use beer or
whiskey every day, for whoever drinks
these liquors soon begins to love them, and

props,

think so tiny a creature could beso destruc-

knocked his hat off. I was so sorry for
Aggy. Oh, how shedid cry! What makes
him drink,
runk ?’

they

wood, and paper, and

asked |

God knows.
her eyes, at

lovely smile upon her face, such, they said,

ness; and

from school.

Charley?

Mary.

/or posts

when they have finished the nest; but the
tops are left, and stand up like pinnacles
upon the great structure. The ants live in
the lower parts of the building; and the
strong roof protects them from the weather
and from their enemies.
They love dak-

so Dreadful.

was dreadful,

said

ants take away the inner towers, or

‘It was the dreadfullest thing I ever did
see!" exclaimed Chartey Ware to his sister
Muy as they entered the house together. He
had met her near the door on coming home

“What

them,”

number and hight until the nest is finished ;
and all the apartments are joined together
by the great dome-shaped roof, and surrounded with a thick wall of clay. The

porch where she had

in its mercy,

about’

of clay, about a foot high, and . shaped like
a sugar-loaf; and these are growing in

as

with hjs lunch, and gives me a taste some-

last, from a very quiet sleep, she begged
that they would kiss her once again. That

his neck. Shg.
appear

covered it, whose day on earth had been

all

*¢ They raise two or three towers

Along the crowded path they bore ler
now, pure’ as the newly-fallen snow that

music,

at beautiful

and learn

the closing

appetite becomes a burning desire that it is
This is the
expressed in sclemn tones, could win her almost impossible to resist.
way men get to be drunkards.’
back to life, which of us wonld utter it?”
Charley listened with wide-open eyes.
She had been dead two days. They were

- | complained; ; bu, with a quiet mind, and a
mind quite urialfored, save that she every
and bread fruit trees, or great plantations mountable The great quantity of. i
of cacao and d coffee srrest our attention ; and the awful precipices and fissures baffle the day became more earnest and more gratehigh above all, * the beautiful = cocoa-nut strength of man ; and besides these, the air ful to them, faded like the light upon the
js so rarefied at such a hight that it would summer's evening,
palm Hae its crown of glory.”
these we move between orchards of mango

to see

He argues
as
though he felt bound to convince real antagonists, and keeps up his stream of talk as though
he
would
rown opposition
in a flood of
words.
The book is itl

2

in Africa, are:about a quarter of an inch
high; but they build their houses from
twenty to thirly feet. Du Chaillu and Dr.
Livingstone, who have traveled in that
land, tell us of these wondrous structures
in the woods, and over the surface of some
part of the conntry:"
Mary tursedthe leaf, aod showed her
little brother the picture of a female of the
white ants, + ¢ She lays more than eighty
thousand eggs in twenty-four hours,” and
the servants, or working ants, carry them
to the proper places in the nurseries. The

a

creature fresh from the hand of God, and
waiting for the breath of life; not one who
lived, and suffered death. Her couch was
dressed

many shapes and forms,
of that early grave.

sat when heaven,

Sorrow was dead, indeed, in her;

and straw, called adobe. There are herds
| of cattle and fields of potatoes and wheat.
‘“ Yes, my dear, it seems
to us a very
Nafure is still beautiful, but the people are
strange tree, with its rich fruit, and long
indolent and poor. With such possibilities
leaves, and we must not forget that it is one
of comfort it is painful to witness their misof the most useful that God has given to erable diet, their raggedness and filth.
man.”
«¢ Still ascending, we leave the wheat
* Do you mean that the bahana and
fields, and enter a wilderness ‘of craggy
plantain trees are all one?’ inquired Lauand precipitous mountains, covered only
dal «©
“1 did speak of them as if they were with a long, wiry grass called paja. The
" one, but that is not so. They are different road lies along the side of Chimborazo,
species of the same genus.
The fruit of and reaches an elevation of more than fourthe plantain is prismatic in shape, and, un-, teen thousand feet. Nature has nothing to
cooked, is considéred unhealthy;
the ba reveal to the eye of man more stupendous
nana, which is not half as large,
is ¢ylin- than the scenes which he here unfolds to
us. The untrodden and unapproachable
drical, and, as you know, is delicious, raw.
It is said that four thousand pounds of summit of the great mountain lies to the
plantains will grow on as much ground as west of us. The snowy domd, eight thouit takes to produce a bushel of wheat, and sand feet above our heads, ig" flooded with
that no article of food costs fo little in pro- golden sunlight, and we look down into
dark gorges beneath us, where Vesuvius
portion to its value.

nn

and difficulty of

privilege of making his chocolate
over a
fire built on the mud floor.
It is said

comes more rugged and difficult, and we
soon notice a change in the vegetable and
stalks, rolled over one another, and teranimal life. We leave the plantain and
minating in enormous green, glossy blades, | the palm, the snakes and the musquitoes
eight or ten feet long, by two feet wide. behind us. In beautiful sheltered valleys

to us rich perfome from groves

breath-

of

and

often on stilts, because the site. is

take the route most frequently followed
travelers, which will lead to Quito.”

headache, nausea,

ing, snd.violent snow storms often sweep
down the sides of the mountain, which put

inde-

in the rainy season. Idle men; fiithy and
ill-clad, lounge in the shade; sad looking
women, carrying naked children, or red

RAMSEY.

¢ Or to Paris,” said Henry.

of

“¢¢ The villages are groups of bamboo huts,

fp

EIGHTH

on

comforts

you,

fortunate to find shelterin

BY

nation,

will learn that human poverty and wretch-

The Family Circle.
Evenings With

rich

lence, and indifference to the

— Selected.

MH

Blane > an offering of dri€d flowers, which he begviolent ged them to lay upon her breast. He told

his life in peril.

and

even a stage coach,

through the country,

‘While she, with her kettle swinging,
Merrily trudged away,
Stoppingat sight of a squirrel,
Catching some wild bird’s lay.
And I thought how many a shadow
Of life and fate we would miss,
If always our frugal dinners
Were seasoned with a kiss.

A

June

the road which leads from the capital to
the principal
seaport.
As - we
travel

The blacksmith took off his apron
And dined in a happy mood,
‘Wondering much at the savor
Hid in his humble food ;
Full of prophetic bliss ;
But he never thought of the magic
In his little daughter’s kiss ;—

crops

.but Equador is a weak state, the government is not well established, and the pecple have not the industry and enterprise
necessary to sustain

‘While all about him were visiogps

March,

the resources of a great

And lifted its shining lid.
‘‘ There is not any pie or pudding,

ig

in

three

feet 16ss than the summit of Mount
the traveler is usually affected with

[be dn no » danger, when you grow to be & | in nis protracted . logomachy.

taken to pieces and rebuilt farther off, and
made larger, and increased in number.”
«¢ Of what are they built?” asked Bart.
© «Of tiniest bits of wood, joined together
by a sort.of glue. The nurseries open into
miles through vast deposits of. voleanic
And now the bell, the bell she had so oft- a clay apartment which incloses a group.
grapes and apples for thet; and
if they
matter. This highest and most terrible en heard by night and day, and listened. Little store-houses are intermingled with
were a great deal better, I am
sure
we
volcano on the earth stands threateningly to with solemn pleasure, almost as a living the dwellings of the ants, and reached by
éould not afford to barter the inheritance
which we possess in our free and well es- near, and its muttering thunder reminds us voice, rung its remorseless toll for her, so means of passages when they do not comtablished government for such advantag- that the awful fire is still burning in its bo- young,so beautiful, so good. Decrepit age, municate directly ‘with the living-rooms.
es.
:
‘| som.
Abreast of Cotopaxi the read crosses. and vigorous life, and blooming youth, and These are built around the lower part of
«« Having proceeded seventy miles up the great water shed ofthe continent, at a helpless infancy, on crutches, in the pride the nest, leaving an open space under the
theriver, we ‘must leave the steamboat and
of health and strength, .in the full blush of dome. Each dome has a flattish top; and
hight of nearly twelve thousand feet.
:
take to horses and mules for the rest of the
*¢ Descending, we soon reach a point promise,in the mere dawn of life, gathered the royal chamber has a double roof, the
journey to Quito.”
where the most magnificent prospect opens round her. Old men were there whose inner one waterproof, to let off any rain
* Why don’t they have a railroad PY
?
in- before us, and we forget the toil and dan- eyes were dim and senses failing, grand- that penetrates the outer one.”
quired Henry.
gers of the journey in the delight of the mothers who might have died ten years ago - ¢ 1 wish I could see how the ants make
“t A railroad overtae Andes, my dear, moment. Far away to the south stretch and still have been old, the deaf, the blind, their houses,”said Bart.
¢¢ Since we can not do that, we must try
if the thing is indeed possible, would tax the two Cordilleras till they are lost in mist. the lame, the palsied, the living ‘dead, in

Thank thee, Johnny dear, for praying;
Little children He will hear,
Courage I willvtake again.

A

It yields

of the

thousand

‘From this point the road descends rapidly over the naked volcanic cliffs. The
mules, trained to these perilous paths,
draw their legs together, and slide “down
the slippery steeps with startling velocity,
and follow the windings with wonde rful .| was, in his childish way, a lesson to them
dexterity.”
all.
¢ This is a frightful. way of traveling,’
Up to that time, the. old man had not
said Laura.
gpoken once, except to her, or stirred from
“ Yes, my dear, ‘bat it is the only way of the bedside.” But when he saw her little
reaching Quito.
You must not forget that favorite he was moved as they had not seen
this is the great road which has been trav- him yet, and made as though he would
will have pure coffee and chocolate,
won't
eled by the Spaniards more than three cen- have come nearer. Then, pointing to the
we?
And when we want bread, we can
gather it from the trees. Ah, it will . be turies, and while the government remains bed, he burst into tears for the first time,
80 unsettled, and the people so idle .and ig- and those who stood by, knowing that the
fine.”
:
As we sight of this child had done him good, left
The mother laughed. ‘ How would you norant, it will never be improved.
like the long and oppressive heat, the descend, the aspect gradually changes.
them all alone together.
dreary rains, the musquitoes, the snakes We find beautiful valleys which: enjoy a
Soothing him with his artless talk to her,
perpetual spring, nestling among the hills, the child persuaded him to take some rest,
and the fevers?” she said.
¢ Ob, I had n’c thought of those,”
said They look like the garden of Eden ata dis- to walk abroad, to do almost as he desired
tance. An intelligent and industrious peo- him. pAnd when the day came, on which
Henry.
** The tropical region has many delights, ple would make happy homes in them, but they must remove her, in her earthly shape,
yet I do not think you would choose. it for a like every part of the republic they are full from é&®hly eyes, he led him away, that
he might not know when she was taken
home.
The fruits are abundant and deli- of poverty and wretchedness.
‘¢ Again our path ascends, and, skirting from him. They were to gather fresh
cious, but we should not gain so very much
leaves and berries for her bed.
3
by exchanging our berries, peaches, pears, the foot. of Cotopaxi, winds. for weary

had found me

Yes, I heard my name;

branches.

the

The child who had been her friend, came
"there; almost as soon as it was day, wit h

September. It is indigenous to this. coast,.
and grows in the greatest abundance.
Twenty million pounds are annually exported from Guayaquil, and it contributes
more than any other product of the soil to
‘the wealth and commerce of Equador.”
“I think I wiil settle here and. go to:
farming,” said Henry. ¢¢ Won't it be nige,
Laura, to have oranges and pine-apples and
cocoa-nuts in our garden?”
¢¢ Splendid,” replied Laura, / "and we

Listening at your cottage door!
Listening, Johnny, at your door!

‘Was it?

and

. a year, which ripen

Little Johnny! when the sunset,
In gold and crimson all aglow,

Scarce was faded—1I

and

flowers and fruit grow directly out
trunk

to Breathe,

*| At this elevation, which is only a

+t Cacao is the shrub which produces the
nuts from which chocolaté is made. It

hr ohany’S Prayer.

impossible,

the 16th of September,
uable and useful book.

It promises to be a valDoctor Mason’s life was

full of incident sand venture.

He was a man

sound thought and manly behavior.

.

of

Fa
$

$< Plate; ‘what is Saga,
Henry.
;

re

;

git

:

:

N

THE

carbonated

——

to the East

England's great highway

the

from

the West, where, coming

and

here it was at lastin all its reality before me.

ings, too, that I'essaved to mount a camel
for. the first time. The camel is-a much

lost in them.
parlor, they

Our

themselves

* don’t laugh at his ignorance—Knowles and
Smart, the auctioneers, call it ** kochuk ") ;

and why don't he take it away, and rub out
the score?
Nobody sent twenty seroons of Syrian tea
without address or bill of lading. There it
in

the

ware-

bier?

There is indigo

in

maunds

. hide, a ton of it, that has

of

been

buffalo-

here

and

Aha, Mr.

no;

box

and

its

off” in

pile

hundreds,

of

almost

thousands

They will accumulate,

and

ple,
His

is cleared

belonging

no one

to

inquire

wedding

There it had staid in the musty

house for nearly

seven

years.

The

of
to

even

ware-

label

had been washed off, and there was no direction, and no clue to sender or destination; so
it becanie
Nobody’s luggage.
Every box is opened by the authorities before going into the unclaimed warehouse,
and an inventory carefully taken of its contents.
One item in this band-box, how© ewer, escaped theisefutiny of the examiner.
The

bonnet

wis taken

out and displayed

soiled and

by

yellow—a poor, sad,

drabbled thing, limp, and of a fashion long

gone by,

A laboring

man

bid

lings for it, and got it, and was
buying it. But on taking it home
sewedup in the bonnets crown
. eign, and thege words on the bit

two

shil-

jeered for
he found
a soverof paper

that wrapped it up: “A wedding present
to my dear Allie.” Nothing else. And
that was Nobody’s bonnet.
Who was
*¢ Ailie ?” And bad she expected the present, seven years before P
Were there tears
that it did not cowie 3 or would
there have

been more if it had

P

And

was

she

wmar-

ried 10 Nobody, after all? And now?
she Nobody’s bride P—Citizen,

Is

[3

. How much does the
contentéd men, They

world owe to disare the path-find-

ers, the pioneers of progres, +the

itis

guides

real

horses ?

If liquor

We.

Saratoga

life

beef

on

the piazzas.

on.—

rulers of

mankind, The happy man, or the -one
contented with thtngs as they are, hates
change, and hating change makes no progresa,
:
;

tising

herself

well directed,

Upon my word

as a

do

I believe that

why

if

more

such magnificent devotees would settle it
speedily without intending it. Thé. entire
male world” would go into ecstacies over
The
them and then swear eternal celibacy.
cost of dress is something that is never coms-

fast, like a Roman procession, and charge
themselves with carbonic agid, and come

back with it sparkling

eyes

in their

in

mirth, and they wear linen dresses

and

springs themselves,

one

of them

musical
and

attachhient.

He

friends

the

and

pigs;

visited. it

chased.
offer.

:

fatten;

liquor

a good

tonic, that is, gives

why is it that so many

that in some

itis

but

the

a watery

they

increases

cases spirits
fat;

gives

no

‘the inability to

susceptibility to all

preva-

lent diseases. - In cholera and all epidemics
the liquor-drinkers are the first to di.
If liquor

fattens,

why

isit

that

we

see

so many spindle-shanked drunkards? Whis;
key-drinkers are often
with'so little flésh on
skin seems

tottering

almost

are

long, lank and leun,
their bones, that the

to cling to them,

they in their step

and so

that.

the

wind is ready to blow them away at any
moment, and so shaky do they become in
the end that it requires all the strength
and steadiness of both hands to carry a
glass of grog to their lips.—Hall's iii

of Health.

The
in

Mitrailleur.

er mene
The Mitrailleur, which is yet hardly

practical warfare,

is considered

tried

by the

military
French as the most destructive
This formidable weapon
weapon known,
is constructed us follows: It is a light, thirthat
ty-seven barreled gun, so arranged
its barrels may be discharged simultaneousThe thirty-seven carly or consecutively.
(ridges, intended for one charge, are con-

tained in a small
box, which
riages fall,

A steel plate, with
on the open

1s then reversed, and the cartforemost, into their repoints

They are

spective holes.
falling

box.

holes, is placed

corresponding

tarough

by

the

prevented from

rims

at

their

One

of Choate’

bas-

Periods.

rp

running

er of emphasizing verbally

Tirrel ease.

a point

which

A witness against the prison-

Broadway,

Netw

:

UPHAM’S

FRESH MEAT

Diseases, and

Spitting of Blood, and strengthen

ALWAYS

of doing

HARD AND
:

ROOK

®

NEWSPAPER

5%

DeA.JosepH
FILES died in Dixmont, Me.,
April 8, aged 84 years. Born,and “horn agnin” in
Gorham,
Me.,—removed
to
Thorndike
in
early life,—was an active and influential citizen

8%

The Morwing

RANDALL died in S. Montville,

Dover, N. H.

iXoston.

Star type is from this Foundry

Prices of Freewill Baptist

80t2

North

Washington,

Me., died in

Academy,Fire

July 18, aged 69. Mrs. W. had been a professor of the religion of Christ and a member, of the
Freewill Baptist church, for more. than a quarter of a century. She came to Lowell to visit her
daughter, but was immediately taken sick, and
Jied even as she had lived, with a firm faith in
Her reHim “ Who doeth all things well.”
mains were placed in the tomb, for future interment with her husband, at North Washington.
She leaves nine children to mourn an _irrepara-

lasses
asses or
or

8. Wor cir
Cromwell,
SE

surviving

the only

member

of

a

Funfamily df seven, now, we trust, re-united.
CoM,
eral services by Rev. T'. heniston,

sos

tion, July 7th, aged 10 weeks.
J.,
Also the 9th inst,, Mara
Thus
ard Baker, aged 23 years,

wife of Leonin two days

in

peace.

They

grave.

Thus

were

both

laid

in one

coffin

friend Baker is called to part
ate wife and an only ‘child,
attended by the writer on the
was one of great solemnity.

MaTnnw
dzed

Knapp

89 years.

Bro.

Christ when about

died
Knapp

in

and

Aug,

Dundee,

12 years of age,

a

and

hope

>

Ved

oN o4Y TN
V7

He

was

\

Po)

1,
in

a

seventyman of eminent piety, nod for about
goven vears was known as a faithful witness for

CW)
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single,

Book,.
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realise,
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Minutes by
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TAPESTRY
BRUSSELS CARPETE—130 rolls closing
out under value at our new warehouse, 76, 78, 80 and

82 Friend

street.

auglo—it,

BE

CARPETS. —T75

bright qolors.
yard—New

rolls

Ln

LR

Dundee,

INA

yard

wide,

heavy

resembling 3-plys, for 3712 cents

England

.

———

Carpet Co,

and

per

augl0—4g

JAPANESE MATTINGS, OF the ” finest qualiies.
small invoice for sale at $10 per roll, containing

yards, by the New

82 Friend street—New
FrLoor
at low

England

Orr, OLOTHS.~

pricesat

A
40

England Carpet Co., 76, 78, 80 and

our

OY

new

Carpet Co,

warehouse,

Eriend street—New England

auglO-4t.

entire stock closing

out

76, 78, 80 and

Factory Co.

82

augl0-4t,

CANTON MATTINGS from the cargo auction sales for
bsnle to the trade or at retatl much less than ruling
prices, at our new warehouse, 76, 78, 50 uf 52 Friend
street.
:
‘aug lo-4t.
ALL

J

WoQr

INGRAIN

CARPETS. —AIll our cut stock

clos ng out from 02 cenls
warchouse, 74, 74, 80 and

I /S Zo AS
Say
& SLAY in
v

singl

Thoughts upon Thougat,
single,
a0
10
‘do
dozen,
| Phe Book of Wbrship,
single,
)
dozen,
do
Stor] of Jesus, (Qu i 2, Book. )single,
dozed,
0
do
Lessons tor every Sunday in
the Y
, (Ques. Book) single,
de
do
do
dozen,
Appeal to Conscience,
gingle,
do
do
do
dozen,
Communionist,
gingle,
do
dozen,
single,
do
dozen,

iO

¢2

1,00

sm

do

e,

Ba J

NW)

soon aft

church
Baptist
Freewill
the
or united with
memswhere he remained a faithful, consistent
Star
of the
Ile svps are Wer
L ber until death.

from the time it was fiest pithlished,

1.

L

CN

with an affectionThe funeral was
10th, The season
A.J. BUKsR.

professed

¥.

—"

to rest.
its mother. called
were the child and
beSister B, gave her heart to God some weeks

away

within 10 ou hours with
in

address

8,60

0

Church

Wine, Mo- |

iy

FREDDY. infant son of Leonard and Martha J.
taker, died
in Moscow, Me.,
of consump-

fore she'died, and passed

nt

will greatly facilitate the carly issue of
the Register, by promptness in collecting and transmitting their statistics to
his office.
Let there be special care'to give the
Post Office addresses .of the Yearly
Meeting Clerks, as well as those of the
Quarterly Meeting Clerks and Pastors.

LYDIA A. BuzzeLL died in Barrington, Aug.
ber
During
1, of typhoid fever, aged31 vears.
sickness, having an impression that ste should
not recover, she conversed much, about dying,
and, though at first anxious that life might be
prolonged, expressed submission to the will of
She was

Sorghan,
orgie,

ular
Ct.

As
Cider,

Clerks |
the Blanks necessary to secure full statistical Reports of all the churches,
Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the
Register for the year 1871.
Clerks having this matter in charge,

MARY B., wife of Dea; Cleaveland Cross, died
in East Weare, August 12, aged 64 years and 6
She indulged a hope in Christ some 38
months.
years ago, but being of a retiring disposition, she
never made a public profession of religion, but
always retained that trust in the Saviour that
carried her through her sickness, which, though
In her
painful, was borne without murmuring.
dving hour she gave full evidence of a hope beyond the grave, and expressed her readiness to
She leaves a husband and
fall asleep in Jesus,
CoM.
numerous relatives to mourn.

God.

:
from

THE REPORTS.
We have sent to the Q. M.

CoM.

church.

do

do

do

made

dozen,
sin

Bm,

| Butler's Theole2y,

and other bells, constantly

Alarm,

How

of the same

are members

of whom

ble loss, some

\

of Church,

large assortment

single,

same.

Postage

doz

do

do

on the

Price.

Embossed Moioceo,

do
ao

ao
Ht do
on hand and made to xorder. Made + of genuine Bell
Ory
Metal (Copper and Tin.) Hung with Rotary Mount. | © SioY '
WAR: | Christian Baptism, Bound,
ings, the best and most durable ever used.
do
a0.
do
RANTED SATISFACTORY.
Large Illustrated Catalogue sent free upon applido
go
Paper
Covers,
N&O
teto
ion
Life doof Marks¢
Troy. N. XY.X.Y
& CO,, TRO
JONES
cation

Mass.,

Lowell,

’

N. Y.—A

Books, :

by the dozen ; also Postage

do

do
OUNDRY.

of

of the late Joseph Witham,

wife

ana

do

rfVROY,

ELEANOR.

including the

NS. 39 Washington St.,
Agent,

-Pgalmody, 18me, in 8heep,

She was
Aug. 2, aged 16 years and 4 months.
one of the thirty-five who were baptized and
united with our church the second Sabbath in
After a short and distressing sickness,
June.
consumption,.. she has
terminating in quick
passed from the church on earth to the church in
heaven. - She * stood up for Jesus” here; she
E. K.
reigns with Jesus in glory.

all

" L. R. BURLINGAME,

Single

Me.,

that

Orders are solicited from all parts of
the, country.
Address,

B.
Christian and faithful officer in the F. W.
church, —in a good old age he has gone from his
useful lgbors to his glorious reward.

AMANDA

of Job-printing,

FACES.

Streel,

therefore,

printing of cuts and printing in colors,
can be done in good style at'short notice
and upon reasonable terms.

TYPE

ROGERS,

Water

largest cities

devoted

than fifty years, a

for more

kinds

Address orders to

FTOENE.

This Press is the

most excellent work.

It is believed,

METAL,

JOB

Press

of the country.

ite laxge varieties of

AND

Printing

of the best offices in the

FOR ITs

TOUGH

Job

type made by first-class manufacturers
in New York, Boston, and Philadelphia.
:
The Pressman has had an experience of twelve years, and that in some

And lately for its unrivalled

OT1s DOKE died of consumption, in Dunbarton, July 20, aged 36 years.
He experienced religion during his sickness,and died trusting in
his Saviour for pardoning mercy.
He leaves a
wife and two small children, with a , mother, to
mourn, but not without hope, for we trust that
their loss is his eternal gain.
;
© CoM.

of that town

And

STAR

The Job type is entirely new, and
has been selected with great care from

Street, Philadelphia.

NOTED

*
Board, $3,00,

best in use, and is, of course, capable

Lung

ROSTON TYPE TOUNDRY

STEPHEN G. PHILBRICK died in Alton, July
10th, aged 76 years.
AMOS II., son of Silas C. and Lois Tebbets,
died in Néw Durbam, Aug. 11th, after a few
hours’ sickness.aged 4 years and 6 months,
:
J. ¥.Joy.

got

Wis., July 21, 1870.

A new Steam

Letter Foundry in New England.
COMMENCED IN 1817,

Mass.,July 23, aged 1 year
Com.

have

JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.

JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDER,
First

not

*

has just been put into operation in the

2nd build up the system to a healthy condition.
- This has been tested by Prof. Trosseau, in two
thousand cases, in the Hospitals of Paris, in
which it cured nearly every case; and in this
country Physicians are daily ordering and commending it to their Patients. It has made some
astonishing cures.
One Bottle will prove its
efficacy. Scld at $1.00 per Bottle, or Six for
£5.00. Sent by Express to any address.
602 Arch

are

SEMINARY.

Morning Star Office.

all

and

TERM of this Institution will open

THE MORNING

CURE

Consumption,

FALL

- Evansville,

York,

Chickering pianos are included in the above
52t8—pb

Does cure Bronchitis,

the merchants

Aug. 30, continuing 12 weeks.
Tuition from $5,50 to $7,50.

OFFER !!

481

Lantern,

For further particulars address the Principal,
REV. G. S: BRADLEY, Prin.

CONSUMPTION POSITIVELY CURED.

wife.— Chicago Repub-

ter, diedin Lowell,
and 1 month.

weap-

whiskey, and

Waters,

where

EVANSVILLE

will dispose of ONE HUNDRED PIANOS, MELODEONS, and ORGANS of six first-class makers, at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR CASH, DURING THIS
MONTH, or will take from $5 to $25 monthly until
paid; the same to let, and rent money applied if pur:

gen-

JENNIE V., daughter of 8. K. and M. 8. Dex-

of true

the

GREAT

in its proper plaee, thus doing

hem, we give particular attention to RETAIL TRADE,
Enclose 25 cents for Illustrated Catalogue of 3 cts, for
descriptive Circular.
1VES’ PATENT LAMP CO,
- 9gt12
87 Barclay & 42 Park Place, New York,

lye3pl4

ho meant to make a jury see clear into the
s optic nerves, occurred in the
of their
root
process of the trial of the famous Albert J.

mouths

but

The

each bot-

fpr

Horace

»

ORCHIMNEY

SHAD

are Sole Agents for the Pocket-Folding

:
”
:
Mrs. Winslew's
Soothing
Syrup,”

A

FALLED

GLOBE,

Agents fof Hartshorn’s Folding, and Johnson’s Dome
Paper Shades,
IVES' PATENT LAMPS are sold by dealers generally

6m2]

Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obitua”
ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equsl to flve cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single
obituary.
Ferses are inadmissible.

cam-

their

answer,

REMOVING

priate lamp, safely secured

Sold wy Progeists throughout the world.

ad-

LAMP
1

away with movable lamps, which have proved so dangerous and objectionable,
We import Bohemian and, French Lamps and Shades.
We manufacture Bronze Lamps at greatly rediiced rates;

Having the fac simile of ‘* CURTIS & PERKINS” on
the outside wrapper.” All others are base imitations.

Obituaries.

brie bonnets and disregard all formulas of
fashion ; and insteadof receiving any benefit from Saratoga life, are actually confer
ring a benefit, upon it, because they are

of

no

BE LIGHTED,

but to introduce them

[14

was

The

lican.

One of the most wonderful illustrations
of the late Rufus Choute's astonishing pow-

out

brought

baby’s goapdian his

es. The loaded plate is then dntroduced
into the breach slot, and when the breach
nough
ig closed by a lever, a number of steel pins,
puted,—the laundry bills alone are
Mappily these pressed by spiral Springs, are only preto depopulate’ the globe,
The
vented from striking the percussion arwomanly bazaars are not numerous.
here this season are rangement in the cartridges by u plate in
best dressed women
They add independIf the plate be withdrawn
the married ladies.
front of them.
They have appar. rapidly, they follow each other so quickly
ence to sumptuousness,
ently registered no vows to be belles till that their discharge is all but simultaneous.
their back teeth fall out, and they are very The invention seems very-well adapted for
places of
generally making Saratoga subservient 10
use in forts or other permanent
their own comfort while they exact tribute offense, bat its carriage and ma ipgement
to their personal beauty. There is one from in the field would present many und insuWisconsin with three lovely daughters, . ail pi rable obstacles to its general use.
‘They go to the High | *
cone i § in
i
patterns of herself,
Rock Sering every morning befbre breaks

flowing

and

directions for using will accompany

BESTE.

AN

Also, Chandeliers and Brackets for Churches Halls
Stores, and private Dwellings,
a
Believing that a house in the country should be as thoroughly provided with light as a house in the city, we are
prepared to furnish every room complete with its appro-

In almost every instance where the infant
syrup

THE
TYITHQUT

Be sureto call for

in a parlor rafa loss how to
He concluded
and if she did
in an asylum.

‘care of it that night,

sentimental

why not give it to eur

plenty of

work, and

question,

a few

hi

every day, and at last, for the purpose of
simplitying things, concluded to make the

not give it to our

turkeys

suppose

strength,

sdver=-

suflice,

the woman

them

But

in the rest of

belle, would

to settle

fattems,

appetite,

well?

Ameri-

otherwise

Nor

DECLARE.

tleman entrusted it to a young lady, who offered to care for.it, and for whom he had a

want nothing else but leisure to drink it.
If ¢ bitters ? aid digestion, why is it that
those who take them all the time are never

characterized

piazzas in a trail and playing the role of the
and

appear.

|

speak in this matter “ WHAT WE DO KNOW,” after
years of experience, AND PLEDGE OUR
REPUTATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE

bur-

The philosopher felt as if he

vertisement

whiskey-drinkers,
the men who are always
full, and never empty, eat so littl2; and
on the contrary almost live on whiskey?

The

didn’t

child did not go to an asylum.

of minds;

against

if whiskey is a good

watering place is a great
It is the correct idea; the

of Hamilton,

the

warfare

cattle, our

Give
is

her

tle.

dram of it night and morning?

ingenuity
and
decision,
concentration,
in walking the
which this woman employs
Duchess

their

a good

ly

that

1f alchoholis food,

still it is
him

well

thirty

the

tenic;
state-

temperance should have at hand the

one or two hot months io recuperate his
faculties for an unintermittent hurly burly
Jut even here the
F during the other ten.
restless disposition shows i'self occasionally
in spite of the lulling atmosphere aud the
Very many make » business of
jsolation.
the Saratoga season ; and with them it is
There
either dress ov drink continually...
is one lady hereat Congress Hall Hotel
well known in Abingdon square, who registered a fearful vow before she came, never to -appear twice during the season in
the same dress or with her hajr in the same
Faney to yourself the dreadful restyle.
She will go
sponsibility sha has incurred.
‘away at the end of August, worn to a skeleby the
completely
down
ton, broken
fearful strain upon her nervous system, and
the incalculable amount of work she has
She allows herself bul two
performed.
hours nap in the forenoon, during which
time her maids sleep standing, and then
The amount of
she is up and at it again,

the auctioneer—white silk and white tulle
and white lilies it had been once.
Now,

it was all

that

American generally manages

bonnet !

old

alone

can idea of a
loafing center.

for that—till the
Judgment Day.
At the last 8ale of Nobody's unclaimed
luggage, among other stray strange things
thut were put up for sale was a band-box

containing—guess '—a

hand

quiet seance

phan, homeless sailor men and boys, with
the London and Foreign
Biuvle Society’s
and

hence,

class

put up and sold this article nearly

her

i

ed to impose on a certain

wonderful

less

scarcely

the

of reason and foresight,

We have

STEPHEN H., youngest son of David and Ann
Bickford, died in Franklin, N. H., July 12, aged
2 years and 6 months.

Yr W—

your:

was

mend inade every day with considerable
confidence, and in a manner well . caleulat-

mach

so

never,

for

them,

in

He accepted the litle

around his neck in the morning.

as Food.

—

to

servant able to find any one answering

He took

history

Liquor fattens; whiskey is a good
bitters aid
digestion.
These are

it, mothers, it will give rest

vears, and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of it
what we have never been able to say of any other
medicine~NEVER HAS IT FAILED IN A SINGLE INSTANCE TO EFFECT A CURE, when timely used.
Never did we know an instance ef dissatisfaction by any
one who used it. On the contrary, all are delighted
with its operations, and speak in terms of commendation of its mawicul effects and medical virtues. We

touched in the softest place iu his heart by
finding the arms of the little creature

forever from our memories.

Alcohol

their

by an indolent desire for lounging, and
such unexciting recreation asa promenade,
an informal hop, an occasional drive, anda

passed without inquiries, they come up
here—dead
men’s.” chests—chests of orin them,

shall blot them

which must

protection

divine

by

or

The

seamen—sent to the docks to be lefi—for
seamen who never come.
The chests wait
in the baggage warehouse till all hope is
gone, and when the time for
hope has

Bible

from

a baby

had drawn a hippopotamus
fle, and was completely at
dispose of his encumbrance.
to advertise for the woman,
not appear, to put the child

and self-sacrificing foremothers, lest

time and the one-sided page of

Life at Saratoga.

mat-

them, there is always a pile.
Ilere are sea-chests,
too,

fleeing

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
Depend upon
selves and

is

for women generally, and especially for our

®

and
and

ter how often the storehonse

when

ALL PAIN and spasmodic action, and is

ete., and we wish to speak a word in season

noble

soften

ing the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay

be

is said

but the

pie

by

found in fifteen or twenty minutes after the
administered.

nice things our

good Book tells us to ‘render unto Cesar,”

we

greatly facilitates the process of teething,

is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relief will

description.

We had

glory of their deeds never be less;

half-surly

Lo

FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,

incontig-

while she went up to her room

the mother

but where are

ed, such as any hero would be proud to
own. Besides,we forget to remember, that
ifit had not been for. our foremothers, we
ourselves would not be here to know and
be proud of what our forefathers did. We
wish not to detract. All hail to the noble
old boys, our forefathers, say we. May the

fallen

A ¢C ONO,My.

SOOTHING SYRUP,

den with a vague misgiving that ic would
break in two, and carried the child somewhat nervously for fully ten minutes, but

about our foremothers, to whom many a
virtuous act.and brave deed may be ascrib-

Good. Words.

them:

no

hali-plaintive,

actuated

agency

These are * deck-chairs,” which the homepassengers by the Peninsular and Oriental
steamboats bought for the passage hoe,
and have preferred to be relieved from,
rather than pay the sixpence dock dues on
some-thing smawkward to carry about as
a deck-chair.
They are of all shapes and
cane.

not yet

it a moment

Didn’t they

and yet nothing

more

stepped out with

for something.

We talk ourselves hoarse, and write ourseives round-shouldered, while boiling over

hushed

oThsouth, Noo

MRS. WINSLOW’S

arms, and requested the gentleman to hold

they encounter

about the

Residence, 14 School Street.

he at

old Bachelor’s Conversion.

manners,

better be getting them ready.
enthusiasm

Among the best terms offered is a NEW 8IX OCTAVE PORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for
$65; same rents for 85 per quer and rems pay for it.
» Address REV. L. L. HARMON, P:
o

north-eastern

an, elegantly dressed, 4nd of most lady-like

and our speeches, our songs, our tousts,and
our public dinners, celebrating the wonder-

with

groutly

ABA SREYa OF \' fd 0 09.8
8 3

ridors of the Astor House, near the ladies’
parlor, one day last Autumn, when a wom-

And, after all, didn’t

ot our forefathers;

to the ad-

vantage of purshasers.

RELIEF AND HEALTHTO Y6UR INPANTS.

which some of them had to shiver through?
We have our monuments commemorating,
ful deeds

stil) supplies Musical Instruments

Sea,

Was

John O'Groat’s

of

*

A literary gentleman, who had a great
dislike of babies, was walking in the cor-

they, with their kind hearts and warm
arms, sustain the flagging spirit of their
male companions, and keep the stalwart
but chilly old forefathers from freezing to
death, during these horrible cold winters

vention, as in the case of the chosen peo-

chairs,

sizes and
sorts—American,
French,
Iudian—bamboo, birch,
ratan,
wire

had

An

distributed on all sides, what do we hear or

in safety through this dreary waste, and
whether it be by difect miraculous inter-

relin-

of

doings of William Penn and his associates;
but, with all their *‘blarney” so plentifully

as in the desert, does one feel that God ons of
is nigh. He it is that enables man to pass’ wraflic,

ahd the

chairs—Nobody’s

The

who

the

special,

have

quished his project, and left his roots in
““ pound” for the dock dues. There they
remain to .thisday.
At the far end of the warehouse is an immense

notion to vaunt themselves npon the glory
and greatness of the Old Dominion; and
our staid Pennsylvania Quakers, too, like to
plume themselves slyly upon the merits and

Didn't

Black

com-

years

4APE
ou

uous, more inaccessible region; so hard to
come at, and from which so few travelers
return—Roxbury !

Yankee neighbors, especially. make

perils and hardships?

end,

sideration—he was in that

wish to get up a little enthusiasm on liberty, and refresh themselves by crowing over
freedom ; and the chivalry of Virgima are
not a whit behind them, when they take a

The Arabs settle

effect,

Who

who squatted on Plymouth Rock, and there
is a great ado made over it every time they

whirring of a hand-mill here

encamped

of

strands stronger than flax, and
“48 Soft and
shining as silk itself.
But when he came
better, so he

urged them along?

land on a rock, too?

¢ight

ever the fleeting south-western boundary

where are

gather about the foremothers?

refer-

line of thissexpanding country may at this
moment happen to be? No! Gentlemen,
he was at none of these places—comparatively easy. of access; but—and I would
emphasize npon your attention, Mr. Foreman, the fact, and urge it upon your con-

a wonderful talk about the Pilgrim Fathers

Egyptian persecutors, and I could not
help comparing my. situation to some extent with theirs.
1 had just left the noisy
bustling crowd of Cairo’s streets, and had
escaped into the freedom of the great
lone wilderness, and I too felt that sense

brought home from the West Indies an immense quantity of “queer-looking roots.
They are very fibgous, and fray
-oqt into

cotton-supply promised

those

the

there,

had

charges ; so, set your wits to work.
At the time of the dearth in the cotton
supply,
when
many
thoughtful minds
turned
their
attention
to
seeking a
substitute for cotton, a scientific.
man

back, the war was over. in America,

Our

around me with mingled feelings of delight
and awe.
I was reclining, perchance, upon
the very spot where the children of Israel

claim

head

But

In

deceased

life when about 18

boundary, drawing and defining that much
vexed line ? Or was he with Gen. Taylor and his army at Chiahuahua, or where-

worked and delved
for our forefathers,
brushed up their old clothes, and
patched
their breeches? Who unpetticoated themselves for the cause of liberty? Who nursed our forefathers when sick—sang Yankeedoodle to their babies— who trained up their
boys? Our foremothers. Who landed at
James River, and ‘came over in the Mayflower, and established other early settiements? Were there women among them ?
One would think not.
.

groaning of the camels—these were the
only sounds which disturbed
the stillness
of the night. 1 contemplated the scene

However, it will be long belore the

of gold-dust ‘‘eats

of

asleep,

this

can

their helpmates,

.cosily round the camp-fires and

Rembrandt-like

tones

Nobody! you

and the worst ofit is —Nobody

well.

forefathers did;

prick your ears.
Untold riches which nobody kuows await you here, and—the best
them.

Very

a life-like reality which they had never
before worn forme.
A lovely fresh breeze
blew into the tent, filling me with no ap-

payment for them,

numbered——But,

is a dock secret.

fight.

was in.

Mediterranean Sea?

Land’s

.

those in honor of our foremothers?

and is short of funds, why does Nobody not
come and claim the box of gold-dust,

marked

or

defense

or the Yellow Sea, or the

or’ the

Foremothers.

fort and repose reign around. The first
night in the desert was an era in my life;
it seemed as if all the dream-like images
of my earlier belief were about to assume

and

tusks, near a dozen of them, in canvas
packages, which were sent to his order
from the Brazils ¢‘ a long time ago?”
Or,

in the destiny

en

age, but for reasons not needful to mention, was
not baptized, though she has always maintained
a Christian life. During her sickness she was
very patient and full of joyful hope, expressing
herself as ready and waiting to go. She truly
died in the Lord.
Her aged companion isin feeble health, and may soon follow. Funeral serv
1ces by the writer, assisted by Rev. Eli Clark.
M. ATWOOD.

Sea

their companions—their,‘‘chums”—who, ag

day,and produced wonderously picturesque

seven

years, and may stop here ‘till all is blue”
before it will get claimed.
Will Nobody ever come to fetch the ivory

ifhe has not remitted

eat,

prehensions of nightly chills, but infusing.
fresh vigor into both body and mind. The
flickering camp-fires shed a lurid glow
over the little knots of swarthy Bedouins
as. they reposed after the fatigues of the

house. Nodody's tea has been waiting for
him for six years ; will the man never come
to his tea, or has he gone for good to his

of these

We hear enough about our forefathers.
They were nice old fellows, no doubt..Perfect bricks in their way. Good to work,

prepare the evening meal, and for an hour
or so before retiring for the night, com-

five hundred weight of ‘caoutchouc? (the
dock-porter calls it ** ka-chook ” for short—

my hope

—

place is
a- ean secure .your seat, you are suddenly
uggage—Nobody’s luggage—In
pitched violently forward, then as violently
Why
worth,
pounds}
of
thousands
rr
backwards; for the creature gets up by
Nobody
?.
away
it
fetch
do n't the owners
jerks,
and only half of him at a time. When
beit
as
and
knows, and nobody cares,
once mounted, the motion is not so unpleaslongs to Nobody, Nobody knows best. ant as it has been described, anda very
Much of this unclaimed luggage “has been few days make you quite at home in your
here five years and more; still, nobody
‘asks for it, save in rare instances, and thén elevated seat.
There is but little variety in camp-life in
Nobody often refuses to redeem it by paying the warehouse charges which have ac- the desert, and the description of one day's
At
cumulated
on
Nobody’s
goods.
These journey may answer for all therest.
goods have either been wrongly addressed, sunrise every one is astir; a simpleftoilette,
or not addressed at all; or improperly ad- a still more simple meal, and you pack up
vised, or not advised at all; or the con- your things preparatory for a start. Then
signee is dead or bankrupt, or won't pay comes a repetition of the noise and clamor
"the dock-dues on them ; and here they are incident on landing, you mount your drom‘in bond and keepiap for six years imprison- edary, and, whéh once fairly under weigh,
ment. The dock authorities have power to the whole caravan trails noiselessly along
sell goods unclaimed after-two years to re- the sand. Following the path marked ous
imburseé themselves, but it answers their by the innumerable skeletons of camels
purpose better to let. Nobody's luggage which lie bleaching in the sun, you ride on
*¢ eat its head off ” in charges, as they put until the noonday heat and glare compel
it; so that if Nobody should ever turn up you to seek a little rest under some friendafter the goods are sold, he may get noth- ly shade, if such is to be had, though very
ing. With this view, the unclaimed lug- frequently you "must be content with such
~ gage is examined from time to time,and tick- shelter as a white umbrella, or the unsavory
eted with the charges incurred for storing to vicinity of a knBeling camel, can afford.
date. Those packages ure then selected on In England one knows nothing of the lux.
which the dock company’s lien for dues be- ury of shade; you can not appreciate what
ing considered equal to the value of the it really means. How often when reclining,
goods, their heads may be supposed to be five of us, beneath a dried-up furze bush not
eaten off, and they are offered for sale by bigger than a good sized geranium, have
we consumed our luggh of dates and bisauction.
A strange assortment is Nobody's lug- cuits, washed down with just one drink of
gage. One would have expected among lukewarm water, beautifully flavored with
s0 much unclaimed property to have found goat-skin, and envied the happy terrier
at least one or two prodigal umbrellas that ldps the cool puddle ot his native
;
yearning to be restored to the arms of their land!
After lunch the march is resumed until
long-lost and rightful guardians. Bat no—
not even a stick of one.
Where do they all sunset, and then begins the most enjoygo to—stray umbrellas ? They ‘do not en- able prt of the day. The tents are pitch‘ed, and dinner prepared.

renew

fact, after the

and forty hours after the evidence for the
defense has been closed? Is the case so
obscure that he has never heard of it P Was
he ill or in custody? Was he in Europe,
Asia or Africa? Was he on the Red

of the species.— Correspondent of the World.

the driver pulls his head “forcibly to the
like, No busy porters nor self-important ground, and you seize the opportunity of
the
yet
here,
are
custom-house officials
Jumping on to his back. «But before you
heaped and iled and Swews Wii

ter here—** Nobody” has n't got them.
What did Nobody intend to do with that

I don’t believe one

ford, Vt., Aug. 6, aged 73.

menced a religious

The

Straf-

‘been absent, was called out of turn, and, in

knows, and all that he doesn’t know,

women ever embroidered a slipper in her
life; and studied on the piazza or in the

overrated beast, and is the very incarnation
of peevish ill-temper. Docile he is, but
floating
motes,
big
very old dust, and the
apparently from no other reason than sheer
in sunbeams that fall through heavily- | stupidity. No sooner do you approach him
move sluggishly and
grated windows,
hushed and tomb- than he sets up a hideous snarling groan;
placeis
The
gravely.

-

ESTHER, wife of Aaron Beede, died in.

Choate was defending) having

ence to which procedure Mr. Choate said:
Where was this tardy and belated witness,
that he comes here to tell us all that he

acting tribute from every class, never soiling their linen skirts, and never becoming

without considerable misgiv-

4

er (whom

process of as-

bustle

not

:

others

simulation, not only the waters, but the
‘very air they breathe. For an exhilarating

interest the description of desert life; but

and sunshine, and the fresh air of the
docks, one is impressed with a strange
stillness and gloom. The &ir is fluffy with

is in the great skin-packages

and

tipple, commend me to the society of these
Wisconsin Romans, who march through the
heterogeneous assemblage at Saratoga, ex-

It was

ot fray

“

into which they seem to

convert, by some mysterious

I had
with which I entered the desert.
been for years familiarwith the literature of
Arabia.and had read with a certain vague

warehouse on

The scene is a huge dock

mammarial balm,

the champagneint,

id

1 shall not easily forget the impressions

Nobody’s Luggage.

g

MORNING STAR: AUGUST 31, 1870.

Into the Desert.

LITERARY MISCELLANY.

Ly

Li”

"

land Carpet

pox y ard
22 Fiend

up, at our
street—New

Co.

new
Fng-

auglo-4t.

RID)a=

Mild, Certain, Safe, Efficient.
It is far the bes
Cathartic remedy vet discovered, and at once relieves
and invigorates all the vital functions without cgus
ing injury to any of them, The most complete success
has long attended its use in many localities; and it
is now offereN 10 the general public with the convio
ton that it can never fail to accomplish all that 18
ciated

for it,

It produces

litle

or

no

pain;

leaves

taxes
the organs free from irritation, and never over
or éxcites the nervous
system,
To al disea: es of the
skin,

blood,

stomach,

bowels,

liver, kidnevs

—of

chil-

dren, and in many dilculsies peculiar to women, it
God and truth, The companion of his youth,
drings prompt relief ghd certain eure. The best phy:
lived
,
Christian
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this old and well
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remedy,
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has
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acquired

a world-wide renown for the eure of sudden colds,
coughs, &e., weak stomach, general debility, nursing

gore mouth, cankered mouth or . throat, liver com:
plant, dygpepsia, or indigestion, cramp and pain in
the stomach, bowel complaint, painters’ colic, Asis
atic cholera, diafrhoea and dysentery, It has lost
none of its good name by repeated trials, but continues to occupy » prominent position inevery fam.
ily medicine chest.
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Sold by all Drugglists,
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“| shoes, if they do cripple at first. The heel of
the foot will expand and the horse go better the
rest of the year.
All of the spring’s work can
be done in that way.
The horse can be driven
some on pavements without injury, it driven
|
carefully.
I have set .shoes on horses that stayed on
From this date until October is the best time three, four, five and six months; but I don’t
approve of it. Keep a horse’s shoe on tight, and
to prune fruit and shade trees. A wound made
it can not move at the heel whereit ought to.
at this time of the year will not bleed, but will
Some persons are never satisfied if we nail on,
barden and remain sound,even if the new growth
the shoes so that they stay on six months.
Keep
of wood does not cover it. The-spring of the year
isthe worst of all times for pruning; the sap is horses shod six months out of twelve, and they
will never cripple with founder, sweeney or
then running, and it keeps the surface exposed
corns; the feet will always be soft, will wear
by the cutting in just the condition for decay ; and

ene-

my’s lines to request the French to send surgeons

MISCELLANEOUS.

AUGUST

Rural an Domestic.

and Coloto

STAR:

to the sufferers. As he approached waving the
It is denied that any cabinet changes have flag he was fired upon as before reported, and
A similar
‘his mission of humanity defeated.
been or are now probable.
case occurred at Marsol, where the beseiged fired
' Mr. Frelinghuysen officially declines the misFon the flag which brought a summons to sursion to England.
render.
French and German citizens of Boston are
The Siecle contemplating the probability of the
raising funds for the relief of their countrymen
bombardment of Paris, urgently recommends the
"at the seat of war.
:
removal of pictures from the galleries of the
A New York State Temperance Convention
Louvre and the-books from the Imperial librahas nominated a full State ticket, with Myron H.
ry.
:
:
Clark for Governor.
The Constitutionele wonders that M. Thiers
Some New York thieves stole four boa con:
if the wound is a large one, a rotten hole is the
should refuse to accept a place on the committee
strictors from a schooner, after quieting the
result.
To prune in June is better, but even
of defence.
His great patriotism and his connecs
captain with chloroform.
then we would not advise you to take off any
tion with the construction of the walls of PariItis said thi«t the North Carolina’ conservamade it natural to select him among the first for limb larger than an inch in diameter. Let all
“tives have evidence that will warrant the imlarger limbs remain until the last of the sumthe position.
It is said that Count Daru will be
peachment of Gov. Holden when the legislature
mer, or September.
appointed in bis place.
meets.
Therefore, form the habit of examining your
The German Uhlans. are objects of prodigious
.trées at this season, that you may avoid the neBaron Geroltis repOTide to be of the opinion,
terror in Paris. Their arrival is momentarily
cessity of pruning next spring. But it must not
from informs ion he has received,
that King
expected,
and patrols are stationed everywherd
~ be thought that we advise the cutting off of large
William is ho'Jing in reserve at least as many
in the vicinity to announce the event."
=
limbs whien'it can be av oided; and if trees were
men as have to this date participated in fightThe
DMoniteur announces that the time for
properly attendedsto when young, it would seling.
which German vessels going to or from certain
dom be necessary.
Especially see to it that none
Out of 185 applicants for derkship inthe Cenports were exempted from seizure has expired,
of the young trees grow up with ecrotches that
sus Bureau,. but 104 passed
an examination.
and that they will be made
prizes
Wherever
will be liable to split down under the weight of
This is a better showing than when previous-ap- found.
fruit, or snow,or wind ; to this end, cut remorsepointments were made.
:
lessly.
Frederick Douglas announces through the
So somebody has said in the papers.
We find
Boston Lyceum Bureau that he has resolved to
Paragraphs.
it without credit, and send it along for the public
retire at once and entirely from the lectureffield
good.
The- sound of the human voice has been heard
inorder to edit the New Era at Washington.
three miles over a level plain; a railroad whistle,
All his engagements for next winter
are to be
eighteen miles; thunder, sixty miles; cannonadcanceled.
ing eighty miles.
;
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Prune your Trees Now.

is

A Choice and Undoubted Sor,

careful examination of the facts by the entomolo.
gist himself, proved the accuracy of the generalization thus made by an ignorant but observant

good, andthe horses be always willing to work,
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prisoners.

The Prus-

in preparing

for the

expécted

strife of factions appears to be
presence of the common peril.

siege,

and the

more

quiet

~That Bazaine is completely shut

up

in

in

Metz

there can be no longer any doubt, but it is probable that the army of McMahon is making sn energetic effort to reach him or to divert the attention of the enemy so as to afford him a chance of
escape.
Itis not of much
consequence where
the Emperor is, but it may be presumed that
having been releaved of the command of the army,
and the rule of the nation, he went in search of
the missing Louis and has lost himself. M.
Theirs by express decree, has been made a memof the committee of safety.
Reports from Nancy
and the frontier indicate that the Prussians are
pouring heavy re-enforcements into France to
support their armies, and be supported atthe expense of the enemy.
All the besieged towns yet
hold out, and one dispatch says the attempt to
capture Toul has been abandoned.
RET

It is said that there

are

good troops in and near

now

nearly 300,000

Paris,

Another submarine cable

between France and

England has just been successfully laid.

Prussia is opposed to Italy, the latter having
concluded an alliance “with France.
England and Russia watch the opportunity to
intervene. Russia will not permit the territorial
aggrandizement of either party.
Two sons of Count Bismark are officers in the

Prussian army, and both were wounded in recent battles.
__Itis believed that one more decisive battle
gives Paris to the Prussians.
Brazil has formally declared peace with Paraguay and is about making contracts for the importation of Coolies for ten years. .
A despatch from Rome announces that there
is a general movement of Italian troops to the
~Pontificial frontier under General Cosenes.
It is

believed that Victor Emanuel is unable
trol the

feeling

in

Ttaly

for

the

to

con-

possession

of

Rome.
Mexican advices report that the Government
is completely bankrupt, the salaries of employees unpaid, and Government employment deserted.

By a new regulation for the

French

army, all

horses killed on the field of battle, instead of being left to rot, are, so far as practicable, to be
carried to the regimental butchers and served out
to the troops as meat rations.General Trochu is one of the

French military commanders,
to have the most work

youngest

and

of the

seems

likely

on his hands.

General Antonelli has addressed a letter to
the Papal Nuncio at Belgium, saying that the
dogma of infallibility was duly promulgated and
is now binding on the whole Catholic World.
The French are about to try the plan of hospital tents, which were so successful during our
civil war.
The season is favorable for the experiment, and the wounded will be able to enjoy

the luxury of fresh air.

:

The Empress is still at the Tuileries,
and dejected.

It is

said

she

has

hopeless

become

very

unpopular on account of her bigotry.
By the collision of two steamers on the Madura river, South America, July 25, one was lost,

with 160 lives, and a cargo. valued at $460,000.
A Prussian colonel has written to Emile
Girardin, offering a wager that he will be

de
in

Paris by the 15th of September.

Girardin pub-

Jished the letter, and announces

his acceptance

of the wager.
Paris letters say the great fear of the Parisians
is, that if there is some sueécess of the French
arms, it may enable the Emperor to regain Paris.
The Prussian troops c¢ losely surround Stras
bourg, yet the government treasurer managed to

A contract has been made for cutting a cana:
across Minnesota Point, at the head of Lake Superior, one hundred and fifty feet wide and fourteen feet deep, and a dyke between Minnesota

and

Rice’s

Point

to shut

DWluth

off

from

the

St. Louis river.
In Kansas the old seftlers are very fond of
roast dog, and new comers are soon initiated into a liking for that diet. But prairie dogs are
not like the eastern curs. They are very small.
In form and color they are almost precisely like
our ground squirrels, and a full grown one is no
larger than a red squirrel.
They have
bushy
tails, and subsist wholly upon vegetation.
They
are pretty little creatures; with soft, pleasant,
gazelle-like eyes, and are quite agreeable as pets.
New Jersey has been classifying her corporations, and finds that 2433, deriving an income
from their operations, have been created since
1693.
Of these 2438 companies, 525 are manufacturing, 251 are railroads; 234 are turnpike road
companies, 132 are banks, 114, improvement companies, 122, steamboat companies. ' The corporations created under general laws number 215,and
comprise many associations that could be classitied under the heads above given.
The Milwaukee Sentinel says that there were
forty strokes of lightning in Wisconsin fatal to
life or destructive of property, between the 8th
and 29th of July, inclusive.
Twenty men, wom en and children were killed,and thirteen injured,
several 'so seriously that they can never entirely
recover.
Two
hundred and thirteen
horses,
|.
cattle, sheep and swine were killed; eight dwell
ing houses and six barns were destroyed, and six
houses and nine barns burned, with no accompanying loss of life either of persons or animals,
Along the Sierra Nevada, close to the line of
snow, a plant grows of sizes: varying from an
inch to two inches in thickiess, and hight to the
dimensions of the largest cabbages.
It is known
as the snow cactus, and depends for moisture
upon the melting snow.
It has been recently
proposed to treat the plant as a table vegetable,
and it is said that, boiled and served up like asparagus, this cactus is found equally succulent
and satisfactory.
A microscope has been constructed in New
York
which
magnifies
objects 9,000,000,000
times.
At this rate of enlargement an ordinary
fly would cover a space equal to New York city
below Wall street, 3a man would appear more
than a hundred miles high, and a hair of ordinary

length from alady’s head

would

reach half way

from New York to New Haven.
Yet, under this
enormous magnifying power, the creations of
the Lord only display new beauties.
A microscopic shell called an angulatam, of which about
one hundred and forty placed end to end will
reach an inch, and which, when examined under
ordinarily powerful microscopes,is simply marked with lines of the most exquisite delicacy, exhibits under the new instrument half globes of
white silex, whose diameters appear to be an
inch and three quarters, and of which only fifteen
can be seen at once. Ia reality the point ofa
cambric needle is larger than the circle upon
which these fifteen half globes exist, and yet
that circle appears like a dessert plate, covered
with lady-apples.
Dr. Fortie of Paris says that the wearing of

tight kid gloves is very

injurious.

It spoils the

shape of the hand,injures its sense of touch; and
as it is at the ends of the fingers that the venous and arterial blood are exchanged, the general circulation is hindered.

It is believed

that

the temperature

day a copy of the proclamation declaring thatthe
penalty of death will be visited on all civilinns
who commit acts of hostility.
The following are the particulars of the recent
violation ofthe flagof
housein the field was

: On Aug. 19th a farm
led with French wound

ed. ' Prussian surgeons were so busy that they

Ge

4

Mr. Warren Leland,of the Metropolitan Hotel, New York, who owns a farm at Rye, N. Y.,
and is a very*successful raiser of poultry, writen.

the Farmers” Club his experience in the care
of fowls:
I have found that for every hundred fowls you
must give up at least an acre.
But rough land
is as goed as any.
Hens naturally love the bush,
and I lop young trees, but leave a shred
by
which they live a year or more.
These form
hiding-places and retreats for them.
In such
places they prefer
to lay. I have great success,
and it depends on three or four rules, by observing which I believe a good living can be made
by hens and turkeys.
1. I give my fowls great
range.
Eighteen acres belong to them exclusively. Then the broods have the range of another
big lot, and the turkeys go half a mile or more
from the house. The eighteen acres of poultry-

yard is rough land,of little use for tillage. It
has a pond in it,and many rocks, and bushes,
find weeds, and
sandy places, and ash-heaps,
and lime, and bones,and grass, and a place which

I plow upto give

them

worms.

2. When: hen

has set, I take her box, throw out the-straw. and
earth,let it be out in the sun and rain a few-days,

and give it a good coat of whitewash

on

both

sides.
In winter, when itis very cold, I have
an old stove in their house, and keep the warmth
above freezing.
There is also an open fireplace,
where I builda fire in cool, wet days.
They
dry themselves, and when the fire goes out there
is a bed of ashes for them to wallow in. Summer and winter, my hens have all the lime, ashes
and sand they want.
3. Another reason why I
have
such luck is because my
poultry-yards
receive all the scraps from the Metropolitan Hotel. Egg-making is no easy work, and hens will
not do much of 1t without high food.
They need
just what a man who works requires,—wheat
bread and meat.
Even when wheat costs $2, 1
believe in feeding it to hens.
As to breeds, I
‘prefer the Brahmas, light and dark.
I-change
roosters every spring, and a man on the farm
has no other duty than to take care of my poultry. I frequently turn off 3,000 spring chickens
in a single season.

Shoeing Horses.

made in sections,in two pieces, so as to admit
the expansion of the foot. I have been thinking
on that a long time, but it never will
plished it will cost tco much, and

Ifmade

durable.

made

at all it must

be accomit can’t be

be made

he

would
make his chief meal. Water was. his
regular drink, but on oceasions he would be tak-

foot; should be set back as far as possible; never should be applied: hot; frog let alone; the

en

shoes

sick

in

the

street,

and

In

then

this

the

way

charitable

would run to the nearest wine-shop and geta
chopin ‘for the poor Invalid overcome by the
weather.
.
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Pepin

Poultry Raising

in the shape of a hinge at the toe of the foot, so
as to throw the shoe outward, and
movable
canlks inserted on the shoe.
Horses’ shoes should be set level with the

buying.

.. BOOK OF THE SEASON.

THE CHORAL TRIBUTE

The

vine and removed.—Homestead.

should be

ays; and

removed as often

ag often

as from 30°to

ag the first of April

or

May comes, pull off the shees, if it is dry weath,

| er, for twb or three weeks; use them without

pounds of bees have
lost twe-thirds of their
ranks
by sudden
showers
in warm
honey
weather.
Bees driven to earth by showers do
not die at once.
If the following day be watm
and fair, the rays of the sun sometimes re-animate those storm beaten creatures, enabling them
to return to their hives with joy and gladness.

tl

le

the

cows are

every morning, and if fed
is given before foddering.
their appetite is improved,
regularity, keep in better
milk, than when salted
practiced by dairymen in

dairymen think it very

salted

.26

Western, dry. ..a0

do. wet. ....10%
Goat Skins,
Madras.......66
Patnas...... 47

.

Swedish—

IRON.

i

Com.ass’d.82 00 @120 00

early

in the stable the salt
By salting in this way
they drink with more
health, and give more
in the usual way, as’
America.
The Swiss

injurious to salt milch

cows only once or twice a week, as they would
lick too much salt at one time, and drink too
much water for the day; they consider
that
stock in order to de well must be fed with regularity every day alike, and never given too much
of anything at one time.
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Gunpowder,

A Dangerous Practice.
—

NEw
For

Flies.
a

——

A common house-fly almost invariably rests
with its head downwards, and, however it may
alight, works its way round until this direction
is assumed,
The biting flies, on the contrary, as
universally rest with the head pointing upward,
acting in this precisely like the equally blood.
thirsty musquito.
The brother of an eminent
Russian entomologist, now residing in the United States, observed a peasant in his own country
killing some of the flies on a wall of his hut without disturbing others, and, on being questioned,

he gave as a reason that those with the heads up
were “liters,” and ‘the others were not. A
”~
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The Commentary on the Gospels by
Rev. John J. Butler, D. D.,is now

Unwashed
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It ought to be known that the practice employed by some of unsoldering the tops of fruit-cans
by means of heat, is attended with danger.
The
Providence Press says that the following singular accident recently took place in the kitchen of
a gentleman of that city: While the cook was
getting dinner she placed a can of tomato soup
upon the range to warm, as she had been in the
habit of doing, with live coals upon the top of the
can for the purpose of melting the solder: Instead of the solder melting as usual, however,the
can in a few moments exploded with a loud report, blowing a part of it across the ‘room, scattering scalding soup in all directions, and over
everything—ceiling,
walls, and freshly-ironed
clothes, and hurling live coals about the floor,
and even as far off as upon the table on the opposite side of the kitchen, The cook, who, for.’
tunately, was not near the range; and who was
the only person in the room at the moment, was
severely scalled in the face and upon the neck
and arms, by the flying soup.

«.
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pulled, extra...35 @ . 43 |
uperflne....35 @ .
Cal Ornif......18 @ . |

eins

in, taking care to have a layer of crackers at the
top; add about a tablespoon of butter ‘and a little bit of onion—say about a quarter of a small
one—ifyou dare!
Add father, three pints of
milk, and water enough to cover the contents of
the vessel ; set on the fire, and when it begins to
boil it will be donevin thirty minutes, perhaps in
twenty if the fish is of a softer nature,
Rockfish is the best which comes to this market for the purpose, and requires thirty minutes,
boiling.
Fresh cod is good. Some people prefer slices of fried pork or ham to butter, This

Spruce..... @.«
shooks...0 §**
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Boots.

lee

ocedar.cccsess

Six pounds of fish cut in slices one inch thick;
lay in the bottom of some vessel a layer of fish,
and cover it with a layer of hard crackers, which
have been soaked a few moments in cold water;
sprinkle over this chopped parsley, pepper and
salt; put in layer after layer until the fish is all
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Salting Milch Cows.
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MUSIC BOOK,

PALM,

NOW

Savey bas increased in a very appreciable man:
a
ner during the last 40 years.
The mean temperature has risen from 47 to b1 degrees “F. ; the I John H. Mellen writes to the Rural
New
Yorker that:
.
cultivation of the vine and of grains is successful higher ap-the slopes, and the glaciers have
If farmers would keep the straw wet or
retreated.
The reason is the destruction of for- dampened, at or near the front feet,it would be
ests and hedge-rows, the clearing of uncultivatbetter; for I have shod horgeg«for twenty-five
ed lands, the multiplication and maintenance
years, and I never have seen a’'dry, hard hind
of roads, and the increase of population and cat
foot; they are always in good trim.
If horse
tle.
¢
owners would throw water on the horses’ fore
The
Dusseldorf artists sold about $270,000
feet every time they water them, I think it
worth of pictures last year. About one-half of would be better. Col. Colman states also that
this was paid by foreigners,
and some $37,000
Bonner levels the horses’ foot on a marble block.
by Americans. They complain that the demand
I think I have read the same statement in the
is increasing for ordinary but showy
pictures,
Rural before.
the greater number of which are for our market
Dr. Spaulding objected to the use of the butwhere they command high prices. We had tress upon his horses’ feet. If he knew how to
hoped that our taste was improving on this side shoe a horse he would not have said so.
of the water, so thatthe foreign artists would
Mr. Page said he thought a shoe might be

ing and "trying before

THE

©

of Upper

escape with over twelve millions of francs.
Prince Felix Salm Salm, a major in the Prus
sian Guards, distinguished for his services in the
American and Mexican wars, was killed in the
battle of the 18th at Gravellotte.
There-aré now 20,000 French prisoners of war
in Germany.
{ need find some other mart for ‘poor pictures and
All vagrants, suspected persons, and those
high prices.
'
who might compronrise the public safety, have
A tan recently died iin Paris in whose mattress
been ordered to leave Paris.
was found 80,000 francs. Every morning he
Bismark, from the first, refused to permit any
went out armed with a good hunk of bread; then,
representative of Austria to accompany the Prustaking a turn round the warket, he would pick a
sian army.
»
cherry here, a struwberry there, try a bit of
The. ‘Mayor of Rheims received on Wednes- cheese, and then
a shred of dried fish, just tast.

CHURCH

“

‘ and nearly one thousand

‘sian army advancing on Paris is moving steadily
byt not hastily on, and its cavalry is making
Taids through all the country contiguous tothe
line of march.
There is great activity in Paris

€8

the forti-

pramily....24 0 25 | OUR NEW

E8EES:

attacked

Those acquainted with the trade say that the
one hundred and fifty manufactories of India rubber articles use 10,000,000 pounds of gum a yesr,
yet there is no occasion to fear that the supply
willbe exhausted though they used ten times
as much.
Physicians are now administering to consumptives a diet of finely chopped raw Leef, properly
seasoned with salt and heated by placing the
dish containing it in boiling water.
There has been more wheat produced in southern Utah this season than any previous year. The
inhabitants expect that there will be enough to
bread the entire people. The fruit crop is not
so heavy, the last frost having killed some of
the tender buds.

»~
~

sian force of 10,000 men had

fied town of Verdun and been repulsed with se/ rious loss. It is also reported that the Prussians
have captured Vitry. together with sixteen guns

fabrics and will wear like cloth.

ow

if not much that is exciting.
It was announced
in the Corps Legislatif, Saturday, that a Prus-

is made

of them that can be sewed as easily as woven

[

Mon-

is interesting,

combin-
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published

day morning, contain much that

hemp
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FOREIGN.
The despatches from Europe,

are

to a pulp, and a paper

o>
ecw

ad

flax, jute, and

reduced

oceo0c0®
—
SOC loo

The National Teachers’ Association has been in
session’at Cleveland, Ohio, electing J.J. Pickard, of Chicago, President for the ensuing year,
and the American
Association
for .the Advancement of Science has held one of its largest and best gatherings in Albany, N. Y.

Wool-skins,

ed and

>=

Aid

Ep

Patriotic

seis

German

gs

i) A

The collections of the

Society, of New York city, amount to $63,697,584.
The North German Consul General has received
$2,968 from other parties, for the aid of wounded
German soldiers.
;
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1.

Transplanting and Mulching.

Terms. —Single copy, 80-cents a year,
Ten copies or more sext to one address, 20
ents each,—payable in all cases in ad-

vance.

gi

POSTAGE. —The postage on a single cory
of the Myrtle, der the new law, is 24
cents

a year;

and

no

more

on 10 copies,

or any number between one and 10, when
gent to one address, than on a single one.

The postage is payable at the office of deThe volume begins with the
livery.
Orders are solicitfirst number in April,
ed.
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle.
Sample copies will be sont free on appli=
cation.

